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Abstract
Today’s computer systems provide a vast variety of functionalities but at the same time lack an

intelligent and natural user interface. The idea of companion technology is to complement a system

with an intelligent interface that adapts itself to the individual user and its context of use. One

important task of the interface is to take inputs of all available devices and determine what the user

has intended to do. This process is called multimodal input fusion. Being a topic of research for over

30 years now, it has still failed broad employment. The question is: What are the known approaches

lacking, especially regarding their use as companion technology?

From the state of the art, two major weaknesses are identified: the insufficient handling of uncertain-

ties considering that a variety of sensors provide inputs, and no means of adaptation to the individual

user to reduce error rates and increase the overall robustness. This work’s contribution is a fully im-

plemented multimodal input fusion that employs evidential reasoning and individual user adaptation

to provide a comprehensive and robust decision on all available inputs. It is not about progressing

specific input technologies and devices, but to make the most of what they provide on a generic level.

Based on an existing idea of applying evidential reasoning, an input fusion is developed that provides

functionalities of combination, disambiguation, reinforcement and conflict detection. A theoretical

evaluation proves the benefits of the formalism compared to the usually employed n-best lists. Ad-

ditional benefits arise when the realized component is embedded into a companion system, closely

cooperating with a multimodal fission component in charge of arbitrating the available output modal-

ities. Two perspectives are taken regarding individual user adaptation. First, the user’s decision to

adopt a specific input modality is investigated. A user study identifies yet unknown predictors,

like personality traits and technology affinity. Though useful in system design, the complexity of

influencing factors hinders direct application for input fusion. Taking a system perspective, how-

ever, temporal data provided by input sensors is known to bear important information and research

promised its usefulness for some time. Nevertheless, no practical application has been presented to

date. In this work, an original approach to individual user adaptation is developed based on the no-

tion of temporal interaction histories, to complement and extend the input fusion with individually

adaptive error recognition capabilities. An evaluation study proves a significant decrease of error

rates compared to previous ideas suggested in literature.

As a comprehensive concept of individually adaptive input fusion, the presented work can not only

be used within companion systems, but in any type of system as a technology for realizing robust

multimodal inputs. Thus, it could be the basis for multimodal interfaces to reach a maturity at which

they in fact advance HCI for end users.
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Introduction

Today’s computer systems provide a vast variety of functionalities and have become an important

part of everyday life, be it for private use or in the context of work. People interact with mobile and

stationary systems in various contexts and perform complex tasks with multiple devices for input

and output. The functionalities offered by systems are often not only complex, but sometimes even

intelligent. Today, functionality is not the problem; it lies with the interface to this functionality.

All too often users are overstrained with the complexity presented by the interface and need a great

amount of time to familiarize themselves with the many options and menus necessary to perform

a task, often resulting in failure and frustration. The possibilities to interact are still restricted to a

few devices and lack any form of intelligence, rendering them anything but natural when compared

to interactions between humans. The idea of companion technology is to complement a system’s

functional intelligence – i. e. the task that is performed by the system – with an as intelligent interface

that adapts itself to the individual user and its context. The rationale is that the best system is useless

when the user cannot use it, or in other words, when it is unable to understand the user. A concept that

promises greater naturalness and expressiveness is that of multimodal interaction, where multiple

modalities are used in a complementary (or synergistic) way for input and output alike. That is why

enabling and facilitating multimodal interaction is a central goal of companion technology.

Focusing on multimodal user input, the so-called input fusion plays an essential role in understanding

what the user is doing, as its task is to take inputs of all available devices and determine what the

user has intended to do. Fusion of user inputs has quite a history in research, from early ideas in

the 1980s up to a climax in research activities in the early 2000s giving birth to a broad range of

input fusion approaches. Despite all these approaches, real multimodal input is still rarely found in

end-user systems. Most of them content themselves with offering different ways to perform the same

inputs. In this respect, input fusion has not reached the level of maturity that is sometimes claimed in

literature (cf. [78]). While there are emerging technologies that enable a more comprehensive view

on what the user is doing, like vision and speech based technologies, they still lack the robustness

expected by users and require a fair amount of training until the user has adapted to the system

whereas it should be the other way around.
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Introduction

The question is: What are the known approaches lacking, especially regarding their use as compan-

ion technology? Or in other words, can we design an input fusion approach worthy of the name

companion technology, laying the foundations for multimodal inputs being deployed in end-user

systems someday?

The methodical approach of this work is as follows. Based on a comprehensive review on the

research activities on multimodal input fusion of the past 30 years, potential weaknesses in regard

to companion technology and ideas worth taking over are identified. Most importantly, this includes

a sound handling of uncertainty and an adaptation to the individual user. On that basis, first a

new approach to input fusion is conceptualized based on existing ideas on evidential reasoning,

and then implemented and evaluated theoretically. Then it is complemented and extended by an

original approach to individual user adaptation that significantly increases the overall robustness of

multimodal input fusion. This is finally evaluated in a realistic user study.

In the present thesis, these activities are preceded by a chapter on the fundamentals that establish a

basis for the later work, including a new definition of the term modality. The state of the art chapter

then presents the comprehensive literature review, also serving as source of reference. The conclu-

sions drawn from the state of the art are then formulated as generic goals of uncertainty handling

and individual user adaptation in Chapter 3, and transformed into well-defined functional and non-

functional requirements to be fulfilled. Based on these, Chapter 4 presents the approach to input

fusion as well as the underlying rationales. In addition, the chapter elaborates on the embedding of

the approach in a prototypical companion system. A comparison to the state of the art then con-

cludes the chapter. Chapter 5 then focusses on the second goal of this work, namely individual user

adaptation. It not only extends the state of knowledge on factors that influence the users’ choice of

input modalities with its own user study, but also presents the original approach to individual user

adaptation based on the notion of temporal interaction histories. This approach, integrated into the

input fusion engine, is evaluated in a final user study employing a realistic smartwatch scenario. The

final chapter then summarizes and draws conclusions from the conducted work, including known

problems and limitations, before presenting future areas of scholarship.

In summary, this work has two main contributions. First, a fully implemented approach to multi-

modal input fusion based on evidential reasoning is presented that allows a more comprehensive

representation of uncertainties in the form of beliefs. Compared to the state of the art, it provides su-

perior reinforcement and conflict detection capabilities when deciding on the user’s observed actions.

Moreover, the use of GraphML with application specific data extensions and XSLT for specifying

multimodal inputs facilitates deployment and reuse in arbitrary domains. Second, a novel approach
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for individual user adaptation based on the notion of temporal interaction histories is presented. It

utilizes temporal constraints that dynamically adapt to each individual’s behavior. This allows to

detect and avoid erroneous inputs during multimodal interaction, resulting in a significant reduction

of error rates and increased user satisfaction compared to the state of the art. Besides these major

contributions, the work comprises several aspects that additionally extend the state of knowledge

on multimodal interaction. This includes a new definition of the term “modality” as so-called inter-

action modality, that is accompanied by a graphical notation and allows easy representation of any

form of interaction with unimodal, complementary, and redundant forms of modality use. A dedi-

cated user study provides new insights on influencing factors of modality adoption during selection

tasks regarding gender, personality traits, and technology affinity, which can be useful in system

design. Furthermore, an original classification of multimodal input errors is provided that can serve

as basis for assessing the robustness of systems.
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1 Fundamentals

In this chapter, all relevant fundamentals that are necessary to comprehend the later chapters and

contributions of this work are presented. It starts by describing companion technology as the driving

force from which this work originates, showing multimodal input fusion as a fundamental part and

locating it within the broader context of companion research. Then it is shown how the superordinate

concept of multimodal interaction is derived from generic principles of human action, leading to a

generic model of multimodal interaction called the Stormy Tree. Before getting more concrete, it

is important to establish a clear understanding of the basic term modality. Since understandings

vary a lot throughout literature, known definitions of modality (and multimodality) are critically

reviewed, leading to a new definition that is used for the work at hand. Then, with CARE and

CASE, more concrete conceptual models of multimodal interaction that are often referred to by other

researchers are presented. In order to complete the section on multimodal interaction and to put it

into perspective, it is shown what benefits can arise from applying it, but also what misconceptions

exist. Being an essential part of multimodal interaction, input fusion is then introduced, starting

from an historical perspective and making necessary differentiations of the term fusion. Finally,

today’s common categorization of approaches to multimodal input fusion is presented that uses the

underlying principles of processing for classification.

1.1 Companion Technology

The Transregional Collaborative Research Center SFB/TRR 62, from which this work originates,

is an interdisciplinary consortium of computer scientists, engineers, physicians, neuroscientists and

psychologists, who are involved with the systematic exploration of cognitive abilities and their inte-

gration into technical systems (so-called companion technology). The vision that guides the consor-

tium is as follows:

“Technical systems of the future are Companion-systems – cognitive technical sys-

tems, with their functionality completely individually adapted to each user: They are

5



1 Fundamentals

geared to his abilities, preferences, requirements and current needs, and they reflect his

situation and emotional state. They are always available, cooperative and trustworthy,

and interact with their users as competent and cooperative service partners.” [173]

While present-day systems possess a growing functional intelligence – in terms of the provided ser-

vices – they lack this intelligence when providing their functionality to the user [18]. The resulting

gap is to be bridged with companion technology, by complementing and integrating the functional

intelligence with an equivalent intelligence in interacting with the user. Note that companion sys-

tems and the underlying technology are not to be confused with what is sometimes understood by

the notion of companions as conversational software agents, which accompany their owner over a

(life-)long period (cf. [174]), or even robot companions as mostly autonomous, embodied systems

(cf. [84]). Companion systems in the context of this work are more of a superordinate concept or

generalization of these very specific notions. As defined in [18], there are several characteristics that

are exhibited by a companion system, namely competence, individuality, adaptability, availability,

cooperativeness, and trustworthiness. These characteristics result from a well-orchestrated interplay

of advanced perception, planning, reasoning, and interaction capabilities. Figure 1.1 illustrates this

vision and all involved partitions. In the following sections, a summary of [18] on the basic idea be-

hind companion systems and the roles of the involved components is given, together with references

to further reading on the current state of research.

Environment Environment Characteristics
Emotion and Disposition Parameters

Mental  Model
Planning &
Reasoning

Dialog &
 Interaction

Perception &
Recognition 

Companion -Technology

Kn
ow

le
dg

e 
Ba

se

User

Technical
System

Individualized 
Functionality

Individual
Needs

Figure 1.1: Interaction with a companion system (adapted with permission of Springer Science and
Bus Media B V, from [18]; permission conveyed through Copyright Clearance Center,
Inc.).
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1.1 Companion Technology

1.1.1 Planning & Reasoning

While interacting with a companion system, users are pursuing a goal – they want to solve a problem

and place certain needs on the functionality of the system. The resulting mental model of the user

has individual preconceptions and expectations of the system’s functionality. This mental model

determines the behavioral strategy the user will follow to achieve the goal. On the system side,

objectives and problems – either of the system or the user – are expressed as formal specifications,

that are automatically transformed into plans of action by the planning & reasoning components

(cf. Figure 1.1). These drive the system and suggest courses of action to the user. This user-centered

planning is based on a hybrid planning approach [17] that combines key principles humans also

rely on when making plans: stepwise refining complex tasks into executable courses of action and

considering causal relationships between actions [16]. Since planning for humans may not always

result in a completely ordered sequence of actions (sometimes the order of actions may seem ar-

bitrary), the planning component has to select a suitable sequence for step-wise presentation that

meets the user’s requirements and expectations. This is done by finding user-friendly linearizations

as described in [54]. Once such a sequence of actions is derived, the execution is monitored by a

plan execution component that is able to detect errors, i. e. deviations from the expected execution

outcomes. In case a deviation is detected, a plan repair mechanism is activated that incorporates

the execution error [14]. In particular after such execution errors, the user may wonder at the new

order of actions. To obtain transparency and to increase the user’s trust in the system, the new be-

havior of the system must be explained. Therefore, the purpose of any action within a plan may be

automatically explained to the user in natural language [145].

1.1.2 Knowledge Base

The whole system is constituted as a knowledge-based system (cf. Figure 1.1), where all components

have access to a complex knowledge model comprising knowledge of the technical functions of the

system, the user and current environmental conditions. A large portion of the information required

within such a system is not observable directly, but has to be inferred from background knowledge

and sensory data – sometimes passing different abstraction layers, and often resulting in uncertain

predictions. On an abstract level, a companion system is a Cognitive Technical System (CTS) that

controls a set of effectors due to observations made through a set of sensors.So the basic task of a

CTS is to solve a decision problem while maximizing desirable properties. Such properties could

be the characteristics of a companion system mentioned above (competence, individuality, adapt-

7



1 Fundamentals

ability etc.) as well as any properties that may arise from the concrete functionality of the system.

Formally, such problem solving can be described as a Markov Decision Process (MDP), which is a

model for time-discrete, sequential decision problems within a fully observable, stochastic environ-

ment [9]. But in case of companion systems, the environment is not fully observable, but instead is

concealed from the system, allowing only limited observation. So an extended version of a MDP,

a so called Partially Observable Markov Decision Process (POMDP) [70] is what’s behind a CTS.

Since specifying and building a joint POMDP that contains the task, the environment, and the user

in a single Markov process would be very difficult due to the many unknowns, usually some form

of modularization is applied. Although modularization imposes constraints that may rule out the

optimal solution of the problem, it provides conceptual independence and enables working on one

local problem at a time, which can be key to being able to construct such a system at all [25]. In a

companion system, this modularization is evident in the conceptual parts of Figure 1.1. A working

prototype of such a system is described in [10], where a human user is assisted in setting up the

devices of a home theater system. In summary, the knowledge base must not necessarily exist as a

single component, but usually is made up from any functionality of any component – primarily from

the perception & recognition section – that uses observations produced by sensors to estimate the

current world state. This information is then used by the other parts of a companion system to make

their decisions.

1.1.3 Perception & Recognition

Recognition of the user’s state and the environmental conditions is the task of perception & recog-

nition components (cf. Figure 1.1). Therein, a huge portion of research is dedicated to sensing the

user’s emotional state. This includes analysis of prosodic and linguistic characteristics of speech [148],

facial expressions [104], psychobiological data [155] and combining multiple sensory sources [50,

69,77,169], as well as generic work on human emotions in HCI [121,156]. Beyond emotion recogni-

tion, there is also extensive work on recognizing general body movements [81] and spatial conditions

of the surroundings [130]. Using background knowledge like the history of typical behaviors and

emotional patterns, such information is interpreted and subsequently transferred to the ever-changing

total state description of the knowledge base. In case the gathered information is relevant for the in-

teraction between the user and the system, it may as well be transferred to the dialog & interaction

components in the form of inputs. Research itself is facilitated by advanced annotation and labelling

tools like ikannotate [19] and ATLAS [96] that emerged from the work within the consortium.
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1.2 Multimodal Interaction

1.1.4 Dialog & Interaction

Finally, the components of dialog & interaction build up the interface to the human user (cf. Fig-

ure 1.1). The interaction of user and system is understood as a dialog that it is made up of a cumula-

tive series of interaction steps. Here, dialog includes verbal dialogs as well as multimodal non-verbal

interaction. It is the task of the dialog management (DM) to control the structure, content, and flow

of the dialog between human and computer. It communicates with the application and gathers from

as well as provides all necessary information to the user, which is needed to accomplish a specific

task. In a full-featured companion system the DM splits its responsibilities with the planning &

reasoning components described above. Once the course of actions representing the solution for

the given planning problem is executed by the plan execution component and user interaction is re-

quired, the current plan step is passed to the DM. The DM then decomposes and refines the plan step

into a dialog, where the structure and the content of the dialog can be adapted to the individual user.

Instead of using a rule-based dialog with rigidly predefined finite-state automatons like in [13], the

current approach uses a POMDP-based decision tree to provide probabilistic augmentation of dialog

steps. This means, that based on uncertain observations about the user’s state, additional informa-

tion and explanation dialog steps are inserted at runtime [108,109]. These observations usually stem

from implicit data, like the user’s affective state or location that are interpreted by the perception &

recognition components.

Once a dialog step is ready to be communicated with the user, it is the task of the interaction man-

agement (IM) to finally realize this communication. In order for users to perceive the system as

reliable and constantly available, all available input/output devices must utilized in an individual and

adaptive way. Within the IM this is done via two processes, namely fission and fusion. While the

fission uses information of the knowledge base about the user, the surroundings, as well as avail-

able output devices to create an adaptive user interface that contains all information that has to be

communicated to the user (like in [58]), the fusion has to gather information from all available input

devices to robustly recognize the intended input from the user. The latter is what this thesis is all

about.

1.2 Multimodal Interaction

In this section the conceptual basics for the work presented in this thesis are introduced. From a

generic model of human action as well as more specific models for Human-Computer Interaction

(HCI) over the term modality up to reference models for multimodal interaction, all relevant terms

9



1 Fundamentals

are described and where necessary, new definitions are given. Finally, potential benefits and major

pitfalls of applying multimodal interaction are investigated.

1.2.1 The Human Action Cycle and the Stormy Tree

As the human individual is in focus of companion technology, it is reasonable to start from a human

perspective. Each and every action performed by a human being can be described by the so-called

Human Action Cycle (HAC) as defined by Don Norman [107], which is a psychological model of the

different steps that are performed by a human when interacting with the world. It consists of three

stages that are built from seven steps as depicted in Figure 1.2.

WorldHuman

Evaluation	  Stage

Execution	  Stage

G
oa

l	  F
or
m
at
io
n	  
St
ag
e perceiving	  the	  state

of	  the	  world
interpreting	  the
perception

evaluation	  of
interpretations

intention
to	  act

sequence	  of
actions

execution	  of	  the
action	  sequence

forming	  a	  
goal

Figure 1.2: The Human Action Cycle by Don Norman (cf. [107]).

• Evaluation stage:

– perceiving the state of the world: perceive the results of previously executed actions

– interpreting the perception: interpret the perceived outcomes on the basis of the ex-

pected outcomes

– evaluation of interpretations: compare the results with what was intended by the goal

• Goal Formation Stage:

– forming a goal: based on the results of the evaluation, form a goal to be achieved next

• Execution stage:

– intention to act: from the goal follows an intention to perform a number of actions to

achieve the goal
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– sequence of actions: formulate a meaningful action sequence from the unordered ac-

tions

– execution of the action sequence: execute the action sequence to influence the world

Although any form of human action can be described by the HAC, it is primarily intended to sup-

port the evaluation of user interfaces. When replacing the generic “World” with a specific technical

system, or more specifically with a computer, the result is not merely a human’s action anymore,

but an actual inter-action of two parties. On the computer side, however, the action steps are usually

defined differently to accommodate the more functional than intentional nature of a computer. A

popular model for describing the functional aspects of a computer system is the Arch model origi-

nally proposed by Bass et al. [5] that is derived from a generalized form, referred to as the Slinky

metamodel. According to Gram and Cockton [51], its focus lies on the transformations of informa-

tion that flows between users and the interactive system. Figure 1.3 shows the Arch model using

Gram and Cockton’s slightly amended terminology compared to the original and its correspond-

ing evaluation/execution stages from the HAC. The functional components of the Arch span both

directions of information flow and are defined as follows (based on [51]):

• Physical Interaction: This group of functions implements the physical interaction between

the user and the computer. It deals with input and output devices and corresponds to the

perceiving and execution steps of the HAC respectively. Realization often is done in a user-

interface toolkit and/or a proprietary interface library.

• Logical Interaction: This group of functions mediates between physical interaction and dia-

log. It provides the dialog with abstract interpretations of the physical inputs and presentation

specific functions to realize the dialog’s output actions.

Dialog

Figure 1.3: The Arch model of a computer system and its evaluation/execution stages (cf. [51]).
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• Dialog: This group of functions controls task sequencing and mediates between domain-

specific and presentation-specific functions. It corresponds roughly to the HAC’s interpreta-

tion and evaluation steps for input and action building/sequencing steps for output.

• Functional Core Adapter: This group of functions mediates between dialog and functional

core by providing more generic work domain concepts. They may aggregate system data

into domain-oriented structures, provide a unified interface to heterogeneous functional cores,

perform semantic checks on data and trigger domain-initiated dialog tasks.

• Functional Core: This group of functions implements work domain features. They are also

often called the ‘application’, but Gram and Cockton regard that term as ambiguous [51].

Although HAC and Arch do not show a one-to-one correspondence, the basic stages of evaluation

for input and execution for output appear in both models. What also holds true for both models

is the fact, that a typical information flow passes all steps/components (performing a complete ‘U-

Turn’). In both models, there can be shortcuts, though. In the HAC, this happens at the time when

reflexive/intuitive human reactions occur, in the Arch, whenever system generated feedback occurs

(e. g. cursor tracking).

The Arch model as presented above does not cover the way humans interact with the system, as

different ways of performing input and output are subsumed within the functional components. A

model that explicitly emphasizes this aspect is that of the Stormy Tree [58] shown in Figure 1.4. It is

a modified arch that illustrates multiple ways of input and output. For the input, different channels

(so called modalities, as clarified in Section 1.2.2) are gradually merged in the physical and logical

interaction components to come up with a joint, abstract meaning for the dialog component. This is

what is referred to as multimodal fusion in this work. The two transitions are also known as early

fusion at the feature level and late fusion at the semantic level, as described in [114]. A more detailed

explanation of the term fusion is given later in Section 1.3.1.

The other way around, i. e. for the output, abstract information from the dialog is split up in the

logical and physical interaction components to be finally realized on different devices. This is what

is referred to as multimodal fission in this work. Early fission subsumes tasks for information par-

titioning on an abstract level, named “content selection and structuring” [48] or “semantic fission”

as named by Rousseau et al. [132]. With a given set of abstract information, the next step is to

determine the concrete output representation on a device for each abstract information. This step

is called modality arbitration or late fission. Finally, the selected devices render the information in

the designated modalities for the user. The meaning of modality and related terms in this context is

covered in the following section.
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Dialog

late	  fusion
early	  fission

early	  fusion
late	  fission

Figure 1.4: The Stormy Tree model of a computer system for multimodal interaction with early and
late fusion and fission (cf. [58]).

1.2.2 The Term Modality

This section is concerned with the way information is exchanged between the communicating part-

ners in HCI via so called modalities. But what does the term modality actually mean? And what is

meant by multi-modal interaction? Before giving an overview of related work that deals with defi-

nitions of the term modality and multimodality, it is necessary to differentiate from two notions that

often appear in this context: mode and medium.

The term mode, despite its common meaning “way of something”, is usually used in HCI to denote

human communication channels and sensory systems [38,132]. So mode describes the way humans

perceive information (e. g. hearing, seeing, feeling). While this could serve as a basis for defining

multimodality (i. e. the usage of multiple modes), it is focussed on human information reception and

remains quite a weak word, as it only accounts for the way information is transported, leaving out

any distinctions that could be made by the kind of transferred information.

Another term that often appears in HCI is the term medium. Medium describes the physical way

information is delivered. In literature, different authors often use the term medium together with

the term modality in different ways. In [90] medium is utilized to specify the output of a system

by means of both, the physical objects (e. g. paper, video) and the means by which information is

conveyed (e. g. text on a sheet of paper) whereas modality refers to the human senses to process

incoming information. In [113] the term medium is used likewise, but the term modality is used in

an oppositional way solely for the input from a user to a system. In [175] Wilson et al. make the

distinction, that a multimedia system uses different presentation media, without a commitment to

the underlying information representation, while a multimodal system is one that also uses different
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presentation media, but is committed to a single internal information representation (no matter what

media is later used for presentation).

In this work, the terms medium and mode will not be used at all except for differentiating purposes.

This is due to the fact that always some kind of physical transport medium is involved when ex-

changing information and both – medium and mode – do not provide enough detail to allow detailed

differentiation; diverse encoded information can be transmitted by the same medium and/or mode. A

tree, for example, is represented via the printed word “tree” or via a picture of a real tree in the same

medium (paper) respectively mode (seeing), although the amount of information is highly different.

In the following, different definitions of (multi-) modality known from literature are discussed, one

from a more general perspective and three more HCI-specific definitions. After that a new definition

for the purpose of this work is presented.

The Human Sensory System and its Channels

The most obvious definition of modality that is also easily understood by non-professionals is that

of the human senses. This notion is taken from the medical domain and describes modality as one

of the human sensory channels: vision, audition, tactition, proprioception, gustation, olfaction, ther-

moception, nociception and equilibrioception [135]. Most information during communication with

others is perceived through vision, audition and tactition. The other senses rather deliver informa-

tion on the context of the communication to one person than being really involved in the information

exchange itself [34]. Schmidt and Lang [135] refer to Johannes Peter Müller’s law of specific ner-

vous energies, proposed in 1826. It says, that “a human sensory modality is not determined by a

certain stimulus, but by the stimulated sensory organ”. The human eye, for instance, also responds

to physical pressure by emitting a light sensation (one can see stars).

A major drawback of this definition for the purpose of this work is its restriction to the human

perception, something it shares with the term mode. The reverse information flow generated by

human utterances is completely left out. Despite this fact, the definition is too blurry for its appliance

in interactive systems. E. g. just having a vision modality is too coarse to describe the diversity of

visual information offered by modern graphical user interfaces.

Information via a Physical Medium

A modality can also be defined as “a way of representing information in some physical medium”

[12], similarly in [11,21]. This definition by Bernsen opens up a huge set of different modalities for
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a single human sense: using the medium light for example, visually perceived information can be

represented in different ways that differ in expressiveness and adequateness for a specific purpose.

Further distinction is made by separating input modalities produced by the user and output modal-

ities produced by the system. The two classes of all possible input/output modalities are obviously

asymmetrical. Based on this considerations, Bernsen builds up a taxonomy of unimodal input and

output modalities with hierarchical levels of abstraction [11,12] as shown in Figure 1.5. At the most

abstract super level, modalities are divided into four different classes: linguistic, analogue (in the

sense of similar), arbitrary, and explicit. At the generic level the taxonomy differentiates static and

dynamic representations for each of the three media of graphics, acoustics and haptics. At lower

abstraction levels (called atomic and sub-atomic), groups of these distinctions are concretized in cat-

egories like written (typed or hand-written), spoken, images, maps, graphs etc. to name but a few

examples.

While being very concrete, the classification often leads to irrelevant types of modalities when all

their values are combined. Over one third (18) of all 48 combinatory possible modalities is dis-

missed due to their irrelevance in “intelligent multimedia presentation systems” [11]. While in [12]

it is claimed to cover both, input and output modalities, the taxonomy was initially targeted at mod-

eling output modalities only [11]. It still heavily focusses on the output of multimedia systems and

limits its scope to media perceivable with three of the human sensory channels: vision, audition

and tactition. This guarantees symmetry between input/output modalities, but makes it difficult to

classify such prominent input schemes such as mouse or eye gaze input. Modalities that are not

perceivable by human senses are completely out of scope, e. g. biopyhsiological measures like heart

rate or body temperature that can be used as implicit input modalities.

According to this definition of modality, Bernsen defines multimodal interactive systems as systems

which use at least two different modalities (physical media) for input and/or output [12]. With this

definition, every system equipped with a Graphical User Interface (GUI) is multimodal, because it

takes haptic input and presents graphical output. A unimodal interactive system on the other hand

would be a system which uses the same single modality for input and output, e. g. a over-the-phone

spoken dialog system (ibid.).

Coupling of Device and Language

In [106] Nigay and Coutaz call a modality an interaction technique and define it as the coupling of a

physical device d with an interaction language L: <d,L>. In this definition, a physical device means

“an artifact of the system that acquires (input device) or delivers (output device) information” [106],
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Figure 1.5: An hierarchical taxonomy of unimodal modalities (cf. [12]).

e. g. keyboard, mouse and screen. An interaction language is a well-formed set of expressions (or

symbols) that convey meaning and are generated by actions on physical devices. Examples men-

tioned by the authors are written natural language as the tuple <keyboard, pseudo natural language

NL> (where NL is defined by a specific grammar), spoken natural language as <microphone, pseudo

natural language NL>, or graphic input as <mouse, direct manipulation>.

This definition naturally supports the distinction between input and output of information in HCI

through devices and goes beyond human sensory channels by using the (rather vague) notion of

language. But the reliance on devices as a distinctive feature of modalities can also raise difficul-
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ties. When are devices considered to be different? Are LCD-displays the same type of devices as

projectors? In [12] Bernsen also claims the independence of modalities from the rapidly changing

field of devices: “...interaction devices come and go but modalities remain unchanged” (ibid.). More

important than the actually used device for information exchange are the peculiarities associated

with the exchange. Although they can be influenced by the device, they are not solely determined

by the device. These peculiarities become important when we consider the selection of modalities

for a specific task, either on the system side for output or the user side for input. This selection will

always depend on the features of a modality (or device) that make it more or less applicable in a

specific context of use.

Derived from their understanding of modality as an interaction technique, Nigay and Coutaz define

a multimodal interactive system as a system that supports multiple interaction techniques through

multiple devices and/or languages [106].

A new Definition1

All definitions of modality (and multimodality) presented above are valid, although they are funda-

mentally different. It becomes obvious that there is no established and widely accepted definition

of modality, as it often depends on the point of view (human or system side) and purpose (system

output design, human input design, general reasoning about modalities) which definition suits best.

For this work, that deals with modeling and understanding human input, the definitions focussing

on the human sensory channels are too limiting. The definition of interaction technique on the other

hand is too vague and leaves a lot room for interpretation. What is needed, is a definition of modality

that allows describing any interaction between two parties, no matter what devices/senses are used

and, more importantly, allows describing multimodality in any of its potential variants, not merely

deciding on the presence or absence thereof, as with the definitions above. To begin with, an abstract

definition of interaction as the active information exchange between two partners is needed:

DEFINITION 1: An (explicit) interaction is an intentional bidirectional information flow, consisting

of action and reaction that are related to each other. An interaction represents the basic unit of a

dialog.

Using the notions of source and sink, information exchange is then performed by interpreting an

information at a source into some kind of representation that can be transferred to a sink side. On

1The following considerations and definitions have evolved in close collaboration with Frank Honold and therefore may
appear in identical or similar form in his nascent PhD thesis [56].
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the sink side, in turn, this representation is interpreted back into information so that the original

concept arises again. Over a longer period of time this information exchange is conducted several

times while the sink and source sides of information swap between the interaction partners.

On the one hand the benefit of this abstraction lies in its variability of interaction partners and is not

just limited to HCI, on the other hand it provides independence of actual devices. Considering the

interaction between a system and a human, the interpreters reside within the system logic connected

to input and output devices and within the human brain areas which process the information from

sensory channels and towards actuatory channels. With this abstract definition of interaction, one

can now formulate a new definition of modality, or rather, interaction modality:

DEFINITION 2: An interaction modality is an information channel built by interpreters between a

source and a sink during an interaction. The encoding interpreter on the source side (encoder)

transforms the information into a representation which can be decoded by the interpreter at the

sink side (decoder) to convey meaning. Interaction modalities are employed to perform an infor-

mation mapping between two interacting partners, either as action or reaction during a dialog. 2

So, interaction modality denotes only the information channel used during an interaction. The actual

exchange of information using such an interaction modality is called expression and is defined as:

DEFINITION 3: An expression is an information flow from a source to a sink via an interaction

modality. Depending on the point of view (source or sink), expressions can be denoted as output

or input.

To better describe real world interactions with different occurrences of interaction modalities used

in expressions, a graphical notation can be used. The graphical representation for an interaction

consists of information and interpreter items on each side (source and sink). The direction of the in-

formation flow is represented by an arrow pointing from the encoder to the decoder (see Figure 1.6).

information encoder decoder information

Human System

unimodal expression

Figure 1.6: A graph-based representation of a system input expression. In this abstract example the
information flows from the left (human) to the right (system).

2For the sake of brevity and unless otherwise noted, all following mentions of modality in this work refer to this definition
of interaction modality.
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Obviously, when the sink side of interaction is a human, the interpreters at the source side must

always transform the information into a form perceivable by the human sensory system. Although

the notation denotes a single source and sink of information, it is not restricted to single user systems.

Logically the users of a multi-user system can be combined into a single source or sink respectively.

The same applies to collaborative systems consisting of two or more independent components.

Forms of Modality Use

With the definition of modality and the graphical notation for interactions, one can now define several

variants of modality use. In the following several real-world examples are used to illustrate the

different variants.

The most basic form is a unimodal expression. As an example one can imagine a typewriter where

users can only interact via keyboard to put in text. The intended text is encoded as haptic output on

the human side and decoded by the keyboard on the system side (cf. Figure 1.6).

DEFINITION 4: A unimodal expression is a single input- or output-mapping to deliver a certain

information from the source to the sink. The information is encoded in one, and only one way at

the source and gets decoded in one, and only one way at the sink.

When multiple modalities are involved at the same time (i. e. within a temporal window) during an

expression, it is a multimodal expression. This can further be divided into redundant and comple-

mentary multimodal expressions, depending on the information that is transferred.

DEFINITION 5: A multimodal expression is a multiple input- or output-mapping to deliver a certain

information from the source to the sink using different modalities within a temporal window.

DEFINITION 6: A redundant multimodal expression is a multimodal expression, where the differ-

ent modalities are used to transfer the same information.

DEFINITION 7: A complementary multimodal expression is a multimodal expression, where the

different modalities are used to transfer different parts of the information.

An example for a redundant multimodal expression would be a system that shows text on the screen

while reading the same text via Text-To-Speech (TTS). This is shown in Figure 1.7. An example for

a complementary multimodal expression is that of a user performing a pointing gesture and uttering

a selection command via speech to select an object. This is shown in Figure 1.8.
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Using these three basic types of expression (unimodal, redundant and complementary multimodal),

most interactions in HCI can be described, and we can also define what a multimodal system is.

DEFINITION 8: A multimodal system is a system where at least one information is transferred via

a multimodal expression (be it redundant or complementary).

With this definition, it becomes obvious that classical desktop systems equipped with mouse and

keyboard are not multimodal, at least during normal usage. Although they provide multiple modal-

ities to deliver the same information (like moving the cursor via mouse or keyboard), this usually

does not occur within a single expression. The same holds true for contemporary user interfaces that

heavily rely on touch input, e. g. smart phones. While a single modality is used to deliver different

information (the opposite of desktop systems) and often voice interaction is provided as well, all

expressions are performed in a unimodal way. Such systems are called multi-unimodal systems.

DEFINITION 9: A multi-unimodal system is a system where all (=multiple) information is trans-

ferred via unimodal expressions.

So it does not matter if multiple informations are expressed with a single modality or vice versa.

The important factor here is time: although there may exist multiple modalities, they are not used

at the same time. Only under special conditions, e. g. when a screen reader is used, some form of

text

vision display

text

Human System

hearing TTS

redundant	  multimodal	  expression	  V2

Figure 1.7: A redundant multimodal system output expression. The same information is redundantly
transferred via different modalities (visualized by framing the encoders and decoders).

select	  object

pointing
gesture

recognition

select	  object

Human System

complementary	  multimodal	  expression	  V2

speech speech
recognition

Figure 1.8: A complementary multimodal system input expression for selecting an object. One part
of the information is transferred via a pointing gesture, the other via speech.
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redundant multimodal output occurs, and only then such a system can be considered a multimodal

system, albeit for output expressions only.

While the above definitions allow describing “most” interactions in HCI, the phrasing suggests that

there can be special forms as well. One example that occurs everyday, is that of a phone set to

vibration alert only. Although the intended perception of the tactile system output on an incoming

call is tactile as well, we mostly perceive the vibration as acoustic input due to the created sound

(see Figure 1.9). Sometimes we even see the phone moving. Such an expression can be regarded as

implicit multimodal. Rousseau et al. [132] use the phrase primary relation and secondary relation to

describe such kind of side effects.

DEFINITION 10: Expressions are called implicit multimodal, if one interpreting source is linked

with two or more interpreting sinks.

With the above definitions even more complex types of expressions seem theoretically possible, such

as implicit complementary multimodal or implicit unimodal, but their occurrence seems limited to

very special cases and so does their practical relevance. That is why the made definitions are fully

sufficient for the work presented here.

1.2.3 Conceptual Models of Multimodal Interaction

Despite the formal definition of modality itself, there have been attempts to formally describe the

possible combinations of modalities, independent of their actual definition. These conceptual models

that are often referred to in literature are described in the following.

The first model, a design space for describing multimodal systems, was proposed by Nigay and

Coutaz [105]. In this model, multimodal systems are defined along two dimensions for input and

vibration phone	  call

Human System

implicit	  multimodal	  expression	  V2

phone	  call

tactile
perception

acoustic
perception

Figure 1.9: An implicit (redundant) multimodal system output expression created by a vibrating mo-
bile phone.
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output: Use of Modalities and Fusion. Figure 1.10 illustrates these dimensions and the corresponding

classes of systems placed within the design space.

Fusion

Use of
Modalitiessequential parallel

Alternate Synergistic

Exclusive Concurrent

Figure 1.10: A design space for multimodal systems. Four classes of multimodal systems can be
built along the two dimensions (cf. [105]).

Here, “Fusion” deals with the possible combination of data from/to input/output (I/O) devices. When

the data associated with a modality is not “combined” with data from other modalities, it is called

“independent”. “Use of Modalities” deals with the temporal constraints imposed on information

processing from/to I/O devices, i. e. the temporal occurrence of multiple modalities. Modalities can

either be used in a “sequential” (one after another) or “parallel” (simultaneously) manner. The four

classes of systems that result from combining those two dimensions are: “Exclusive”, “Alternate”,

“Concurrent”, and “Synergistic”. For placing an actual system in the design space, one has to con-

sider a set of relevant features of a system. As an example, one set of such features could be the

commands supported by a system. Every feature (command) is now placed within the design space

at one of the four possible positions by assessing its use (Exclusive, Alternate, Concurrent, and Syn-

ergistic). By weighting each feature, for example by defining the weight as the frequency of use,

one can calculate the center of gravity to come up with the position of the system as a whole within

the design space. Building an acronym from the four basic classes, the model is also known as the

CASE model [45].

Together with other researchers, Nigay and Coutaz later proposed another more formal model known

as the CARE model [32]. In contrast to the previous CASE model, its focus lies more on the

user level of multimodal interaction [45] and is not intended as a design space, but rather as a

conceptual basis for reasoning about multimodal interaction. The underlying definition of a modality

is that of an interaction technique (cf. Section 1.2.2, p. 15). In CARE, four properties of multimodal

interaction are formally defined:
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Complementarity: Modalities are used in a complementary way, if all of them are necessary to

convey an intended meaning and are used within the same temporal window. Note that this is

analogous to a complementary multimodal expression (see Definition 7, p. 19).

Assignment: A modality is assigned, if it is the only modality used to convey an intended meaning.

This expresses the absence of choice. Either there is no other modality at all, or there is a choice, but

the agent (a user, the system, or a component of the system) always opts for the same modality in a

specific situation. Note that this is analogous to a unimodal expression (see Definition 4, p. 19).

Redundancy: Modalities are used redundantly, if they have the same expressive power (i. e. they are

equivalent, see below) and are used within the same temporal window (either parallel or sequential).

This is analogous to a redundant multimodal expression (see Definition 6, p. 19).

Equivalence: Modalities are equivalent, if it is necessary and sufficient to use any one of them.

Equivalence expresses the availability of choice, but does not impose any temporal constraints.

According to the above definitions, redundancy requires equivalence, but equivalence only stipulates

the existence of multiple modalities with the same expressive power, but not their use within the same

temporal window. So the definitions of equivalence and redundancy are somewhat asymmetrical. If

a system supports equivalence, but not redundancy, it may either ignore one of the modalities when

used in parallel, or might even get confused when more than one modality is used at the same time,

and so limiting the overall robustness as stated in [32].

While assignment and equivalence deal with the use of a single modality in unimodal expressions,

complementarity and redundancy consider the combined use of modalities in multimodal expres-

sions as given by Definition 5. Figure 1.11 shows these relations according to the choice and use of

modalities.

1.2.4 Benefits and Misconceptions of Multimodal Interaction

Now that multimodality is defined and general terms of multimodal interaction are established, the

question remains what this is finally good for. In this section, proven benefits of multimodal interac-

tion are presented and put into perspective with common misconceptions that could hinder successful

application.
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Figure 1.11: The CARE properties related to the choice of modalities and their unimodal and multi-
modal use.

Greater Expressiveness and Efficiency

One of the most prominent benefits of multimodal interaction is its increased expressiveness com-

pared to unimodal interactions that can result in an increased efficiency. This is especially true for

tasks that include spatial information. In the domain of CAD systems, Ren et al. quantitatively

showed that multimodal combinations of pen, speech, and mouse input were significantly faster

during drawing and modification tasks [129]. Similar results are reported for multimodal pen and

speech inputs for trip planning within a map application (ibid.). In the domain of map applications,

similar results have been reported by Oviatt et al. with a performance increase of 10% for inputs

containing spatial information [111]. Due to its obviousness, this increased efficiency is often not

quantitatively proven, but often presumed in other application domains as well, like text editing [7],

form filling [35, 167], robot control [1, 127], and smart homes [8, 124]. What applies to multimodal

input expressions, also holds true for multimodal output expressions generated by a system. Exam-

ples that make use of the expressive power of complementary multimodal output expressions can

be found in [2, 103, 168]. A qualitative evaluation that proves the efficiency increase of redundant

multimodal output expressions is presented by Lee and Spence [82] using smartphone interaction

tasks during a driving simulation.
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Increased User Preference

Generally speaking, multimodal inputs that offer advantages compared to unimodal ones are also

rewarded by the users and thus often preferred. For instance, in addition to the increased efficiency,

Ren et al. also report increased user satisfaction for the multimodal inputs compared to unimodal

ones[129]. Similarly, Oviatt et al. report that 95% of users stated to prefer multimodal interactions

during map tasks [111, 118]. User preferences are of course largely dependent on the involved

task. In [37], Dey et al. compared unimodal multitouch (direct manipulation) with complementary

expressions of touch and speech for moving and rotating images on a display. This time, users did

not prefer multimodal interactions, and instead found unimodal multitouch to be more intuitive and

engaging due to the direct and continuous feedback. So it becomes clear, that multimodal interaction

must be carefully designed for the task at hand to be actually advantageous and not all tasks are suited

for multimodal interactions.

Enhanced Flexibility

Another advantage of multimodal interaction comes with added flexibility regarding the choice of

interactions for the users. systems redundantly offering more than one way of interaction allow

users to choose the one that suits their current needs best. This is already present in current systems

with unimodal inputs, e. g. desktop systems often allow menu selection with a mouse and keyboard

shortcuts to perform the same tasks suiting novice and expert users alike. This flexibility is further

enhanced by offering additional multimodal ways to interact, including alternate ways of output the

users might choose from. Multiple interaction options also allow users to avoid fatigue by alternating

input modalities, e. g. switching from gesture to voice inputs. And finally, this flexibility allows

users to switch input modes according to the believed liability to errors and hence reduce the risk of

erroneous inputs in the first place.

Increased Robustness

Multimodal inputs can also be used to improve recognition rates and reduce the overall error rate of

a system. For example, Oviatt et al. showed that mutual disambiguation of speech and gesture inputs

in a map application [112] can significantly reduce error rates (a reduction of speech error rate by

13.3% compared to standalone is reported). Sun et al. report a significant increase of recognition

accuracy from 70.6% to 73.7% using a multimodal parser to disambiguate speech inputs with the

help of gesture inputs within a traffic control system [153]. Even without disambiguation, simply
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using multimodal interaction can lead to less errors. Such kind of error reduction is for example

reported in [111], with 36% less errors in multimodal map interactions compared to speech only

ones due to shorter utterances containing less complex spatial descriptions.

Wider Applicability

Another major benefit of multimodal interactions is their generally wider applicability, as they allow

to support a wide range of users, tasks, and environments. Not only do they allow different user

preferences to be satisfied (as already mentioned above), but also allow handicapped users to interact

more easily, like in [7] where a multimodal text editor is presented for the blind. With their increased

robustness and their offered flexibility, multimodal interactions can be used even in adverse scenarios

(e. g. noisy environments and mobile settings). Multimodal interfaces could also be realized in

an adaptive manner, where a multimodal interface adapts to changing contexts and environmental

conditions, which is essentially what multimodal fission is about.

Misconceptions about Multimodal Interaction

While the benefits listed above clearly speak in favor for widely adopting multimodal interactions

there are some pitfalls that could hinder successful application. In her article “Ten Myths of Multi-

modal Interaction” [113] Sharon Oviatt provides common misconceptions that surround multimodal

interaction, which – if not thoroughly considered – could lead to suboptimal results. These myths

will be summarized and further commented in the following:

Myth #1: If you build a multimodal system, users will interact multimodally.

Just because users are offered multimodal interaction possibilities does not meant that they will

always prefer them. Their preferences largely depend on the task and the context, and consequently

how advantageous it is to use multimodal expressions. As already stated above, there are domains

that are predestined for multimodal interaction, especially when there is spatial information involved,

e. g. in map applications. However, there are tasks where users prefer to interact unimodally, e. g.

in [118], although being in the domain of map applications, 80% of all inputs were performed

unimodal, because only a minority of tasks were actually spatial location commands, whereas the

majority consisted of other commands without any spatial component (e. g. printing, scrolling, task

assignment etc.).

Myth #2: Speech and pointing is the dominant multimodal integration pattern.

Speak-and-point are often viewed as the prototypical form of multimodal interaction, like when
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making a deictic reference with “that”. As Oviatt states: this “represents the persistence of an old

mouse-oriented metaphor” [113]. Instead system designers should also take other, more richly ex-

pressive forms of multimodality into account, like written input, gestures, facial expressions, and

other forms of nonverbal communication (see [122] for further reading and [57] for a toolkit special-

ized in processing nonverbal cues). Only this will make interactions truly natural and more similar

to human-human communication.

Myth #3: Multimodal input involves simultaneous signals.

One could easily come up with the idea that multimodal expressions consist of temporally overlap-

ping input signals (e. g. as reported in [83] for virtual object manipulation). But there is empirical

evidence that often enough, signals belonging together do in fact exhibit a temporal gap between

them. In [118], about half of the time, pen input preceded speech input with a gap between signals

when part of a complementary multimodal expression. In a study by Haas et al. even all multimodal

inputs were performed that way [53].

Myth #4: Speech is the primary input mode in any multimodal system that includes it.

Sometimes, speech is regarded as the primary input that is only accompanied by other modalities

like gestures and head/body movements. However, as already mentioned in Myth #2, there are

input modalities that convey information not present in the speech signal. This is especially true

for spatial information, that is most easily given by mouse, pen, or direct pointing gestures. Oviatt

concludes, that multimodal systems ignoring the sources of such information would systematically

fail to recognize many types of spontaneous multimodal constructions. Speech also is often not

“primary” with regard to input order, as in [118] the vast majority of inputs were uttered starting with

pen inputs followed by speech. So speech is neither the exclusive carrier of important information,

nor does it usually precede other inputs.

Myth #5: Multimodal language does not differ linguistically from unimodal language.

There could be the assumption that language is linguistically the same, whether it is part of a mul-

timodal expression or expressed unimodally, like when speaking or writing. But the truth is, that

multimodal language is often substantially simplified when part of a multimodal expression, as

demonstrated in [111], where lots of the complexity of natural speech is omitted by users and instead

a more command like style is used. This was regardless of the fact, that the experiment was real-

ized using the Wizard of Oz (WOZ) technique – where a human operator controls all interactions –

and therefore any form of language would have easily been recognized. Of course, this could be

due to the fact, that users only presumed the system would have difficulties understanding naturally

expressed language and therefore simplified their inputs in the first place without ever trying.
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Myth #6: Multimodal integration involves redundancy of content between modes.

Although it is sometimes claimed that multimodal expressions contain a high degree of redundancy.

However, as experiments show, multimodal expressions are mostly complementary and redundant

information is given only rarely. In [118], even in case of error, when users are motivated to clarify

and reinforce their delivered information, less than 1% expressed redundant information. Oviatt also

refers to linguists having documented that in human-human communication, spontaneous speech

and gesturing do not involve duplicate information (cf. [113]).

Myth #7: Individual error-prone recognition technologies combine multimodally to produce even

greater unreliability.

As already stated above, multimodal systems - when engineered well - usually are able to reduce

uncertainty and the overall robustness is increased due to mutual disambiguation, simpler language,

and users’ natural behavior of avoiding presumably erroneous inputs.

Myth #8: All users’ multimodal commands are integrated in a uniform way.

Although there exists work reporting that users show very similar temporal behaviors when per-

forming multimodal inputs [83], this is often not the case. As repeatedly shown by Oviatt et al.

themselves [116–119] and others [53, 63], there are huge individual differences on how and when

modalities are combined in a multimodal expression. Oviatt speaks of “dominant integration pat-

terns” (simultaneous and sequential) that users exhibit and persist throughout a session. She implies

that systems detecting and adapting to those patterns could lead to considerably improved recogni-

tion rates [113].

Myth #9: Different input modes are capable of transmitting comparable content.

This is the opposite extreme to Myth #4 (speech is primary) and assumes that different modalities

are fully able to transmit comparable propositional content. If this were true, one could easily build

a system whose input and output suits every user, as it can be tailored to any physical, perceptual,

or cognitive peculiarities. The problem is, that modalities usually differ in the type of transmitted

information, their communicative function, their way of being combined with other modalities, and

their suitability to different styles of interfaces. Although there are relatively similar modalities

(e. g. speech and writing), it seems more than naive to believe such a “multimodal translation device”

could be built without taking all these disparities into account.

Myth #10: Enhanced efficiency is the main advantage of multimodal systems.

Sometimes it is assumed that efficiency is the main aspect in favor of multimodal interaction. As

already described at the beginning of this section, there are other benefits of multimodal interaction
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that are sometimes even more important than pure efficiency: user preference, flexibility, robustness,

and applicability.

1.3 Introduction to Input Fusion

Now that the fundamentals of this work, namely companion technology, multimodal interaction, and

related concepts have been clarified, the focus lies on multimodal inputs. This section introduces the

task of multimodal input fusion and its foundations from over 30 years ago. First, an introduction is

given starting from a historic perspective and elaborating the term fusion. Then, a basic categoriza-

tion of input fusion approaches is presented that lays the foundations for the state of the art in the

next chapter.

The first time research envisioned a system that incorporates a combination of modalities was in

1980 with Richard A. Bolt’s “‘Put That There’: Voice and Gesture at the Graphics Interface” [20]

at the MIT. In this work, a so called Media Room is presented where the user is situated in front

of a wall-sized screen and can interact with a Spatial Data-Management system (a map application)

using speech and pointing gesture inputs (see Figure 1.12). With simple voice commands and point-

Figure 1.12: A user in the Media Room performing a pointing gesture that is captured via an arm-
strapped sensor that receives signals from the transmitter mounted on the pedestal to
the right of the user (image from [20]).

ing gestures used in multimodal expressions, the user could create colored geometric objects on the

map (“Create a blue square there”) and later on manipulate them. The user could change an object’s

attributes (“Make the blue square bigger”) and change its position (“Move the blue square to the
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right of the green square”). The user could also use deictic references (“Make that smaller”, the

eponymous “Put that there”). Although Bolt did not provide any information on how this combina-

tion of inputs was actually implemented, it is the first system that illustrates what is nowadays called

multimodal input fusion and laid the basis for this area of research. Before presenting related work,

the term fusion and its meaning in the context of multimodal input is explained, along with a basic

categorization of multimodal input fusion approaches.

1.3.1 The Term Fusion

As the term fusion is rather vague and can have various meanings, it is important to put it in perspec-

tive before elaborating on the fusion of multimodal user inputs in particular. The term fusion itself

means nothing more than combining information from different sources and deduce some meaning

from it, and there exist many approaches that can be described in such a way. To distinguish fusion

approaches, there are basically two characteristics used: when is information fused, and what kind

of information is fused. For the temporal aspect, a basic distinction is made between early and late

fusion [4, 114, 157] that is also shown in the Stormy Tree model (see Figure 1.4 in Section 1.2.1).

Early fusion means, that information is fused at the earliest time possible within the input processing

chain of a system. That is, when raw data or features built from raw data are combined, resulting in

a new feature vector on which a decision is made. Late fusion on the other hand takes place when

separate decisions made in multiple early fusion steps are combined to make a new decision on a

higher abstraction level.

As mentioned above, the other characteristic used to distinguish fusion approaches is, what kind

of information is fused. Three types of information, called levels, are distinguished: data level,

feature level and decision level [147, 157]. The lowest, data level fusion, is the processing of raw

data of a specific modality (or multiple instances of the same modality), where equivalent types of

data are combined in terms of early fusion. Feature level fusion is the fusion of tightly coupled or

time synchronized modalities (e. g. fusion of speech and lip movements), often handled by adaptive

systems like artificial Neural Networks, Gaussian Mixture Models, or Hidden Markov Models [147].

Feature level fusion also belongs to the early fusion category. Decision level (or semantic) fusion is

used in multimodal applications to manage loosely coupled modalities like pen and speech, where

decisions already made by independent “sensors” are combined on a higher abstraction level, just

like in terms of late fusion. Figure 1.13 illustrates these distinctions.

In practice, these categorizations are often not sharp and depend on the considered scope. Often,

there are multiple types of fusions found within a single approach, which is then referred to as hy-
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Figure 1.13: Approaches to information fusion. In early fusion, raw data or features (F1, ..., Fn) are
combined (F1,n), before a decision is made (e. g.D1). In late fusion, previous decisions
(D1, ..., Dn) are combined (D1,n), before a decision is made (D). Depending on the
type of information combined, fusion can be further subdivided into three levels: data,
feature, and decision level fusion.

brid (cf. [4]). The fusion of multimodal user inputs discussed in this work usually belongs to the

category of late decision level fusion, as it tries to derive meaning from different, already individually

processed input expressions on a high level of abstraction. This particularly includes complementary

multimodal expressions as given by Definition 7. The term input fusion is used with that meaning in

mind. This is to be differentiated from general fusion of multimodal data that is not limited to HCI

and user generated inputs occurring there. In particular, this includes any form of universal intention

recognition and associated frameworks (e. g. [40, 52, 94, 95]). These fuse much more general infor-

mation gathered from (multimodally) observing humans, e. g. in human-human interaction, in order

to analyze actions and conversations, and derive basic intentions of the acting persons.

1.3.2 Types of Multimodal Input Fusion

Focussing on multimodal input fusion as described above, researchers currently differentiate four

types to classify the way fusion engines perform their fusion task [27, 45, 78]. The four types are
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briefly described in the following and the first representatives found in literature are given. Their

meaning will become clearer in Chapter 2, when concrete examples are described.

The earliest approach found in literature is a so-called procedural fusion, whose first representative

came from Neal et al. [103] in 1989. This type of fusion uses an algorithmic approach, where any

state of input and transitions between those states are explicitly represented and predefined. So some

form of state-based algorithm is used in this type.

Another quite popular type of fusion founded by Nigay et al. [105] using the term melting pot in

1993 is the so-called frame-based fusion. Instead of dealing with a possibly infinite amount of input

states, this approach relies on simple data structures in the form of attribute-value pairs called frames.

Starting with initially empty attribute values, the fusion engine tries to fill out as many attributes as

possible in the course of interaction. As soon as the first frame is complete, the fusion triggers the

application with the resulting input.

As such frames become more complex and get eventually typified like in the classical object oriented

programming paradigm, fusion is called unification-based. In this type, frames have evolved to so

called typed feature structures that are filled using some form of unification operation. In fact, such

form of fusion has already been mentioned by Wahlster in his XTRA system [167] from 1991, two

years earlier than Nigay’s melting pots.

The fourth and most recent types of fusion are called hybrid and statistical approaches (Lalanne et

al. just used the term “hybrid”). According to Lalanne et al., hybrid approaches mix frame-based

fusion with unification [78]. The first to apply this form of fusion were Flippo et al. [47] in 2003.

In this work, the category is extended by approaches that use statistical analysis (e. g. probability of

occurrence) or even machine learning methods, as they mostly rely on a hybrid fusion.

1.4 Summary

This chapter dealt with the basic concepts and terms for the work at hand. First, the research field

of companion technology was introduced, giving details on the four basic areas this research is

concerned with: planning & reasoning, knowledge base, perception & recognition, and dialog &

interaction. Having located multimodal input fusion in this scope, it is important to elaborate on

the superordinate concept of multimodal interaction, since input fusion has to be considered as only

one part of what constitutes an actual interaction. This was introduced starting with Don Norman’s

Human Action Cycle followed by the Arch model of computer systems, and finally – derived from
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that – the Stormy Tree as generic model for multimodal interaction. Since it is essential to have

a common understanding of the central terms modality and multimodality, known definitions from

literature were presented next, identifying the need for a new definition based on input and output

expressions accompanied by a graphical model. Continuing with multimodal interaction, the CASE

and CARE models were presented as prominent conceptual models for describing combinations of

modalities and thus multimodal interaction. The section on multimodal interaction was then con-

cluded by providing known potential benefits and pitfalls of applying this type of interaction. This

is of interest to anyone assessing whether multimodal interaction should be applied in a particular

context in the first place. Having clarified the context of multimodal input fusion, an introduction on

this very topic was given that covered its origins, the meaning of the term fusion in the context of

this work (and its distinction to other areas of research), and the four basic types of fusion engines

that are known from literature. This established the basis needed for the state of the art presented in

the next chapter that follows this categorization.
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This chapter gives an overview of today’s state of the art in multimodal input fusion. It is divided

into three parts. In the first section, the most representative approaches for each basic category of

input fusion approaches (cf. Section 1.3.2) are explained in greater detail with a presentation of

respective strengths and weaknesses of each category. This part concludes with a classification of all

covered approaches and a summary highlighting the issues of uncertainty handling and individual

user adaption to be addressed in this work. The second section then focuses on description languages

used for fusion engines as these constitute the interface to other parts of a system and the way a fusion

engine is “tailored” for work. Again, a summary of this section is given that derives requirements

for a description language to be used in the context of this work. The third section then widens the

scope towards embedding multimodal input fusion within the architecture of a multimodal system

as it presents the current W3C’s recommendations for such architectures and locates multimodal

input fusion within these. A compact summary with the most relevant findings of all three parts

then concludes the chapter serving as basis for the formulation of goals and requirements in the

subsequent chapter.

2.1 Multimodal Input Fusion Approaches

Given the four types of multimodal input fusion, this section presents the earliest approaches found

in literature within each category to exemplify their general principles. In addition, for each category

a more recent approach is explained to show the state of the art. This is followed by all representa-

tives known to the author in chronological order together with their most distinctive features. Each

subsection concludes with a summary of the pros and cons of the respective category. Finally, for

the sake of clarity, a summarizing classification of all approaches is given and discussed.
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2.1.1 Procedural Approaches

The first known approach to perform a procedural kind of multimodal input fusion is the CUBRI-

CON project by Neal et al. [103] from 1989. The domain at hand is military mission planning that

incorporates a geographic map, as well as tables and forms presented on different graphics displays.

Regarding the fusion of multimodal inputs, the system can fuse inputs from three devices, namely

speech input, keyboard, and mouse. For this, the so called Multi-Media Parser Interpreter is re-

alized as a generalized Augmented Transition Network (ATN), that parses a unified input stream

which contains temporally ordered tokens from any device. The main purpose of the fusion system

is the resolution of references made in spoken input by inspecting objects targeted with pointing

gestures. This referent determination process deals with ambiguities or even missed targets of point-

ing gestures, by implementing sorting and filtering upon object’s types and properties stored in a

knowledge base. The following example illustrates this process (adapted from [103]):

USER: “What is the status of this <point> airbase?"

Assuming that the user did not exactly point to an object on the map, the system still can find the

correct referent, by searching for the closest object in the vicinity of the pointing gesture that is of

the type “airbase".

A more recent approach to procedural input fusion is that of Cutugno et al. [33]. It represents a more

generic approach targeted for mobile interaction, that is exemplified with a geographic information

system on an Android mobile device allowing speech and touch input. Instead of using Finite State

Machines (FSMs), the use of so called Nondeterministic Finite Automatons (NFAs) is proposed. As

stated by Cutugno et al., FSM based approaches can run into problems when parsing inputs “on the

fly", as it may not be clear which FSM should be used to validate a not yet complete input. The

example used to clarify this, is a multimodal command to move an object. This could happen in two

flavors. First, the user could press the mouse down to move an object around by dragging it, until

the mouse is released. The second possibility is to perform a mouse click (consisting of a mouse

down and a mouse up) on an object, then verbally stating a move command, followed by clicking

on the target location. At the moment, the mouse is pressed down, the system cannot decide, if the

former or the latter version will be used. Instead of modeling two separate FSMs, that would have

to be activated in parallel, a single NFA could be used to model both versions. The first state of such

an NFA is then a nondeterministic status, as illustrated in Figure 2.1. Instead of using predefined

or hardcoded models, the system is completely configurable using a markup language based on

XML borrowing some elements from the SMUIML modeling language [44]. Thus, the approach

is not intended to be a complete application on its own, but rather can be plugged in into existing
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Figure 2.1: Modeling a movement command in two variants using a single NFA (cf. [33]).

applications that can thereby be enhanced for allowing multimodal interaction. The conceptual basis

of multimodal interaction used in the approach, are the CARE properties defined by Coutaz et al. [32]

as discussed in Section 1.2.3.

Other approaches from the procedural type of multimodal input fusion can be found in [1,23,62,66,

79, 88, 89, 92, 120]. In [88, 89], a theoretical framework for describing cooperation between modal-

ities called TYCOON is described. Using this framework as a basis, a multimodal fusion module

working on guided propagation networks is presented. In contrast to FSMs, these networks don’t

work with states, but with variables that are filled over time and finally trigger some action in the

underlying application. Key features of the presented approach are parallel detection of independent

multimodal commands and improvement of recognitions through predictions, i. e. lowering recogni-

tion thresholds for expected inputs.

Bourguet [23] focuses on authoring tools for creating simple multimodal applications. An editor

(called interaction model builder) is presented, that allows creating simple FSMs that are then stored

in XML format. A multimodal engine is then used to provide these FSMs with event based inputs

from any multimodal recognizers.

In [79], ATNs are extended by temporal constraints, resulting in so called temporal ATNs (tATNs).

The approach focusses on Virtual Reality (VR) applications and is actually not event based, but is

triggered by the steps of the underlying VR simulation. The tATNs are created using a specific

XML based markup language called MIML (multimodal interaction markup language) for easier

specification and manipulation, that will be discussed separately in Section 2.2.2.

In [101, 102, 120], Navarre and others present a formal description technique that is designed for

modeling complete interactive applications, but parts of it can also be used for describing input

fusion. The specification technique is called ICO (Interactive Cooperative Objects) and heavily
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relies on the use of high-level Petri nets (where tokens can hold values) to describe the dynamic

behavior of an interactive system. Using such petri nets, one is able to formally describe the fusion

of user inputs using several types of transitions, places (that hold tokens), as well as different kinds

of connections (called arcs) between them. Using such Petri Nets, one is able to formally describe

concurrency, temporal constraints, and avoid combinatory explosion that can happen in simpler

state machines [120]. One specific feature of the ICO approach is its formality, as it allows formal

reasoning of the correctness of a modeled system, that is of particular importance for the targeted

safety critical applications (including air traffic management and military command and control).

This may also be the reason why uncertainty is not considered.

In [66] Johnston and Bangalore present an approach for using a weighted finite state machine. It is

based on a context-free grammar that incorporates speech and gesture lattices as inputs and derives

a semantic interpretation from it. According to the authors, this allows for “higher levels of com-

pensation for speech recognition errors" [66] as gesture recognition can directly influence speech

recognition search. Although the FSMs used are less powerful than using ATNs (like in [103]), due

to their disability to model constraints and actions associated with nodes, they are considerably less

computationally demanding and are therefore better suited for mobile and less powerful devices.

Ameri et al. [1] present a framework for incremental processing of multimodal inputs. It consists of

a proprietary grammar definition language named COLD (COactive Language Definition) that uses

the Prolog language to specify semantics and directly trigger user feedback. Temporal aspects are

not modeled directly in COLD, but are implicitly achieved via postponed modality parsing (a fixed

possible delay of 2000 ms is used).

In contrast to the approaches above, the work of Hoste et al. [62] is more generic in its nature. It

considers all levels of information fusion (cf. Section 1.3.1) in a unified approach called MUDRA.

It is categorized as procedural approach here, because fusion specification is done via grammar-

like production rules. The idea is, that any information processing, no matter on which level it

takes place, can add facts to a global fact base in the form of attribute-value pairs. These facts

can then be referred to by the production rules to produce some other facts or finally events for

the application. As such, the framework could be the more powerful (and more complex) than all

approaches presented above. Yet, MUDRA remains a more or less hypothetical approach and no

proof of concept is provided.

A similarly generic approach that additionally combines modeling of input fusion and dialog man-

agement is presented by Mehlmann and André [92]. Its basis is built from a multimodal event logic

(i. e. predicate logic) that stores events with predefined attributes (source modality, timing informa-
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tion, semantic content, and confidence) in an event history that represents some kind of short-term

memory. With the definition of predicates, one is able to define relations (e. g. temporal and semantic

constraints) and perform logic inference, i. e. finding an event (or even a set of events) for which a

specific relation holds true. This logic based model of events is combined with state charts to create

some form of dialog management. Transitions of state charts can be annotated with expressions and

variable assignments from the event logic. This not only allows incremental and parallel parsing

of continuous and discrete inputs, but also some form of disambiguation using logic inference, like

“use the most referred object" in the event history, in case there were references to multiple objects.

Although no proof of concept in an actual application is provided, the authors mention implemen-

tation in Prolog for the event logic and integration in the state chart mechanism of a self developed

framework called SceneMaker [91].

Summing up procedural approaches, they are one of the more powerful ways to realize multimodal

fusion when it comes to represent complex multimodal interactions. Using specifically modeled

states, almost any form of interaction even with complex relationships is realizable. But this comes

with costs, in addition to the sometimes complex notations. Most of the time, those state machines

or Petri nets are predefined at design time and often, they are closely tied to the specific input

modalities, with direct access to intermediate data that is used in the state transitions. This can be

problematic, when the applied input modalities are some form of third party components with limited

access. Another problem is the limited ability to represent uncertainty. Most approaches don’t

respect uncertainty at all or use simple thresholds missing a well-founded processing of uncertainties.

Another weakness is the fact, that procedural approaches tend to redundantly model states of the

application, often in a one-way fashion, where the application is only a passive receiver of events.

This could be error prone and may lead to inconsistencies.

2.1.2 Frame-Based

Nigay et al. perform semantic fusion in a frame-based approach using so called melting pots [105,

106]. A melting pot is a 2-D structure (a kind of table), where one dimension represents the struc-

ture of commands the system should understand while the other dimension describes the temporal

sequence of commands. The fusion itself is done by different agents, each of them being responsible

for a certain function in the dialog. In a bottom-up approach each melting pot is filled up with data

applying a set of heuristic rules until all its structural parts are complete. Figure 2.2 illustrates the

processing of melting pots using Bolt’s well known “Put That There" command [20]. Additionally,
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Figure 2.2: Processing of multimodal inputs from speech and mouse using melting pots (cf. [105]).
At the bottom of the hierarchy the workspace agents translate the mouse select actions
into a graphical object Obj and a position Pos respectively. Additionally Workspace 1
performs a first level of fusion by combining “put that there" with the selected object.
A second fusion is performed by the Root agent obtaining the complete command to be
forwarded to the application.

each melting pot has a specific life span restricting the time it is tried to be filled up. This mechanism

allows fusion of commands that are somehow spread in time or even disrupted by others.

A more recent approach to frame-based fusion is presented by Dumas et al. [41–43] as part of the

HephaisTK toolkit. Here, in contrast to the melting pots of Nigay et al., the structural parts and

their temporal sequence are specified separately using an XML Markup language called SMUIML

(Synchronized Multimodal User Interfaces Markup Language). The structural parts (commands) are

defined as triggers that specify the modalities and their required values, while the expected temporal

order of triggers is defined by so called transitions. Four temporal relations (parallel-and, sequential-

and, parallel-or, sequential-or) can be used therein to describe an expected temporal order and finally

a resulting action that will be triggered when the transition (i. e. the frame) is complete. In Listing 2.1
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<triggers>
<trigger name="play_trigger">

<source modality="speech" value="play | play track"/>
</trigger>
<trigger name="nexttrack_trigger">

<source modality="speech" value="next | next track"/>
</trigger>
<trigger name="track_pointed_event">

<source modality="gesture" value="track_pointed"/>
</trigger>

</triggers>

<actions>
<action name="play_next_of_point_action">

<target name="musicplayer" message="play_next_of_pointed_track"/>
</action>

</actions>

<transition leadtime="1000">
<seq_and>

<trigger name="track_pointed_event"/>
<trigger name="play_trigger"/>
<trigger name="nexttrack_trigger"/>

</seq_and>
<result action="play_next_of_point_action"/>

</transition>

Listing 2.1: Simplified specification of a frame for a music player control in HephaisTK. By using
a transition referencing triggers and actions, a command to play the track following
the selected one is specified (cf. [41]).

a simplified excerpt of such a specification is shown for a simple music player control. SMUIML

itself will be discussed separately in Section 2.2.3.

Other approaches from the frame-based type of multimodal input fusion can be found in [6,22,74,76,

87, 110, 133]. In [74] the focus is on constraint solving when searching to fill in slots of multimodal

frames coming from speech, gestures and deictic gaze within a geographic map application.

In [6], Bellik highlights the importance of knowing the temporal distribution of events and their

temporal proximity for their correct interpretation. In addition she describes problems relating to

different response times of input devices and stresses the importance of knowing beginning and

end times of instances produced in different modalities and the exact state the recognizers are in

(e. g. currently recognizing).

Krahnstoever et al. present a system that actually uses time intervals for associating speech and

gesture inputs [76]. Timeouts for associating such multimodal events are constants learned from

training data.

The FACET system presented in [22] relies on an component based approach called Interaction-

CARE (ICARE), explicitly realizing the CARE properties (see Section 1.2.3). So there can be

components for complementary, redundant and redundant/equivalent inputs, that perform frame-
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based input fusion. For each task the system should support, an explicit combination of specific

components is defined, creating a specific input chain for each task. In addition to time stamps as

in previous approaches, there is also a confidence factor associated with every produced piece of

data, that is yet only used for ranking redundant and equivalent information. Mansoux et al. [87]

use the same ICARE approach for input fusion (as in [22] described above), but extend it to perform

multimodal output as well.

The approach described in [133] combines frames (that can be specified in a dictionary) with a so

called semantic network. The idea is, that instead of having agents or explicit trigger definitions that

fill the attributes of a frame, individual attributes of a frame are linked to a node in the semantic

network. Those nodes get activated by user inputs and therefore fill in the linked frame attributes.

As soon as a node is activated, all connected nodes get activated by a specific weighting factor until

a frame is completely filled with attributes. This way, Russ et al. avoid explicit temporal constraints,

and allow an arbitrary order of inputs for a frame. A fading mechanism applied to the activation

values of the nodes is used to constrain temporal distribution of inputs that are considered to belong

together. In order to reflect uncertainties provided by the input recognizers, Russ et al. mention the

use of so called n-best lists (an ordered list of possible interpretations) “between the user inputs from

the different modalities and the semantic network", although further details are not given.

Olmedo et al. present an XML Markup language called XMMVR (eXtensible language for Multi-

Modal interaction with VR worlds) that is solely intended for the creation of complete virtual reality

applications [110]. Using the metaphor of motion picture film, XMMVR allows the definition of

a cast with actors and stages, multiple scenes and behaviors. For specifying scenes and dialogs,

existing Markup languages like VRML [171], X3D [172] and VoiceXML[165] can be integrated

respectively. Further details of XMMVR will be discussed separately in Section 2.2.5. The behavior

description is where the fusion of inputs is specified. There, inputs from different modalities can

be mapped to frame-like parameters and values to realize actions the user can perform in a scene,

although integrating the specification of interactions, dialogs and the underlying application into a

single Markup file seems to be quite complex. Handling of any form of temporal constraints or

uncertainty is not mentioned by the authors.

In contrast to procedural approaches, the discussed frame-based approaches have several advan-

tages. The notion of frames with attribute-value pairs is more abstract and often allows application

for many different modalities in a similar fashion, decoupling input fusion from the underlying

devices. Second, frame-based approaches usually apply an agent- or component-based software ar-

chitecture facilitating reuse and distributed processing. Third, frame-based approaches often apply
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a two way communication with the underlying application or dialog management, where the ap-

plication state defines the context (i. e. the frames) the fusion currently works on. This supersedes

redundant modeling of application states within the fusion system and so mitigates the risk of incon-

sistencies. A weakness of frame-based approaches is their tendency to ignore the uncertain nature of

input components, as the structural parts of frames can only be filled or empty. Although the ICARE

approach [22] introduces a confidence factor for each piece of information, its use seems limited

to a very basic ambiguity resolution. The concrete usage of the n-best lists mentioned by Russ et

al. [133] remains unclear.

2.1.3 Unification-Based

The first approaches by Wahlster [167] and Wilson et al. [175] that may be categorized as unification-

based approaches are driven by natural language processing and mostly deal with referent resolution

from sequential inputs of speech and subsidiary pointing gestures. While the former gives no further

details on the underlying fusion mechanism other than stating the use of a unification-based parser,

the latter introduces an important aspect of actual multimodal fusion found in later approaches,

namely a Common Meaning Representation (CMR) independent of the underlying modality. In their

MMI2 system (Man-Machine Interface for Multi-Modal Interaction with knowledge based systems),

the basic assumption is that fusion is achieved by an integrated management of a single generalized

discourse context. This means that the input of all modalities is initially converted into an abstract

description language, the CMR. Once converted, inputs lead to the creation of new entities in the

discourse world or refer to already existing entities by describing them. The applied mechanism of

fusion, at that time called mode integration, is adopted from natural language processing extended to

non linguistic modalities (gestures, direct manipulation) and is limited to referent resolution. In CI-

CERO Arens and Hovy [3] work model based and follow a similar approach as in Wilson’s MMI2, as

all models are represented in a standard knowledge representation language called Loom. Concern-

ing input, virtual device models are connected to specific media drivers, that transform the inputs

of different media into the standard representation knowledge format. The main task of fusion is

again described as the handling of deictic references (such as “this" and “here" in language). The

concept of such references is transferred from Natural Language processing to other media, similar

to Wilson’s approach. When such a deictic referent is encountered in an input of one media, the most

recent inputs of all media are inspected to find matching entries. This is done by applying heuris-

tic rules such as “deictically signaled information of the same conceptual type belongs together";

for example the spatial utterance “below" and the spatial information given by a pointing device.
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Thereby, the search for referents is performed on a tree structure that represents the discourse con-

text and contains a record of every possible referent so far encountered in the dialogue, ordered by

importance and recency.

The first approach, that is clearly unification-based in the sense used here (i. e. not primarily lan-

guage driven), is that of QuickSet by Cohen et al. [29, 30, 67]. QuickSet applies an agent-based dis-

tributed architecture to realize distributed multimodal applications. As a CMR, QuickSet introduces

Typed Feature Structure(s) (TFS) [26] to the task of multimodal fusion, that represent information

input from different modalities (in QuickSet:; speech and gesture inputs). Instead of consisting of

attribute-value pairs like frames, feature structures consist of feature-value pairs, where values of

features can not only be atomic (like with frames), but variables or even other feature structures as

well. Unification of two feature structures obeys the following rules:

• Each feature of the source structures is present in the unified structure.

• If both source structures share a feature, it must not clash in its value.

• If the values of such “shared" feature are atoms, they must be identical.

• If one value of such a “shared" feature is a variable, it becomes bound to the value of the

feature in the other structure (i. e. the variable is assigned a value).

• If both values are variables, they are bound together, i. e. they will always receive the same

value, when unified with another feature structure.

• If both values are itself feature structures, unification is applied recursively.

A feature structure is called typed, when an hierarchically ordered type system is applied to feature

structures and atoms. For the unification of such TFS, pairs of feature structures or pairs of atoms

that are being unified must be compatible in type, i. e. must be equal types, or one must be the sub-

type of the other. After unification, the result is the more specific type in the type hierarchy. In

the sense of input fusion, unification of TFS allows combination of complementary and redundant

input expressions, whereas conflicting inputs are not allowed to be combined. To give an example of

complementary combination, we re-use one from [30] of a map-based military mission planning ap-

plication. When the user utters “M1A1 Platoon" in order to create an entity at the indicated position,

the speech and gesture agents produce the TFS given in Figure 2.3. The speech input is interpreted

as a partially specified creation command, where the location feature is empty, but requires the type

point. The gesture input provides this location of type point in its feature structure. After unification,

a complete TFS with the location from the gesture input is forwarded to the application.
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Figure 2.3: Typed feature structures (TFS) created by the interpretations of the speech input “M1A1
Platoon" and a point interpretation of a gesture (cf. [30]).

The unification of the feature structures is also used for ambiguity resolution in QuickSet. In the

case of multiple possible interpretations, multiple feature structures, that contain different types,

are generated. For example, when the gesture could also be interpreted as another feature structure

where the location is of type line, both interpretations would be forwarded for unification. But only

the point-typed interpretation could successfully be unified with the speech feature structure from the

above example. Another possibility for ambiguity resolution mentioned by Cohen et al. is the use of

probability values provided by the input agents. These can be used to build n-best lists of successfully

unified interpretations by multiplying all input probabilities. The maximum is then selected as joint

interpretation. In Quickset, the unification of TFS is combined with a time constraint mechanism

based on timestamps of the beginning and end of input streams. In QuickSet, speech is supposed

to follow gesture inputs within a short time interval (based on findings from [118]), otherwise the

gesture is interpreted unimodally or even ignored, if no unimodal interpretation is applicable.

Other approaches from the unification-based type of multimodal input fusion can be found in [55,

93,100,123,152,166]. Wachsmuth focusses on the communicative rhythm of interaction, especially

temporal coordination between speech and gestural inputs [166]. In her agent-based system, com-

putation of input fusion is performed at fixed time cycles of 2 seconds, mainly for the purpose of

resolving deictic references. Fusion then happens either within a time cycle, or time cycle spanning,

when referent resolution is incomplete. Wachsmuth expects such “rhythmic" systems to have advan-

tages in users’ comfort, because of their anticipatory response time, in contrast to classical systems

that respond as fast as possible but at indeterminate time.

Holzapfel et al. [55] present a system that allows a more formal and explicit control over the fusion

process than in QuickSet. It adds a rule system to the input fusion, to explicitly constrain parsing

of inputs due to temporal, modality, content, or script constraints. While temporal constraints can

access time stamp information (that is not stored in the TFS themselves), modality constraints can be
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used to restrict fusion to specific modalities. Content constraints can be used to define the minimum

information that needs to be present in a matching TFS. In addition to these rather simple constraints,

that are also specified via TFS, script constraints can be defined in Python and can access any avail-

able information to produce a boolean value indicating the fulfillment of the constraint. Such script

constraints can also make use of variables, a property of TFS not used in previous approaches. Thus

even complex types of fusions could be specified, that go beyond the possibilities of the basic unifi-

cation of TFS used in Quickset, although Holzapfel et al. provide no examples that actually exploit

it. As in Quickset, n-best lists built from input probabilities lists are used to resolve ambiguities.

The approach called PATE (Production rule system based on Activation and Typed feature structure

Elements) from Pfleger [123] is similar to that of Holzapfel et al. in matters of extending unification

of TFS by a rule system. The System uses production rules that operate on all incoming data stored

as TFS in a Working Memory (WM). In addition to the WM there is also a so-called goal stack that

represents the current focus of the system and supports identification of rules that potentially fire in

a particular situation. The rules contain conditions and actions that are executed when a rule is fired.

The conditions define patterns that have to be met by objects of the WM, including qualitative and

temporal restrictions, similar to the constraints of the system by Holzapfel et al., but missing the

power of script constraints defined there. The actions either produce some output of the system or

change the configuration of the working memory by pushing, popping, updating, adding or deleting

elements of the goal stack or the WM, respectively. N-best lists built from input probabilities are

used to rank elements of the WM via a so called activation-property, that fades out in time.

In [100], Milota deals with the specifics of graphic design applications with a high demand on

accuracy (like CAD systems, 3D modelers etc.). Using a complex parsing system based on BNF

style grammar, the modality fusion builds alternative parses with a score for plausibility. The author

does not describe in greater detail, how such scores are computed. In contrast to other (mostly

map-based) applications, Milota stresses the difference of combining hypotheses from speech and

gesture inputs. While other systems come up with the final solution by combining n-best lists of

both inputs to decide on the most plausible result, or use gesture inputs to constrain possible speech

inputs, the system described by Milota uses the alternative hypotheses provided by the speech input

to constrain the search for plausible gesture interpretations (this is exactly the other way around).

Milota motivates this with the fact, that in graphical design applications, there are often impractically

large numbers of potential interpretations. The described system also allows for variables, like in the

other approaches mentioned before. Although not relying on typed feature structures, this approach

is classified as being unification based, as the complex parsing is some form of unification. In
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contrast to the previous approaches mentioned above, Milota does not provide any information on

using temporal information for input fusion.

The approach of Melichar et al. [93] is purely based on the WOZ technique, where a human (the

wizard) controls all information flow between the user and the system. Based on a unimodal vocal

dialog management, Melichar et al. describe its extension to some form of multimodal dialog man-

agement, where previously voice only generic dialogue nodes, i. e. the underlying task model, were

extended with explicit information for modalities typically found in graphical user interfaces (like

graphical widgets for output, and mouse and keyboard for input). Although their model of repre-

senting user inputs is similar to a typed feature structure as it contains attribute-value pairs and a

simple type hierarchy, the approach’s classification as unification-based (as in [78]) remains doubt-

ful, besides the fact that any multimodal input fusion seems to be performed by a human wizard, on

which Melichar et al. do not elaborate in their work.

In [152], Sun et al. present a so-called Mountable Unification-based Multimodal Input Fusion within

the context of a map-based application for traffic control. Its main feature is the ability to mount (i. e.

load) a specific unification grammar based on the current context (i. e. state of the application). The

grammar is used to specify the unification of TFS coming from two input modalities, in this case

speech and gesture inputs. Sun et al. demonstrate that unification can handle all possible temporal

patterns of inputs, i. e. speech preceding gesture, gesture preceding speech, and temporally overlap-

ping inputs as well. Uncertainties from the input modalities are considered in a subsequent work

of Sun et al. [153] (the approach is now called Polynomial Unification-based Multimodal Parsing

Processor (PUMPP)), where speech input n-best lists are combined with (assumed certain) gesture

inputs to select the final input result, similar to the way of QuickSet described above. In [154], Sun

et al. extend their original approach to deal with so-called spare inputs. These inputs may stem from

unintended user utterances (in any modality), a failure in the recognition of a single modality, or

from completely unexpected inputs. They describe a technique to skip these spare inputs by creating

a matrix representation of all possible valid combinations and selecting the most appropriate result

from these. This way, spare inputs are automatically ignored (if possible) and a valid input is for-

warded to the dialog management (i. e. the application). According to the authors, this could avoid

the need for the user to repeat inputs wrongly ignored by the system due to subsequent spare inputs.

Summing up, unification-based approaches differ from frame-based approaches by introducing a

much more formal and abstract model of inputs. This is done in different “flavors", be it a CMR

in a proprietary notation, using the formalism of TFS, or some form of grammar. Instead of the

mostly hard-coded fusion found in frame-based approaches, this category relies on a more generic
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and reusable unification operation, i. e. a fusion mechanism that follows generic rules, often utilizing

features of a type hierarchy (like sub-typing) to implicitly construct valid fusion results. This way,

not only binding and assignment of variables, but also constraints (e. g. temporal, modality specific,

or even scripted) can applied in the unification operation. Often, unification is extended by some

form of uncertainty handling, e. g. in the form of n-best lists. Some approaches, like the one from

Sun et al. [152–154], also allow context specific change of the unification operation’s rules, explic-

itly promoting collaboration between the input fusion and the dialog management (or application).

This helps separating and delegating responsibilities among the components of a system. However,

the increased power of unification-based approaches also is accompanied risks originating from the

increased complexity. This includes a potentially difficult search for the root cause in case of un-

expected fusion results; something that that can easily happen with large type hierarchies and side

effects of variable binding. Besides, there may be many application domains that don’t require such

complex, error-prone modeling of inputs and input fusion.

2.1.4 Hybrid and Statistical

The category of hybrid and statistical approaches is one of the more recent types of input fusion. It

contains approaches that perform a unification operation on frame-like data structures and/or apply

basic statistical analysis or more sophisticated machine learning techniques. The first work that

belongs to this category is that of Flippo et al. [47] from 2003. They present a framework that

focusses on reusability to minimize the effort for implementing a multimodal interface. For this,

they use the notion of frames similar to the frame-based approaches discussed above, but apply a

unification-like fusion that is configurable via an XML file. It contains declarative specifications of

the frames, pointers to modality specific reference resolvers to fill a frame’s slots, and calls to the

application’s API in case a frame is complete. Listing 2.2 shows an exemplary declaration of such a

frame with pointers to various resolvers and the resulting API call to the underlying map application.

Similar to other approaches that focus on geographic map applications, speech input is the main

intended interaction modality, whereas other modalities (so called context providers like gesture and

mouse inputs) play a subsidiary role and are mostly used for reference resolution. Due to this, the

system’s main input is a parse tree coming from the speech interface that is transformed to slots of a

frame using reference resolution when applicable. Figure 2.4 depicts this form of unification, whose

result is forwarded to a dialog manager that is finally responsible for making calls to the underlying

application’s API. Uncertainty is handled via weighted confidence scores from the context providers

resulting in some form n-best list, but further details are not given by the authors. The same holds
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<frame name="delete" test="delete/delete" uses="delete">
<slot name="glyph">

<source select="delete/what/anaph">
<resolve resolver="mouseObjectResolver" weight="0.5"/>
<resolve resolver="eyeObjectResolver" weight="0.4"/>

</source>
<source select="delete/what/unit">

<resolve resolver="unitResolver" weight="0.3"/>
</source>
<source select="delete">

<resolve resolver="dialogObjectResolver" weight="0.1"/>
</source>

</slot>
<action language="javascript">

if (frame.glyph) { application.api.deleteGlyph(frame.glyph.glyph); }
</action>

</frame>

Listing 2.2: Specifying a frame for a map application in the approach of Flippo et al. The slots of
a frame can be filled by various resolvers that can be assigned weights for decision
making (cf. [47]).

for temporal constraints, as only the context provider’s ability to “... provide timestamps ... [that]

can be used by the resolvers" [47] is mentioned.

Context	  providerContext	  provider

Speech	  interface
parse	  tree Dialog

manager

command	  frames

confidence
scores

confidence
scores

Resolving
agent

Resolving
agent

Figure 2.4: The fusion process where a parse tree from the speech interface is transformed to slots
of frames using modality specific resolving agents (cf. [47]).

In [124], Portillo et al. present a hybrid approach based on frame-like structures called DTACs

(Dialog move, Type, Arguments, Contents), that contain attributes specific to spoken command

language dialogs. The unification of these DTACs is performed based on a set of rules, that include

a basic inspection of temporal constraints (here: the proximity of events in time). No references to

the usage of probabilities are given.
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The approach by Duarte et al. called FAME (Framework for Adaptive Multimodal Environments) [39]

does not contain an actual input fusion system, but takes a broader perspective on the software en-

gineering of multimodal and adaptive systems, which is outside the scope of this work. Due to the

basic idea of continuously observing changes explicitly made by the user (e. g. on the layout of a

GUI) or the environment (e. g. noise level), and reflecting these in the future behavior of the system,

Lalanne et al. categorize it as a hybrid approach [78]. However, Duarte et al. do not provide any

details on how this adaptation actually could be realized for the input fusion, except mentioning

weights for modalities and an unspecified influence of “patterns of integration".

An approach from the human robot interaction domain is presented by Reddy & Basir [127]. For

modeling events and their possible combinations, so called conceptual graphs are used. These are

bipartite graphs containing all possible events as nodes and their valid combinations as edges. In con-

trast to other fusion approaches that use simple probabilities and n-best lists, Reddy & Basir propose

the use of evidential reasoning on beliefs using the Transferable Belief Model (TBM) [149]. The

advantage of using this formalism of uncertainty is that modality recognizers can assign probabilities

(called beliefs) not only to single events, but to multiple events at the same time. The underlying

semantic is, that a recognizer cannot distinguish between those events and equally beliefs that one of

them happened, without the necessity to distribute confidence among all candidates as is usually the

case when working with probabilities. When two or more modalities express their beliefs, they can

be formally combined in a unification operation to come up with the most probable result. Although

the approach seems promising, it remains in a conceptual state and some important aspects of multi-

modal input fusion, like the actual combination of events (in addition to calculating a combination’s

belief) and temporal aspects are not covered by the authors.

One approach that uses actual machine learning for multimodal input fusion is that of Dumas et

al. [46]. Based on their previous work on frame-based fusion with the HephaisTK toolkit (see

Section 2.1.2), they propose an automatic creation of Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) from a

SMUIML-description, that are used to assess the temporal conformity of input sequences. So the

applied machine learning focusses on temporal aspects, while the semantic fusion of inputs is not

affected. As described by the authors, “Different application states [...] are modeled with help of one

HMM for each state" [46], thus allowing only a single type of command to be handled at once. This

may be useful for some applications (e. g. drawing applications with separate modes for different

commands like free line drawing or shape editing), but may not be feasible, where users could pos-

sibly perform different types of inputs in a single application state. In addition, the approach seems

to favor recognizing a certain temporal sequence of inputs (as stated in the SMUIML specification),

but often different sequences of inputs should be valid as well. As a concrete example, Bolt’s “Put
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2.1 Multimodal Input Fusion Approaches

idle
state

“put”

“that”

“there”

*point*

Figure 2.5: Two valid input sequences of the “Put That There" command (cf. [46]).

That There" command [20] could be modeled by different sequences of inputs. One model could be

a succession of the following input events: “put" *point* “that" *point* “there". Another sequence

could be: *point* “there" “put" *point* “that" being equally valid from a user’s perspective. Fig-

ure 2.5 illustrates these different sequences by the red dashed and blue dotted arrows, respectively.

It remains unclear, whether and how a single HMM can be effectively used for both sequences.

Regarding the actual implementation of the approach, the unknown parameters of each HMM are

directly derived from the SMUIML specifications, resulting in weighted state machines, that can be

directly used. Training with actual user data is not reported, as well as the usage of uncertainties

provided by individual modality recognizers.

One important aspect mentioned by Dumas et al., is the inclusion of user-induced automatic adap-

tation according to the taxonomy of adaptive user interfaces from Malinkowski et al. [86]. This

means, allowing the user to signal that a system’s output was not as expected. Assessing the actual

output referred to by the user, possible corrections and their execution is left to the machine. Such

a direct user feedback seems a valuable addition to input fusion approaches. Although describing

initial tests with their HMM-based approach on this matter, Dumas et al. state the following open

challenges for future work in multimodal interfaces (cf. [46]): identification of the problematic fu-

sion result, identification of the error source, creation of a meaningful correction and the possible

need for undo operations. Moreover, the authors acknowledge the possibility of recognition mistakes

of particular modalities and the need for collaboration between the input fusion and the individual

modality recognizers: “[...] downgrading a fusion result at the fusion algorithm level could worsen

the fusion results rather than improving them. On the other hand, [...], the individual modality recog-

nisers [should] have the possibility to make use of a user’s feedback to correct their results." [46].
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The authors conclude, that future tests could identify (unspecified) thresholds at which such user

feedback should be delegated either to the input fusion or an individual recognizer.

Summing up, hybrid approaches that combine Frame-based modeling with a unification operation

still rely on a reusable, generic rules that often allow specification of constraints, but dismiss the

complexity of typed feature structures (and some of its features, like variable binding and sub-typing)

that may often be unnecessary overhead. Though the unification operation of hybrid approaches

often misses the formal background of the "real" unification-based approaches, they seem to be

easier to apply. Approaches that (additionally) apply some form of statistical processing promise

an adaptive and robust form of input fusion, though actual proof is still missing. Although some

approaches can be used out of the box (e. g. [46]), they still would require an adequate amount

of training data [80] and some form of user feedback to reach their potential. This has also been

acknowledged by Dumas et al., who mention the need for collaboration between input fusion and

the modality recognizers, once user feedback indicates an error [46]. Furthermore, they are the first

to acknowledge the problem of recognition mistakes of particular modalities (ibid.). However, when

machine learning is applied as a black box, it may be hard to pinpoint the reason of unexpected

behavior.

2.1.5 Classification and Summary

To give a compact overview, all fusion approaches are classified in Table 2.1 according to the fol-

lowing criteria. The approaches are first sorted by the applied Input Fusion Category resulting in

four clusters (procedural, frame-based, unification-based, hybrid/statistical), therein a chronologi-

cal order is maintained. In addition to the Reference(s) and Year of (first) publication, the name

of the approach or the deployed system is given in the Name/System column. The Notation shows

the language or formalism used to specify the fusion system. The Overall Scope shows pictograms

representing the coverage of the Arch/Stormy Tree models as there are physical interaction, logical

interaction, dialog, functional core adapter, and functional core (see Section 1.2.1). This should

give an idea on what functional aspects of an interactive system can/must be realized within the

respective approach and what aspects can/must be realized otherwise. The Exemplified Modalities

column lists the input modalities that are described within the approach, be it either as examples or

actually implemented.

Uncertainty Handling shows how and if an approach deals with ambiguous and uncertain inputs.

Many of the approaches tend to completely ignore uncertain inputs (marked by none). This may not

be a problem when dealing with inputs that are certain by nature, like keyboard, mouse, or pen. But
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more often than not, multimodal interaction should facilitate the use of more "natural" inputs that

rely on classification based recognition techniques like speech, gesture and natural pointing, which

are often uncertain in nature. Handling of such uncertainties can be done using simple probability

thresholds, where inputs not surpassing a certain threshold are ignored. Some approaches take such

uncertainty into account by creating n-best lists. This is usually done by multiplying probabilities

(or confidence scores) of combined inputs and building a list of all possible combinations where

the most probable combination is then used as final result. With the TBM, only Reddy & Basir

propose using a more advanced formalism for dealing with uncertainties and incorporating it within

the fusion process itself.

The Time Handling column exhibits the way time is dealt within the approach. Two criteria are

given here: Annotation and Restriction. Annotation denotes the way, modality inputs (e. g. recogni-

tion events) are internally annotated with quantitative timing information. Some approaches indicate

no explicit annotation at all (marked by none), i. e. they handle inputs as soon and in the order they

are received by the system. Other approaches use time stamps to denote the exact time an input

was created. This can be used for time calculations (e. g. temporal windows) and sometimes to re-

construct the original order of events, regardless of any delays that may have been introduced by

the different recognizers or communication delays. Another possibility is to use time intervals that

allow a more in depth analysis of temporal aspects as they contain both, the start (onset) and the end

(offset) of an input event. Thus, different measures like temporal overlap or onset distances between

inputs can be calculated. The Restriction criteria is used to break down the way input fusion is

temporally restricted, i. e. how possibly combinable inputs are decided to be merged or processed

separately depending on temporal aspects. Approaches that are temporally unconstrained do not

impose any temporal restrictions at all and therefore allow combination of inputs in any order and

temporal distribution. Approaches marked with sequence consider the temporal sequence of inputs,

but not their temporal distribution, e. g. when a grammar is used to parse inputs. When time windows

are used, a maximum time delta between combined events can be specified and is often also used

for defining a temporal order. When restriction is done by time cycles as in [166], combination is

restricted to events occurring within a predefined amount of time cycles. Temporal fading is used

in [133], where not a strict time limit is specified but instead a gradual fading is used. This is done

by gradually decreasing an event’s initial activation value calculated by a time dependent function.

As a consequence, the probability for combining an event with others is decreased as well. The most

complex form of temporal restrictions can be achieved by using temporal constraints that can make

use of arbitrary calculations, to decide whether inputs are to be combined.
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The last column lists Exemplified Applications that are used to elucidate the approach. As with

the exemplified modalities criteria, this includes both, conceptualized and implemented/prototyped

applications.

As shown in the above classification, there exist a vast number of approaches covering a wide variety

of application scenarios. When inspecting the respective coverages of the Arch/Stormy Tree models

it is noticeable that many approaches cover more than just the logical interaction, but also extend to

dialog management or even up to covering the complete functional scope of an interactive system

including physical interaction and functional core (cf. Section 1.2.1). While this can be useful when

creating a distinct application from scratch, it can cause problems when input fusion should be

used as part of a more complex system. In such systems, like in companion systems, there exist

specialized components for the functionalities of physical interaction and dialog management, that

are especially created for that very purpose. The same holds true for the functional core and its

adjacent functional core adapter, as companion systems are supposed to rely on technologies that

can be reused for a vast number of applications.

Thus, multimodal input fusion for companion technology should focus on logical interaction and

have minimal interfaces to the applied physical input devices and the dialog management, respec-

tively. Only three of the reviewed approaches limit themselves to logical interaction, namely those

of Sun [152–154], Bellik [6], and Reddy & Basir [127]. Sun’s approach relies on a grammar-based

parsing, that can only handle strict sequences of inputs and uses simple n-best lists for dealing with

uncertainty. Though the latter two approaches are only conceptual, at least the sophisticated han-

dling of uncertainties from Reddy & Basir seems promising. Uncertainties occurring in user inputs

are especially relevant for companion systems, as the strive for natural ways of interaction often goes

along with recognition based technologies that are subject to uncertainty. Thus, none of the existing

approaches can directly be used as input fusion for companion technology and a new approach is

necessary. Another aspect that can be identified as weakness of the state of the art, at least with

companion technology in mind, is the fact that known approaches tend to ignore users’ individuality

and are intended as “one fits all" systems. Not respecting individual preferences regarding modality

use and temporal correlations between modalities may unnecessarily limit the overall robustness and

usability for individual users. While most of the reviewed approaches allow modeling of temporal

restrictions, their concrete instantiations are often based on heuristics and best guesses based on lim-

ited user tests. Both aspects, focussing on the logical interaction with formally correct handling of

uncertainties, and user individuality are the basis for the work at hand.
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2 State Of the Art

2.2 Description Languages for Input Fusion Engines

Despite the general approach for multimodal input fusion as presented in the previous section, an-

other important aspect is how a fusion engine is configured or provided with data, respectively. This

is usually done through a description language, as this facilitates reuse and modularity. This section

presents different languages surveyed in the literature; most of them are markup-based. While some

of them are User Interface Description Languages (UIDLs) that cover different aspects of a system’s

UI in a broader sense, others clearly focus on the task of multimodal input fusion.

2.2.1 EMMA

EMMA (Extensible MultiModal Annotation markup language) is an XML markup language for de-

scribing and annotating user input of a multimodal system developed by the W3C [162]. EMMA

descriptions are supposed to be generated by signal interpreters such as speech and gesture recogni-

tion for use by components that act on those inputs, such as an input fusion engine. The output of

a fusion engine may also be in EMMA format to be passed on to higher level components like an

interaction or dialog manager. Examples of interpretation of user input are a transcription into words

of a raw signal, for instance derived from speech, pen or keystroke input, a set of attribute/value pairs

describing their meaning, or a set of attribute/value pairs describing a gesture. Listing 2.3 shows an

example for an ambiguous speech input to a flight reservation application (taken from [162]). In

this example there are two speech recognition results and associated semantic representations. The

system is uncertain whether the user meant "flights from Boston to Denver" or "flights from Austin

to Denver". The annotations to be captured are timestamps and confidence scores for the two inputs.

While EMMA is a very powerful and flexible interchange format between components of a multi-

modal system, it is not intended to describe the actual fusion of multimodal inputs. That is, why some

researchers use their own language to describe the fusion engine’s task and use EMMA only for de-

scribing initial inputs and expected fusion results, like in [41] with SMUIML. Nevertheless, EMMA

has a feature worth mentioning: it explicitly allows embedding of application-specific markup in-

side <emma:interpretation> tags using XML namespaces (see the xmlns attribute of the

root element in Listing 2.3), so it can easily be used for diverse application scenarios.
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2.2 Description Languages for Input Fusion Engines

<emma:emma version="1.0"
xmlns:emma="http://www.w3.org/2003/04/emma"
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.w3.org/2003/04/emma

http://www.w3.org/TR/2009/REC-emma-20090210/emma.xsd"
xmlns="http://www.example.com/example">

<emma:one-of id="r1" emma:start="1087995961542" emma:end="1087995963542"
emma:medium="acoustic" emma:mode="voice">

<emma:interpretation id="int1" emma:confidence="0.75"
emma:tokens="flights from boston to denver">

<origin>Boston</origin>
<destination>Denver</destination>

</emma:interpretation>
<emma:interpretation id="int2" emma:confidence="0.68"

emma:tokens="flights from austin to denver">
<origin>Austin</origin>
<destination>Denver</destination>

</emma:interpretation>
</emma:one-of>

</emma:emma>

Listing 2.3: Example of an EMMA interpretation containing ambiguous input (cf. [162]).

R1 R2 R32 R331 R332

R41 R42

R341 R342

(rotate) (objDesc1) (degreeSpec1) about (objDesc1)

(locationAdverb)(modalAdverb)

(modalAdverb)
AND
overlap (rotating)

NOT
overlap (rotating)

(locationAdverb)

Figure 2.6: Excerpt of a tATN showing multimodal possibilities to rotate an object in VR (cf. [79]).

2.2.2 MIML

MIML is an XML-based language developed by Latoschik [79] for describing multimodal interac-

tions for VR applications in a procedural approach (see Section 2.1.1). It serves as XML repre-

sentation of a tATN. In contrast to classical FSM, transitions of a ATN can contain conditions that

guard their activation. For this, registers that store state dependent values can be read out. tATNs are

ATNs extended by temporal constraints. Figure 2.6 shows an excerpt of such an tATN describing the

interactions of a VR construction application. Here, the user can rotate an object either using speech

in different flavors (branch R1->R2->R32) or using a combination of a modal adverb (e. g. “this

way") and a temporally overlapping rotation gesture (branch R1->R2->R41). The MIML descrip-

tion of such a user interaction is done with the following XML elements:
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<requirement> This element encapsulates an interaction and contains <frame> and

<description> elements.

<frame> Contains all parameters relevant for the interaction in terms of <slot> elements:

<slot> Describes a single parameter by its name and type that is optionally complemented

by a default value.

<description> Contains the actual description for fusing multimodal events specified by the

following elements:

<temporalrelation> A temporal constraint that must hold for the contained elements

(before, sequential, overlap).

<requires> Branches to a sub tATN .

<select>/<choice> The potential transitions of the tATN with corresponding constraints

and triggered functions.

<function>/<apiCommand> These elements represent the connection to the underlying

application by referencing function names to be called.

Listing 2.4 shows the MIML excerpt of the tATN example from Figure 2.6 for rotating an object

in VR using speech and overlapping gesture commands.

At runtime, such MIML specifications are translated into equivalent tATNs for execution using XSLT

(a language for transforming XML documents). As shown in the listing above, MIML explicitly

declares modality specific input events (<speech>/<gesture>) using a fixed set of predefined

modalities and is closely tied to the implementation of the underlying application by referencing

particular functions by name. So it not only describes interactions, but also models parts of the

dialog and thus limits flexibility, rendering changes complicated and error-prone as acknowledged by

Latoschik himself [79]. Another weakness of MIML is its inability to model any form of uncertainty.

2.2.3 SMUIML

SMUIML (Synchronized Multimodal User Interfaces Markup Language) is an XML-based language

developed by Dumas et al. [43] along with their HephaisTK toolkit from the frame-based category

of input fusion approaches (see Section 2.1.2). SMUIML allows the user input to be described in

three different levels of abstraction: input/output level, event level and dialog level. The input level

consists of <recognizers> for the different modalities and describes incoming variables. The
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<requirement name="rotateObject" function="userInstruction">
<frame>

<slot name="object" type="singleslot"/>
<slot name="degree" type="singleslot" default="30"/>
<slot name="axis" type="singleslot" default="0 0 1"/>
<slot name="rotcenter" type="singleslot" default="@object"/>

</frame>
<description>

<temporalrelation type="sequential">
<speech>

<function name="rotateAction"/>
</speech>
<requires>

<function name="objectDescription"/>
<fill-slot source="identifier" target="object"/>

</requires>
<select>

<choice>
...
</choice>
<choice>

<temporalrelation type="overlap">
<speech>

<function name="modalAdverb"/>
</speech>
<gesture>

<function name="rotating"/>
<exec-on-start>

<apiCommand name="rotateObjectByHand-On"/>
</exec-on-start>
<exec-on-end>

<apiCommand name="rotateObjectByHand-Off"/>
</exec-on-end>

</gesture>
</temporalrelation>

</choice>
</select>

</temporalrelation>
</description>

</requirement>

Listing 2.4: MIML description of a multimodal interaction for rotating an object (cf. [79]).

event level describes incoming <triggers> per modality and outgoing <actions>. In the di-

alog level, <transitions> by means of FSMs are described that perform actions as soon as the

specified triggers fire, thus describing the actual fusion of multimodal inputs. The declaration of the

triggers that activate a transition allows for the specification of temporal constraints between modal-

ities using four different synchronization elements partially corresponding to the CARE properties

(cf. Section 1.2.3):
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<par_and> All triggers have to appear in the defined time window, not taking their order into

account. This represents Complementarity and describes complementary multimodal expres-

sions.

<seq_and> All triggers have to appear in the defined time window and in the given order. This

has no direct correspondence in the CARE properties and is a special case of multi-unimodal

expressions.

<par_or> Each single trigger is sufficient for the transition to be executed, but it allows parallel

appearance. This represents Redundancy and describes redundant multimodal expressions.

<seq_or> Each single trigger is sufficient for the transition to be executed, but only one of them

is allowed within the given time window. This represents Equivalence and describes multi-

unimodal expressions.

Listing 2.5 shows a SMUIML document modeling an interaction with a music player application.

The user can use pointing gestures to point at a track and speech to issue commands for playing

(“play") and skipping to the next track (“next").

The single transition modeled in the given example is that of pointing a track and asking to play

the next track of it, when gesture and speech triggers appear in that order within a time window of

1000 milliseconds (<transition leadtime="1000">). Similar to MIML, SMUIML models

the parts of the dialog, even more explicitly than the former. It accents modality relationships and

synchronizations aspects with fine grained temporal relations and seems more readable and versatile,

as long as one assumes the set of possible modalities being extensible. In addition, it better decouples

the actual implementation of the application, as no direct function calls but only messages are defined

in SMUIML. Again, any form of representing or handling uncertainty is not envisaged.

2.2.4 XISL

With XISL (eXtensible Interaction Scenario Language), Katsurada et al. developed an XML-based

language for web-based multimodal interaction systems [72]. By reusing tags from VoiceXML [165]

and SMIL [164], the language offers dialog flow/transitions, synchronization of input/output modal-

ities, and modality-extensibility. The basic dialog with the user is defined using a <dialog> tag

that contains <exchange> elements. Those, in turn, are composed of a <prompt> element for

initial system output, an <operation> element for user input, and an <action> element for the

system’s reaction to the input. For time synchronization of input modalities the comb attribute can

take three different values:
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par All inputs have to appear simultaneously. That is a complementary multimodal expression.

alt Inputs are accepted alternatively.

seq Inputs have to appear in document order.

Listing 2.6 shows an example document of an online shopping system for a PC-terminal, where the

user is supposed to select an item from a list. First, the system prompts the item list in a browser

and vocally request a selection using TTS. Then it requires the user to select an item from the list

using either touch or speech. Upon acceptance, the system confirms the selected item vocally and

proceeds to the next dialog.

<smuiml>
<integration_description client="musicplayer">

<recognizers>
<recognizer name="fakespeech" modality="speech">

<parameter name="emma_file" value="PlayTrackEmma.xml"/>
</recognizer>
<recognizer name="fakegesture" modality="gesture">

<parameter name="emma_file" value="PlayTrackEmma.xml"/>
</recognizer>

</recognizers>
<triggers>

<trigger name="play_trigger">
<source modality="speech" value="play | play track"/>

</trigger>
<trigger name="nexttrack_trigger">

<source modality="speech" value="next | next track"/>
</trigger>
<trigger name="track_pointed_event">

<source modality="gesture" value="track_pointed"/>
</trigger>

</triggers>
<actions>

<action name="play_next_of_point_action">
<target name="musicplayer" message="play_next_of_pointed_track"/>

</action>
</actions>
<dialog>

<context name="start">
<transition leadtime="1000">

<seq_and>
<trigger name="track_pointed_event"/>
<trigger name="play_trigger"/>
<trigger name="nexttrack_trigger"/>

</seq_and>
<result action="play_next_of_point_action"/>

</transition>
</context>

</dialog>
</integration_description>

</smuiml>

Listing 2.5: SMUIML description of one interaction with a multimodal music player (cf. [41]).
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<xisl>
<body>

<dialog id="order">
<exchange>

<prompt>
<output type="browser" event="navigate">

<![CDATA[
<param name="id"> item_list </param>
<param name="uri">

www.vox.tutkie.tut.ac.jp/OLS.html
</param> ]]>

</output>
<output type="tts" event="speech">

<![CDATA[
<param name="text">
Please select an item.
</param> ]]>

</output>
</prompt>

<operation comb="alt">
<input type="touch" event="click"

match="[item:=@id]"/>
<input type="speech" event="recognize"

match="./grammar.txt#items" return="item"/>
</operation>

<action>
<output type="tts" event="speech">

<![CDATA[
<param name="text">
You ordered <value expr="item">.
</param> ]]>

</output>
...
<goto next="how_many.xisl" namelist="item"/>

</action>
</exchange>
...

</dialog>
</body>

</xisl>

Listing 2.6: XISL description of two alternative inputs to select an item from a list of an online
shopping system (cf. [72]).

Modality-extensibility in XISL is achieved by changing the descriptions of <input> and <output>

tags to account for different modalities in different execution systems. In [72], Katsurada et al. pro-

vide a corresponding example for a voice only interaction via a telephone.

Summing up, in contrast to MIML and SMUIML, XISL not only specifies user inputs, but also

describes system outputs while separating content (e. g. stored in HTML) from the interaction (de-

scribed in XISL) [151]. Nevertheless, regarding the capabilities of input fusion, some details remain

unclear. Regarding time synchronization, XISL does not seem to support redundant multimodal in-
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puts (see Definition 6), only complementary multimodal and multi-unimodal inputs are described

(see Definitions 7 and 9). Furthermore, Katsurada et al. do not explain, how the described syn-

chronization elements are actually realized, i. e. how the system decides if inputs are parallel or

sequential. The same holds for handling of uncertainty, as it is not mentioned in [72].

2.2.5 XMMVR

XMMVR is a markup language by Olmedo et al. for their frame-based approach to multimodal input

fusion for VR environments [110]. For this, XMMVR uses the movie metaphor to stage components

of a 3D environment in a scene, describe their behavior and their interaction. In contrast to XISL,

where tags from other languages are only reused (with sometimes altered semantics), XMMVR

directly allows using existing languages for specifying 3D worlds (VRML [171], X3D [172], or

W3D files from Adobe Shockwave) and spoken dialogs (VoiceXML [165] or X+V [161]) through

references to the respective files. A complete specification in XMMVR consists of a <cast>, a

sequence and a <context> element:

<cast> Defines all entities of the VR world. It is a set of <stage> and <actor> elements with

graphical appearance specified by a VRML, X3D or W3D file. While a stage represents only

the surroundings of the 3D world, an actor can have its own named parameters with values,

methods (function names) that can be called on the underlying application, and a behavior that

describes the actor’s specific behavior.

<sequence> This elements represents the actual world in which the application occurs and con-

sists of <scene> elements executed in their order of appearance. A <scene> in turn must

indicate a single stage and one or multiple actor instances from the cast, and can describe a

behavior for itself.

<context> Defines system variables, parameters, and speech dialogs using VoiceXML or X+V.

For the purpose of this work, the description of behaviors in XMMVR is worth being examined in

greater detail. A <behaviour> describes actions (of actors or scenes) that are performed when a

particular event happens under a certain condition. For this, an <eventXXX> element is associated

with an <actionBloq> that contains a cond attribute describing the constraint that must hold

and one to several <actionXXX> elements that are executed thereafter. For events and actions,

“XXX” can be GUI (graphical), VUI (voice), SYS (system), or ACT (actor instance), depending on

the source or target respectively. To make this easier to understand, we reuse an example given by

Olmedo et al. of Bolt’s “Put That There” interaction [20] taking place in a 3D multimodal museum
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of informatics. The user is able to place a “Macintosh” item in the upper/middle/lower shelf of the

museum using GUI (mouse click) or VUI (voice) input. Listing 2.7 shows an XMMVR excerpt of

the “Macintosh” item and the "UpperShelf" and their <behaviour> elements that represent the

item movement when the user first clicks the item and then the shelf while saying “Put that there”. As

shown in the listing, Olmedo et al. use semaphores to track variable assignment (’what’ and ’where’)

until the actual movement is executed (see <actionACT> in the "clickUpperShelf2" behav-

ior). What’s interesting about the example is the fact, that even though Olmedo et al. claim to show

cooperation between modalities with it, they only demonstrate using different modalities to fill in the

’what’ and ’where’ variables (GUI only as in the above listing, VUI only, GUI+VUI, and VUI+GUI

are also shown in [110]). This is not the same as fusing modalities in a complementary way of a

deictic reference (vocal "that" + mouse click), which is usually referred to by other researchers when

employing Bolt’s "Put That There" (cf. [46, 105]). The example shown in the listing actually does

not take speech into account at all.

Although XMMVR can be used to specify different ways to interact, actual complementary multi-

modal expressions (see Definition 7) have not been demonstrated by Olmedo et al. and could become

quite complex, if possible at all. Leaving the focus on VR scenarios aside, some other aspects of

XMMVR could also be considered as weaknesses, such as the use of predefined modalities (cur-

rently only VUI and GUI interaction modes) and an intermix of the overall dialog flow specified

within XMMVR and externally referenced voice dialogs. Temporal synchronization between inputs

and handling of uncertainties are not considered.

2.2.6 Summary on Description Languages

There are basically two aspects relevant for multimodal input fusion that can be covered using a

description language: data that enters and leaves input fusion, and specification of the fusion itself.

Concerning the data that enters or leaves input fusion, most of the languages discussed above define

their own model, often using predefined and fixed modalities (e. g. MIML, XMMVR) not taking

any form of uncertainty into account, and leaving out temporal synchronization of inputs (e. g. by

means of timestamps). While EMMA is very powerful and versatile in this regard, its definition is

quite complex and may lead to lengthy documents hardly readable by humans. One aspect that sets

EMMA apart from the other description languages is its explicit use of application-specific markup

that facilitates use in arbitrary scenarios using XML namespaces. Without exception, the other lan-

guages are isolated definitions that define their own mechanics and markup elements for making this
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<xmmvr>
<cast>...</cast>
<sequence>
<scene stageID="Room0">

<behaviour behaviourID="listeningRoom0"/>
<behaviour behaviourID="WhereWhat">...</behaviour>
<behaviour behaviourID="What">...</behaviour>
<behaviour behaviourID="Where">...</behaviour>
<behaviour behaviourID="Room0End">...</behaviour>
<actorinstance instanceID="Amstrad" actorID="Item">...</actorinstance>
<actorinstance instanceID="Macintosh" actorID="Item">
<param name="Pos" value="(-5,-35,5)"/>
<param name="Content" value="Macintosh"/>
<param name="Image" value="Macintosh.jpg"/>
<behaviour behaviourID="clickMacintosh1">...</behaviour>
<behaviour behaviourID="clickMacintosh2">

<eventGUI type="mouseDown"/>
<actionBloq cond="$SEMAPHORE-what==?DEACTIVATED?">
<actionSYS type="assign">

<assign name="SEMAPHORE-what" value="ACTIVATED"/>
</actionSYS>
<actionVUI type="launchDialog" dialogID="VXML_WhatWhere">

<param name="where" value="$OUTDIALOG[’where’]"/>
<param name="what" value="macintosh"/>

</actionVUI>
</actionBloq>

</behaviour>
</actorinstance>
<actorinstance instanceID="UpperShelf" actorID="Shelf">
<param name="Pos" value="(0,-14,10)"/>
<param name="Content" value="UpperShelf"/>
<param name="Image" value="UpperShelf.jpg"/>
<behaviour behaviourID="clickUpperShelf1">...</behaviour>
<behaviour behaviourID="clickUpperShelf2">

<eventGUI type="mouseDown"/>
<actionBloq cond="$SEMAPHORE-where==?DEACTIVATED?">
<actionSYS type="assign">

<assign name="SEMAPHORE-where" value="ACTIVATED"/>
</actionSYS>
<actionACT instanceID="$INPUTDIALOG[’what’]" method="move">

<param name="to" value="up"/>
</actionACT>

</actionBloq>
</behaviour>

</actorinstance>
<actorinstance instanceID="MiddleShelf" actorID="Shelf">...</actorinstance>
<actorinstance instanceID="LowerShelf" actorID="Shelf">...</actorinstance>

</scene>
</sequence>
<context>...</context>

</xmmvr>

Listing 2.7: XMMVR excerpt of the "Put that there" interaction to move item "Macintosh" into the
"UpperShelf" (cf. [110]).

connection, be it in the form of explicit function names (MIML,XMMVR), singular message strings

(SMUIML) or even a complete application-specification within the description language (XISL).

Regarding the actual fusion specification, most of the existing languages use some form of event-

condition-action specification that relates multimodal input events to an output. These specifications

usually include control of the dialog flow covering complete interactions (see Definition 1), an aspect

not relevant for input fusion in the context of companion systems, as one could expect a designated
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dialog management component for this task. Thus, dialog control should be left out of the fusion

specification and instead focus on fusing individual multimodal expressions (see Definition 5). This

also applies to postulating a specific sequence of inputs (e. g. put→that→there), as this is normally

associated with some form of system output (e. g. at least feedback) and thus lies in the domain of

dialog flow. What is essential, is supporting unimodal, complementary and redundant input expres-

sions within a temporal window, thus also covering the CARE properties.

2.3 W3C Standards for Multimodal Systems

Despite actual input fusion approaches and corresponding description languages, there also exist ar-

chitectural standards for multimodal systems, i. e. the integration of various components (including

input fusion) into an overall architecture. Focussing on the well-known W3C and its Multimodal

Interaction Working Group1, there are two works relevant here: The Multimodal Interaction Frame-

work (MMIF) [160], a W3C Note from 2003 and the newer W3C Recommendation Multimodal

Architecture and Interfaces (MMI Arch) [163]. While the MMIF is “a level above an architec-

ture” [160] the MMI Arch is an actual architecture of the MMIF [163]. The following gives a

compact overview of each.

2.3.1 Multimodal Interaction Framework (MMIF)

The MMIF “identifies the major components for multimodal systems [. . . and] identifies markup

languages used to describe information required by components and for data flowing among compo-

nents” [160]. Figure 2.7 illustrates the basic components of the MMIF described afterwards (ibid.).

user
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Figure 2.7: The W3C Multimodal Interaction Framework (cf. [160]).

1https://www.w3.org/2002/mmi/, available online, February 20, 2017.
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User: A user who enters input into the system and observes and hears information presented by the

system.

Input: Multiple input modes such as audio, speech, handwriting, keyboarding, and other input

modes. Input processing consists of recognition, interpretation and integration (see Fig-

ure 2.8). While recognition captures the natural input from the user (often using some kind

of grammar described by a markup language), interpretation extracts the semantics of the

input. The output for each interpretation component may be expressed using EMMA (cf. Sec-

tion 2.2.1). Integration finally combines the outcomes of several interpretation components.

The distribution of this functionalities is not predefined. For example, audio-visual speech

recognition may integrate lip movement recognition and speech recognition as part of a lip

reading component, as part of the speech recognition component, or integrated within a sepa-

rate integration component. Integration can as well be performed within the interaction man-

ager component.
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Figure 2.8: Input components of the W3C MMIF (cf. [160]).

Output: One or more modes of output, such as speech, text, graphics, audio files, and animation.

Analogous to input processing, output processing consists of generation, styling and render-

ing. The generation component determines which output modes (uni- or multimodal) will be

used to present the information from the interaction manager. Styling adds information about

the layout of the information and outputs markup for specific modes (e. g. XHTML, SVG,

SMIL). The final rendering components convert the information by the styling components

into a format understandable by the user (e. g. a speech synthesizer component).
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Specification of input and output components: Any component of the user interface (be it

input or output) is specified as DOM2 object that exposes an interface pertaining to that ob-

ject’s functionality. Those interfaces expose properties, methods, and events, and should be

formally described in a definition language not further specified by the standard.

Interaction Manager: The interaction manager is the logical component that coordinates data and

manages execution flow from various input and output modality component interface objects.

It is contained within a host environment that provides data management and flow control to

interface objects. Using hierarchical compositions, an hierarchical interaction management

can be created that reflects the task hierarchy of the overall application.

Session Component: The session component provides an interface to the interaction manager to

support state management, and temporary and persistent sessions for multimodal applications.

It is a means to simplify authoring of multimodal applications. It provides functionalities for

creating, replicating and synchronizing sessions (potentially across devices), and provides a

high level interface to query resources with their properties and interfaces.

System and Environment: This component enables the interaction manager to find out about

and respond to changes in device capabilities, user preferences and environmental conditions.

It is expected to make use of standardized ways of expressing such information (e. g. CC/PP

using RDF).

The MMIF explicitly considers fusion and fission within its tripartite input and output components.

The different levels of input processing adhere well to the notions of data level, feature level, and

decision level fusion described in Section 1.3.1 or the early and late fusion of the Stormy Tree model

(cf. Section 1.2.1). Thus, the multimodal input fusion targeted in this work can be regarded an

integration component of MMIF.

2.3.2 Multimodal Architecture and Interfaces (MMI Arch)

The MMI Arch is described as “a loosely coupled architecture for multimodal user interfaces, which

allows for co-resident and distributed implementations, and focuses on the role of markup and script-

ing, and the use of well defined interfaces between its constituents.” [163]. Taking the interaction

manager and modality components from MMIF, MMI Arch makes a basic distinction between the

design-time view and the run-time view of a multimodal system. At design-time, a system con-

sists of multiple so called presentation documents (since they contain markup to interact with the
2https://www.w3.org/DOM/, available online, February 20, 2017.
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user) that are orchestrated by a controller document for the interaction manager. At run-time, such

markup is executed and the software components act as black boxes, communicating solely by ex-

changing events/messages. The runtime architecture of MMI Arch is depicted in Figure 2.9 where

the responsibilities of the constituents are as follows (.ibid).
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Figure 2.9: The W3C Multimodal Interaction Architecture runtime diagram (cf. [163]).

Interaction Manager (IM): The IM receives all events from the modality components and is re-

sponsible for sending events to them. Hierarchical composition allows modality components

to have their own IMs, however they are not visible from the top level interaction manager.

The controller document instructs the IM on how to respond to events and defines the inter-

action logic of the application. Examples for languages that could be used for that purpose

are SMIL, CCXML, SCXML, or ECMAScript. Additionally, the IM is responsible for syn-

chronizing data and focus across different modality components, maintaining application data

and communicating with external entities and back-end systems. Though logically belong-

ing to a single IM component, these varying responsibilities could be separated into separate

constituents.

Data Component: This component is responsible for storing application data and is accessed and

updated by the IM. Instead of placing it in a separate component, the data component of the

IM could as well be placed inside the IM. Modality components might have their own internal

data components, though sharing of data between components is only possible via the IM.

Modality Components (MC): These control the various input and output modalities and handle

all interaction with the user. A single MC may as well handle multiple modalities (e. g. when

tight coupling is necessary). In addition, general processing can be performed by modality
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components, e. g. dialog flow or natural language processing. There is no set of standard

modalities or events, but a MC has to implement the interface to the IM defined by life cycle

events, as described below.

Runtime Framework: It contains all infrastructure services for a multimodal application. The

framework is used for starting components, handling communication, and logging etc. For

handling the communication, an event transport layer must be provided by the framework,

that (1) reliably delivers events, (2) reports an error, when delivery fails, and (3) delivers

events in the order in which they were generated by a component. In [163] an example for

using HTTP as transport layer is given.

The MMI Arch specification does not consider fusion/fission as explicitly as MMIF and drops some

of the components and requirements of MMIF (e. g. session component, DOM object specification).

Components may be nested inside other components to an arbitrary depth following the principle of

a Russian doll. Thus, multimodal input fusion could be a special kind of modality component acting

as interaction manager of lower modality components, as proposed by Schnelle-Walka et al.[136].

The decisive factor of MMI Arch is the specification of a concrete interface between the interaction

manager and the modality components in the form of life cycle events. Such events have some

common fields (e. g. a context URI that identifies a single interaction, source and target URIs, status

fields) and are usually specified in the form of request/response pairs. Specified life cycle events

include events for the IM to control processing of MCs (prepare, start, cancel, pause, resume), events

for MCs to signal the end of processing (done notifications), as well as events to send application-

specific data (extension notifications). A complete specification, including XML Schema definitions

and examples is given on the W3C’s homepage for the MMI Arch [163].

2.4 Summary

This chapter presented the state of the art of multimodal input fusion from several perspectives. First,

approaches to input fusion itself were surveyed. Divided into the four categories of input fusion

(procedural, frame-based, unification-based, and hybrid & statistical), the most well known repre-

sentatives were presented first, followed by a short description of other approaches and a summary

of strengths and weaknesses of the respective category. This survey was concluded by a classifica-

tion of all 34 approaches in the form of a tabular overview as well as thoughts on their suitability

for companion technology and companion systems, identifying several weaknesses of the state of

the art. This includes that common approaches pay little attention to the handling of uncertain-
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ties and that user’s individuality is not taken into account; instead “one fits all" systems based on

best guesses are common practice. The second part of the chapter then concerned the interface of

an input fusion to adjacent components and the specification thereof in the form of a description

language. Several description languages known from literature, including W3C’s EMMA, were pre-

sented with their respective pros and cons, highlighting specific needs in the context of this work. In

summary, a suitable specification language should support uncertain inputs, temporal synchroniza-

tion, and application-specific markup. Finally, anticipating integration of multimodal input fusion

within a multimodal system, the W3C’s efforts in standardizing such systems were presented and

multimodal input fusion was located within the MMIF and the MMI Arch. The multimodal input

fusion approach developed in this work should be related to those standards, so that anyone relying

on them is able to assess the usefulness and eligibility of the approach for their own purposes.
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In the state of the art described in the previous chapter, there are two major points that can be

considered weaknesses and will be examined explicitly in this work. First, current approaches to

multimodal input fusion usually do not give much attention to the handling of uncertainties. Either

they ignore it entirely, use a probability threshold, or use n-best lists with simple probability multipli-

cation. This not only lacks a well-defined formalism, it actually discounts information contained in

uncertainties. Correct handling of uncertainties is a vital factor when there are potentially numerous

input modalities available, which should be the case with companion systems. This is particularly

relevant for modalities that are inferred from sensory observations inherently prone to noise and thus

subject to uncertainty, like speech and gesture recognition.

Second, the user’s individuality is not taken into account. Most approaches favor a “one fits all”

strategy that may limit usability and robustness for individual users. Further research is needed on

generic principles of user’s modality adoption and ways of exploiting and adapting to individual

usage patterns. This point of view is concordant with open issues raised by other researchers as

well. Lalanne et al. state: “[...] the dynamic adaptation (adaptivity) of fusion engines to usage

patterns and preferences should be further studied. For example machine learning techniques could

enable fusion engines to adapt to users, as well as to detect context and user’s behaviour patterns

and changes.” [78]. Similarly, Dumas et al. conclude: “But future work clearly is needed to work

toward the design of usable adaptive multimodal interfaces.” [45]. And Turk postulates: “Fundamen-

tal improvements based on machine learning techniques are necessary for improved performance,

personalization and adaptability.” [157].

Consequently, the two main goals of this work are to create a complete fusion approach that puts

focus on a sound handling of uncertainty, and to progress the state of knowledge on users’ modality

adoption and exploring ways of exploiting it individually. However, since these goals are rather

general, they must be operationalized as concrete requirements for a new fusion approach suitable

for companion technology. The following sections provide these as functional (what) and non-

functional (how) requirements [65], derived from the conclusions of the previous chapter.
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3.1 Functional Requirements

The proposed approach to multimodal input fusion must of course be applicable in classical uni-

modal systems, i. e. it must support unimodal expressions (see Definition 4, p. 19). Put in terms of

the popular CARE properties, this is the same as assignment. This must be extended by the following

functional requirements to allow real multimodal interactions.

3.1.1 Combination

First and foremost, input fusion must be able to derive meaning from complementary multimodal

expressions (see Definition 7, p. 19). This means it must be able to semantically combine partial

information from different modalities into a unified, complete information. This is not restricted to

only two modalities, but potentially includes combination of an arbitrary number of modalities.

3.1.2 Disambiguation

As a special case of combination, this must go along with disambiguation of multimodal inputs.

Ambiguity arises, when an input modality processed by an interpreter of the system yields multiple

potential results (or interpretations), e. g. from speech recognition. These may come in form of a

list of alternatives, sometimes accompanied by confidence or probability scores, depending on the

underlying semantics. Disambiguation then means that a fusion approach must be able to resolve this

ambiguity and come up with a single – hopefully correct – interpretation. Usually, this is implicitly

achieved by the ability to specify valid combinations, automatically excluding invalid ones (cf. [67]).

In its simplest form this means that the ambiguity of one modality is resolved using information of

another unambiguous modality during combination. When the modalities to be combined all suffer

from ambiguity that can be resolved through filtering out invalid combinations, this is also known as

mutual disambiguation (cf. [112]).

3.1.3 Reinforcement

The multimodal input fusion system must support redundant multimodal expressions (see Defini-

tion 6, p. 19). But in addition to merely allowing redundant inputs, it should also be able to use

this redundancy for reinforcement. This means when multiple modalities independently from an-
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other provide the same semantic input, this input should somehow be enforced. This means that the

enforced input should be ranked higher than when provided by a single modality only.

3.1.4 Conflict Detection

Another potentially important aspect that is ignored by many approaches also follows from support

for redundant expressions, namely contradiction or conflict. This occurs, when there are redundant

modalities – that can provide the same set of inputs – but inputs contradict each other. To give a

simple example, there could be a number entry that can redundantly be provided via keyboard and

speech input. A conflict arises when keyboard and speech provide different numbers at the same

time. Irrespective of the reason for the conflict, that may be a recognition error or the user itself,

an input fusion should be able to detect it in order to allow handling and resolving such conflicts in

subsequent interactions.

3.2 Non-functional Requirements

Besides the functional requirements described above that define what a fusion approach must be ca-

pable of, one can also specify how such capabilities should be performed and which other boundary

conditions should be met. These non-functional requirements – or “quality criteria” – are described

in the following.

3.2.1 Sound Handling of Uncertainty

One major goal of this work – and a necessity for all functional requirements – is a sound handling

of uncertainty. In contrast to known approaches that rely on n-best lists (see Table 2.1, p. 55) and

having no defined concept of uncertainty, the proposed approach should provide a clear definition

for its concept of uncertainty and a formally correct handling thereof. To give an example, when

performing disambiguation and invalid input combinations are discarded, the confidence scores of

discarded inputs should not simply be thrown away, as seems general practice [67, 112]. Instead,

being valid interpretations given by sensor inputs, they should still be considered in the overall as-

sessment and may be indicators for conflicting inputs. And even if there is no apparent conflict, such

invalid inputs may be an indicator for the input sensors’ inability to interpret their observations, so

instead of forcing a result, the result may as well be that nothing (meaningful) happened at all. In
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this case, subsequent dialog steps could be triggered in order to clarify the user’s intended mean-

ing. Some approaches circumvent this at the cost of naturalness, e. g. by introducing a tap-to-speak

interface like in Quickset [30].

3.2.2 Account for User Individuality

As stated in this chapter’s introduction, a fusion approach for companion technology should take

better account of the individuality of each and every user. This can be separated into two aspects:

first, the user’s natural behavior, i. e. when and how people interact multimodally, and second, the

ability of a system to take this into account. The former is primarily aimed at providing yet unknown

details and models of human behavior in the sense of fundamental research. The latter has to deal

with its practical use in an actual system and evaluating the expected benefits as compared to a “one

fits all” approach.

3.2.3 Support Synchronization of Inputs

Detecting and adapting to user’s behavior patterns imposes the requirement of temporally synchro-

nizing inputs. Only this allows to infer the actual order and temporal alignment of inputs. In practical

terms, the challenge is to base all timestamps on a global timeline, independent of the actual topol-

ogy of components. This includes components distributed over some form of network infrastructure

and independent of any delays imposed by a component’s own processing and the time required for

communication. Whenever possible, inputs should not only have a singular timestamp (e. g. indi-

cating the occurrence of an event), but be provided with separate timestamps marking an input’s

beginning and end, thus allowing a more detailed assessment of temporal relations.

3.2.4 Focus on Logical Interaction

The proposed approach should focus on logical interaction (in terms of the Stormy Tree) and the

meaning of the observed multimodal inputs. This is in contrast to many approaches of the state of

the art that – sometimes implicitly – model parts of the dialog within the multimodal fusion according

to the Arch/Stormy Tree models (see column ’Overall Scope’ in Table 2.1, p. 55). Bolt’s “Put That

There” is a good example, as many approaches referring to it model the complete dialog containing

three interactions: a unimodal ’put’, a complementary multimodal expression of the deictic reference

’that’ combined with a pointing gesture, and another complementary multimodal expression of the
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deictic reference ’there’ combined with a second pointing gesture (e. g. in [46, 105]). In a cognitive

system, a dedicated component for dialog control would be responsible to follow this sequence and

provide intermediate feedback to the user, as well as inform the fusion engine on the one interaction

currently executed. Even in a simplistic system, where there is no dedicated dialog control, there still

would be an underlying application that should take care of this. The same applies to the physical

interaction part of the Stormy Tree, as input fusion should be independent from the physical devices

and combined modalities (cf. [78]) and hence use adequate mechanisms of abstraction.

3.2.5 Facilitate Modularity

Related to the focus on logical interaction is an explicit facilitation of modularity. Although this

requirement seems rather standard and part of almost every approach of any thesis, it nevertheless

particularly applies in the context of this work. Since an input fusion for companion systems should

not be limited to a specific application and hardware setup, but instead should be deployable in

various system contexts as a reusable technology, it is important to support modular architectures.

This is in line with Lalanne et al.’s postulation: “[...] engineering aspects of fusion engines must be

further studied, including the genericity (i. e. engine independent of the combined modalities), [...]

and configuring fusion engines to a particular application by the designer or by the end-users.” [78].

This requires minimal interfaces to adjacent components, like physical input devices and the dialog

management or application. Assuming there is a description language – the de facto standard –

used to configure a fusion engine as well as defining the data entering and leaving it from/towards

adjacent components, it shall be adaptable to these components. This is especially true when using

off-the-shelf components (e. g. for speech input) having fixed interfaces. For a description language

this means that it should support specific markup for the connection to the dialog/application and to

the sensory inputs, thus enabling the adaptation of the fusion engine to the adjacent components, not

vice versa.
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Belief Model

This chapter focuses on the first goal of this work, that is developing a fusion approach that provides

a sound handling of uncertainty (cf. Chapter 3). The chapter is organized as follows: The first

section elucidates the decision upon a mathematical model of uncertainty, i. e. why the Dempster-

Shafer theory of evidence is preferred over the alternatives of n-best lists and Bayesian inference.

Then the theoretical foundations thereof are introduced along with the applied variant of Dempster-

Shafer theory called the Transferable Belief Model. Afterwards, necessary adaptations for its use

for input fusion are explained and theoretically evaluated. Once these formal basics are established,

a new method for configuring input fusion for concrete inputs and their semantic combination is

introduced, based on the formalism of graphs specified in XML as description language. Section 4.5

then deals with the integration of the proposed fusion approach into a running system in general

and its cooperation with multimodal fission as part of a companion system in particular. Finally, the

approach is summarized with regard to the requirements of the previous section and compared to the

state of the art, including its relations to W3C’s open standards for the architecture of multimodal

systems.

4.1 N-best Lists, Bayesian Inference or Dempster-Shafer

From a formal perspective, three ways of describing and handling uncertainties used previously

(cf. Section 2.1) are chosen as possible candidates, as there are n-best lists, Bayesian inference, and

the Dempster-Shafer theory of evidence. Each of which is introduced in the following before the

decision for the latter is argued.

Regarding uncertainty when combining multiple inputs, approaches using n-best lists (cf. Chapter 2)

seem to apply the product rule of probability ([15] p. 14) for independent probabilistic decisions

about n events of two modalities A and B, and thus compute the overall probability p(A = ai, B =

bj) with:

p(ai, bj) = p(ai) · p(bj) (4.1)
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This computes the joint probability of the event being ai and bj . From all possible combinations the

event with the highest probability is then selected as final decision. While this allows combination

and reinforcement of probabilities from different sources, disambiguation is usually performed with

exclusion of invalid combinations discarding probabilities that could bear important information

(cf. Section 3.2.1). In addition, conflict detection is not provided with such a simple model, as

conflicting inputs would simply result in low overall probabilities.

Another way of fusing inputs is to view all inputs as a joint observation over all the available modal-

ities and compute the probability that an event Ei has occurred given this observation. Bayesian

inference consists of this basic idea. Posthumously named after Thomas Bayes, an English statis-

tician from the 18th century, the basic idea is to update the probability of an event given prior

knowledge about the likelihood of the event (the a priori probability) when making new observa-

tions (cf. [4, 176]). Assuming we get a joint observation O containing all observations (o1 . . . on)

from the available modalities, then the so called posterior probability of event Ei is computed with

the Bayes’ theorem as follows ([15] p. 15):

p(Ei|O) =
p(O|Ei)p(Ei)

p(O)
(4.2)

Where p(Ei) is the a priori probability that the event Ei occurred and p(O|Ei) is the conditional

probability of observing O given that event Ei has occurred. The denominator p(O), i. e. the a priori

probability of observing O, is a normalization constant used to ensure that the sum of all posterior

probabilities (left-hand side of Equation (4.2)) over all events Ei equals one.

Bayesian inference has various advantages [4, 176], especially when compared to the simplistic

product rule used with n-best lists: (1) It can be used incrementally to update the posterior probability

of an event as soon as there are new observations, (2) any new decision can be used to update the

a priori probability, and (3) when there is not enough knowledge to compute the a priori probability,

subjective probability estimates (guessing) is permitted.

But the advantages of Bayesian inference can also be seen as disadvantages, especially in the context

of input fusion, because it requires a priori probabilities of the events and the conditional probabil-

ities of the observations to be well defined. Further, even if subjective probability estimates are

used as a starting point, learning such probabilities will only work for a specific context (e. g. in a

laboratory setup). In real world scenarios, there is a potentially unlimited number of contexts and

parameters that have an influence on the a priori probabilities, some of them will be presented in

Section 5.1. That is, why Bayesian inference is not chosen for this work. Nevertheless, Bayesian
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inference has in fact been applied in the approach of Dumas et al. presented in [46] as described in

Section 2.1.4. But instead of actually fusing inputs, only the sequentiality of inputs is assessed using

an HMM, which is a network of sequential observations, a so called Dynamic Bayesian Network [4]

that relies on Bayesian inference.

Another option for dealing with uncertainty is the Dempster-Shafer theory (DS) [146]. Instead of

taking a frequency-based (also called frequentist) view of probabilities as in Bayesian inference

described above, this theory views independent evidences from different sources as beliefs and com-

bines them to establish a notion of probability defined by lower and upper bounds, called total belief

and plausibility, respectively. After computing such kind of probabilities for all potential events, a

more informed decision can be made. Anticipating the more detailed and formal explanations of the

upcoming sections, the advantages of applying DS over using n-best lists and Bayesian inference

are [4,28]: (1) no a priori knowledge is required, (2) a value for ignorance can be expressed (the gap

between total belief and plausibility), giving information on the overall uncertainty of a situation, (3)

a value for the total amount of conflict between sources of evidence is computed, and (3) it allows

assigning evidence to unions of events, instead of classical probability’s restriction to distributing

probabilities among singular events only.

These are the reasons for choosing DS for the approach of input fusion proposed in this work. Us-

ing DS has already been proposed by Reddy & Basir for the fusion of user inputs in the robotic

domain [127], although only on a conceptual level (cf. Section 2.1.4). The following sections intro-

duce the formal concepts of DS and the reasons for applying a specific interpretation of DS, called

Transferrable Belief Model (TBM), for the proposed fusion of user inputs. In addition, differences

and extensions to the work of Reddy & Basir are pointed out.

4.2 Dempster-Shafer Theory and the Transferable Belief

Model

Dempster-Shafer’s theory of evidence was introduced in the 1960s by Arthur Dempster [36] and

developed further by Glenn Shafer [146]. It is a mechanism for reasoning under uncertainty and

quantifies beliefs of sensors in propositions (events). A belief only states the confidence of the sensor

about the event, not the actual probability that an event happened. Using this notion, evidential

reasoning can explicitly represent uncertainty in the form of a disjunction like "event A or event B

happened with a belief of m", without the necessity to assign probabilities to the individual events.
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In classical (frequentist) probability one can only assign the same probability to both events, which

has a slightly different meaning. It presumes that only one of both events could have happened, thus

dividing the probability amongst the candidates, whereas evidential reasoning allows postponing this

decision and assigning one undivided belief for both. The relevant notions of DS theory are given

next, before the most relevant part for this work, the rule of combination and its modified version

from the TBM, is discussed in Section 4.2.2. Section 4.2.3 then is concerned with deriving a final

decision from combined beliefs. Note that Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.3 are a revised version of published

work [144].

4.2.1 Basic Notions

Frame of Discernment: The Frame of Discernment (FOD) Ω is a finite set of elementary propo-

sitions (or events) on which beliefs can be constructed. It is also called universe of discourse or

domain of reference. Let 2Ω be its power set. For example, if Ω = {a, b, c} then beliefs can be

constructed on all subsets of Ω given as 2Ω = {∅, {a}, {b}, {c}, {a, b}, {a, c}, {b, c}, {a, b, c}}.

Basic Belief Assignment, Total Belief and Plausibility: A Basic Belief Assignment (BBA) is a

function m: 2Ω → [0, 1] such that
∑

A:A⊆Ωm(A) = 1. m(A) is also called the basic belief mass

and represents the belief that the propositionA (a subset of Ω) is true, without supporting any specific

subset of A. One can say, it is the belief that event A happened. Because any BBA to a subset of

A also supports the event being in set A, the total belief one can assign to A is given as a function

bel:2Ω → [0, 1] with:

bel(A) =
∑

B:B⊆A
B 6=∅

m(B) (4.3)

m(∅) is not included in bel(A) because it does not explicitly support A, but also supports ¬A. The

total belief can be interpreted as the minimal support for A. The maximal support for a proposition

is called plausibility and is defined as:

pl(A) =
∑

B:B∩A6=∅

m(B) (4.4)

Note the difference between belief bel and plausibility pl, where bel needs B to be a subset of A,

while pl only requires B to share some elements with A. This formula differs from that given by

Reddy & Basir [126, 127], as they also use ⊆ as opposed to ∩ in pl, which seems contradictory to

whats stated by Dempster (cf. [36]). In any case bel(A) ≤ pl(A). So bel(A) and pl(A) represent

lower and upper belief bounds, and the interval [bel(A), pl(A)] represents the belief range that can
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be interpreted as ignorance or overall uncertainty. The relationships between those values can best

be expressed graphically, as shown in Figure 4.1.

It can be seen, that in case of only having elementary propositionsA out of Ω (i. e. single events), then

DS reduces to classical probability distributions as used in the n-best lists and Bayesian inference

approaches, since bel(A) = pl(A) then. This case can be defined as m(A) = 0 ∀A ⊆ Ω, |A| > 1.

0 1

𝑏𝑒𝑙(𝐴)
𝑝𝑙(𝐴)

𝑏𝑒𝑙(¬𝐴)uncertainty

Figure 4.1: The belief interval defined by bel and pl showing the overall uncertainty of an event
defined by the set A.

4.2.2 Combination of Evidence

In addition to constructing total beliefs and plausibilities for different sets from a single BBA, DS

also provides a way to combine two BBAs and compute previously unknown beliefs for the inter-

section of sets with Dempster’s Rule of Combination. If m1 and m2 are two BBAs on subsets of Ω,

i. e. two distinct pieces of evidence, then:

m(C) =
1

1−K
∑

A∩B=C

m1(A) ·m2(B) (4.5)

where K represents the amount of conflict (or contradiction) between the two pieces of evidence

defined as:

K =
∑

A∩B=∅

m1(A) ·m2(B) (4.6)

This normalization proportional to the amount of conflict can lead to counterintuitive results once

the conflict is large (near 1). Then combined beliefs get very large as well, even if the initial beliefs

were very small. This stems from the closed-world assumption made in original DS, that postulates

that the actual event that happened has to lie within the FOD and could not be the empty set. So DS

has the restriction of m(∅) = 0. As Smets points out in[149], it is much more plausible to adopt

an open-world assumption and accept the fact, that the actual event could be an unknown event.

That is why the TBM proposed by Smets drops this normalization factor from Equation (4.5). This

open-world assumption, and thus TBM, also much better suits the domain of HCI targeted in this

work, simply because humans often do something unanticipated.
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The following example (adapted from [149]) should illustrate the rule of combination and the mean-

ing of conflicting evidences, in DS as well as in TBM. In the murder of a Mr. White there are three

suspects: Henry, Tom, and Sarah. Thus the FOD is Ω = {Henry,Tom,Sarah}. There are two

witnesses expressing their beliefs about who might be the culprit. The first witness states “Henry

and Tom could both be the murderer. Sarah is less likely to be the murderer.” Whereas the second

witness states “Tom is the one with the strongest motive for murder. Sarah’s motive is weaker, but

Henry definitely cannot be the murderer.” Table 4.1 shows the BBAs of each witness and the results

of applying the rule of combination for both, DS and TBM.

Henry (0.0) (0.0) Tom (0.94) (0.64) Ø (0.0) (0.16)
Ø (0.0) (0.0) Ø (0.0) (0.16) Sarah (0.06) (0.04)

DS TBM DS TBM DS TBM

Witness 2
Witness 1

Henry,Tom (0.8)
Henry (0.0) Tom (0.8) Sarah (0.2)

Sarah (0.2)

Table 4.1: Combining evidences from two witnesses of a murder for DS (with K = 0.32) and TBM.

As can be seen, DS gives a very strong belief in Tom (0.94), a marginal belief in Sarah (0.06), and

none in Henry (0.0). TBM gives a more informative result with the strongest belief in Tom (0.64),

followed by the reasonable belief (resulting from summing up the conflicts) that none of the three

suspects did it (0.32), followed by Sarah (0.04) and Henry (0.0). This example shows the usefulness

of the open world assumption and keeping a value for m(∅). Note that for the sake of clarity this

simple example does not result in an overall uncertainty, since the combined beliefs contain only

single events (elementary propositions), so that bel = pl for all events. In order to contain some

overall uncertainty, the example could be modified so that the intersections of the witnesses’ reported

beliefs contain more than a single event, e. g. when witness 2 would report on the set {Henry,Tom}
as well. In this case, the resulting beliefs after applying the rule of combination could not directly

be used for making a decision, since there maybe some uncertainty that must first be resolved as

described in the next section.

4.2.3 Decision Making

Up to now, beliefs on sets of propositions have been combined and belief intervals can be computed

to show the overall uncertainties, but still a final decision has to be made. However, beliefs and belief

intervals are not directly suited to derive a decision. This is better justified by classical probabilities

for each elementary event out of the FOD. So belief functions must be transformed into probability
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functions over Ω. This is done by applying Smets’ so called pignistic transformation [150] (from

latin ’pignus’: a bet) that has been modified by Reddy [126]. It is given by BetP :

BetP (ω) =
∑

A:ω∈A⊆Ω

m(A)

|A|
∀ω ∈ Ω (4.7)

Where |A| denotes the number of elementary propositions in set A. Note that the probability

BetP (ω) is delimited by the belief interval [bel(ω), pl(ω)], such that bel(ω) ≤ BetP (ω) ≤ pl(ω).

The pignistic transformation simply distributes the mass of a set A and with it the overall uncer-

tainty equally on all its single elements. It can be regarded as distributing the uncertainty to the best

of one’s knowledge. Once BetP has been computed for all events in the FOD, the result is a kind of

“global” n-best list, on which a final decision can be made.

4.3 Input Fusion With the Transferable Belief Model

Using the rule of combination and the pignistic transformation described above, one can combine

evidences from different sensors and make a decision on individual events defined in the FOD.

However, for multimodal input fusion, we are not only interested in individual events, but also in

combinations thereof that have a meaning on their own. To elucidate this, imagine a user that wants

to select an object using a deictic reference “this one” and a pointing gesture. This would result in

beliefs about the individual events a = ’select’ and b = ’object’. What we want from a fusion system

is a belief about the combined event ab = ’select object’. Using the rule of combination from the

TBM as is would result in belief values for the individual events a and b, but not taken together.

But it can be modified to allow such a real “fusion” of multimodal inputs. The following section,

stemming from own work published in [144], describes those necessary modifications based on work

by Reddy & Basir [126, 127]. After that, a theoretical evaluation compares the modified TBM with

traditional DS and n-best lists.

4.3.1 Modification of the Rule of Combination
[144]Key to the modification of TBM’s rule of combination is the introduction of tuples as a represen-

tation of a combined concept. In the above example instead of just having two events a (’select’)

and b (’object’), the tuple (a, b) is used to denote the combined concept. It is important to note

the difference between the interpretation of the set {a, b} and the tuple (a, b). While m({a, b}) is
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the basic belief that the event was either a or b, m({(a, b)}) or short m({ab}) is the belief in the

combined event ab. Mathematically speaking tuples are the result of a set multiplication operation

{a} × {b} = {(a, b)}. Using this Cartesian product, the rule of combination from Equation (4.5)

can now be rewritten [127]:

m(C) =
∑

C:C=(A×B)∩Ω

m1(A) ·m2(B) (4.8)

Where (A × B) ∩ Ω allows only those combinations, out of the Cartesian product A × B, that

are defined in the FOD. One benefit of evidential reasoning is its easy scalability. Extended to an

arbitrary number of sources of evidence the equation becomes:

m(C) =
∑

C=(E1×E2×···En)∩Ω

m1(E1)m2(E2) · · ·mn(En) (4.9)

Similarly, the computation of conflict from Equation (4.6) becomes:

m(∅) =
∑

(E1×E2×···En)∩Ω=∅

m1(E1)m2(E2) · · ·mn(En) (4.10)

Using the strict mathematical definition of a Cartesian product, this new combination rule would

only produce beliefs over combined concepts (tuples) and not elementary events anymore. To avoid

this, Reddy & Basir introduce a neutral evidence ’*’ that must be part of every sensor’s input. So the

belief distribution of a sensor must in any case at least contain a belief for ’*’, meaning that nothing

has been detected. Additionally, the combination of evidences obeys the following rules:

• Combination of an evidence with the neutral evidence ’*’ results in that evidence itself.

So {a} × {∗} results in {a}.

• The combination of an evidence with itself results in that evidence itself.

So {a} × {a} results in {a}.

• The order of evidences in a combined concept is not stressed.

That is, {ab} is the same as {ba}.

[144]

To elucidate the outcome of this rules, a short example shall be given. Let the FOD be Ω =

{a, b, c, d, e, ae, eb, ∗}. So there are five single events and two combined concepts. Assume we

have two sensors that return belief distributions over the following subsets of Ω:
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[144]
Sensor 1: {a}, {a, b}, {c}, {∗}

Sensor 2: {a}, {d, a}, {a, e}, {∗}

The combination of these sensors’ outputs using the above discussed rules then results in Table 4.2.

As can be seen in the last row and column, the neutral element preserves beliefs over the original

single events. The combinations in the other cells are the result of intersecting the Cartesian products

with the FOD. Using the pignistic transformation from Equation (4.7) probabilities for all events of

the FOD are computed and a final decision on the event being either a single event, a combined

concept, the neutral event or even a conflict can be made.

a d,a a,e *
a a a a,ae a
a,b a a a,ea,eb a,b
c Ø Ø Ø c
* a d,a a,e *

Sensor 1
Sensor 2

Table 4.2: Example of the adapted rule of combination of the TBM based on the Cartesian product
of sets (cf. [144]).

4.3.2 Theoretical Evaluation

Although the previous sections provide some theoretical aspects indicating that the TBM with the

modified rule of combination is applicable for multimodal input fusion, the practical advantages

should be demonstrated as well. This is done similarly to [126], but in addition to comparing the

approach with original DS, n-best lists are regarded as well, as they are the most frequently used

way of dealing with uncertainties in the state of the art (cf. Table 2.1). The domain for the evalu-

ation is based on Bolt’s “Put That There” [20] where there are two input sensors, namely a speech

recognition and a gesture recognition. Speech allows the inputs “put that”, “put these”, “there”, and

a “delete” command. There are two possible gestures: pointing on a specific location/object and

encircling an area/multiple objects. Reference resolution of the gesture input is omitted for the sake

of simplicity, so only single or multiple object gesturing is distinguished. So the system allows relo-

cating and deleting either a single or multiple objects. To allow for a compact notation, these inputs

are coded as single letters according to Table 4.3.
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Accordingly, the frame of discernment containing all single inputs, all meaningful combinations

and the neutral element is defined as Ω = {a, b, c, d, x, y, xa, xc, xd, yb, yd, ∗}. So, for example,

xa means starting a move command by pointing on a single object and uttering “put that”, and yd

means deleting a group of objects by encircling them and uttering “delete”.

put that put these there delete pointing encircling
Coding a b c d x y

Speech Gesture
Input

Table 4.3: Coding for the different inputs of the domain used for evaluation.

Test Cases

Different synthetical test cases geared to the functional requirements described in Section 3.1 are

used for the evaluation. These are:

1. Combination of complementary inputs: In this scenario, the user wants to delete a single

object and hence says “delete” while pointing on a single object. Both sensors have no problem

interpreting the respective inputs and provide them as given in Table 4.4. Input fusion should

be able to combine the complementary inputs.

input m(A) input m(B)
d 0.7 x 0.8
* 0.3 * 0.2

Speech Gesture

Table 4.4: Coherent inputs of the different sensors for complementary combination.

2. Disambiguation of a sensor’s ambiguity: This time, the user wants to move a single ob-

ject. Due to background noise, the speech recognition has a lot of ambiguity between “put

that” and “put these”, while the gesture is clearly for a single object. The provided inputs are

given in Table 4.5. Any fusion system should be able to resolve the speech recognition’s am-

biguity using the gesture input and come up with the correct concept of moving a single object.
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input m(A) input m(B)
a 0.3 x 0.8
b 0.3 y 0.1

a,b 0.3 * 0.1
* 0.1

Speech Gesture

Table 4.5: One sensor has a lot of ambiguity that should be resolvable using the second sen-
sor’s input.

3. Reinforcement of redundant inputs: When there are two sensors independently providing

inputs (in part) for the same events, fusion should be able to use this information for reinforce-

ment. For this scenario one could imagine a gaze tracking sensor that provides similar inputs

as the gesture recognizer. Given a situation where both sensors are quite uncertain about the

event being either a single pointing, an encircling of multiple objects or nothing at all, they

could provide inputs as given in Table 4.6.

input m(A) input m(B)
x 0.5 x 0.6
y 0.4 * 0.4
* 0.1

Gaze TrackingGesture

Table 4.6: Two independent sensors provide uncertain inputs in part for the same events. Such
redundant inputs should reinforce each other.

4. Conflict detection of contradicting inputs: This situation can arise, when two sensors pro-

vide inputs that have no meaningful semantic interpretation. In the given scenario, this could

happen when the speech recognition detects “put these”, while the gesture only recognizes

pointing on a single object. These inputs are shown in Table 4.7. Independent of the reasons

why this could happen, a fusion system should be able to detect this conflict.

input m(A) input m(B)
b 0.7 x 0.8
* 0.3 * 0.2

Speech Gesture

Table 4.7: Two sensors provide contradicting inputs that cannot be combined to form a mean-
ingful result. This situation should be recognized by a fusion system.
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Results

The set of cases was tested on the proposed rule of combination (Equation (4.8)), on traditional

DS (Equation (4.5)), and n-best lists (Equation (4.1)). Table 4.8 presents the results for case 1, after

applying the pignistic transformation for the proposed approach, and normalization for n-best lists. It

is seen, that traditional DS outputs probabilities only for the individual concepts, while the proposed

approach is able to actually combine inputs while at the same time preserving probabilities for the

individual concepts. N-best lists provide similar results, but have no meaning for the neutral event.

x 0.8 d 0.7 xd 0.56 x 0.63 x,d 0.596
* 0.2 * 0.3 x 0.24 d 0.37 x 0.255

d 0.14 d 0.149
* 0.06

1. Combination of complementary inputs
Inputs Fused Results

Sensor 1 Sensor 2 Proposed Approach Traditional DS N-best Lists

Table 4.8: Results for the different approaches on test case 1.

Results for case 2 are given in Table 4.9. While the proposed approach and n-best lists are able to

reduce the initial ambiguity and correctly come up with the combined event xa of moving a single

object, traditional DS has still some ambiguity between events a and b left, while rating the single

event x highest.

x 0.8 a 0.3 xa 0.48 x 0.44 x,a 0.615
y 0.1 b 0.3 Ø 0.27 a 0.25 x 0.137
* 0.1 a,b 0.3 x 0.08 b 0.25 a 0.077

* 0.1 yb 0.06 y 0.06 b 0.077
a 0.045 y,b 0.077
b 0.045 y 0.017
y 0.01
* 0.01

2. Disambiguation of a sensor's ambiguity

Sensor 1 Sensor 2 Proposed Approach Traditional DS N-best Lists
Inputs Fused Results

Table 4.9: Results for the different approaches on test case 2.
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Table 4.10 shows the results for test case 3, where sensors provide inputs on partially the same events.

While all approaches provide reinforcement of the event being x, only the proposed approach gives

a more informed result, that contains information on the amount of conflict arising from the not

combinable events x and y.

x 0.6 x 0.5 x 0.56 x 0.78 x 0.78
* 0.4 y 0.4 Ø 0.24 y 0.22 y 0.22

* 0.1 y 0.16
* 0.04

3. Reinforcement of redundant inputs

Sensor 1 Sensor 2 Proposed Approach Traditional DS N-best Lists
Inputs Fused Results

Table 4.10: Results for the different approaches on test case 3.

In Table 4.11, results for case 4 are shown. As can be seen, only the proposed approach is able to

detect the overall conflict, while the other approaches both rate the single event x highest. This is

due to the closed world assumption made in both approaches.

x 0.8 b 0.7 Ø 0.56 x 0.63 x 0.63
* 0.2 * 0.3 x 0.24 b 0.37 b 0.37

b 0.14
* 0.06

4. Conflict detection of contradicting inputs

Sensor 1 Sensor 2 Proposed Approach Traditional DS N-best Lists
Inputs Fused Results

Table 4.11: Results for the different approaches on test case 4.

Discussion

As can be seen from the results, the proposed approach fulfills all functional requirements from Sec-

tion 3.1, at least on a formal level. In addition, compared to DS and the often used n-best lists, the

proposed approach gives more plausible results using all information present in the sensor’s inputs

without discarding relevant information. So it seems reasonable to conclude that the approach also

fulfills the non-functional requirement of a sound handling of uncertainty (see Section 3.2.1). One

possible weakness that the proposed approach shares with DS and n-best lists is the assumption of
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independence between sensors, that may not always be true. However, a correct handling of de-

pendencies would require knowledge about the exact nature of those dependencies and their correct

formalization, which seems rather difficult without gathering large amounts of data (similar to the

problem of Bayesian inference discussed in Section 4.1). Apart from this, common HCI scenar-

ios usually rely on a single sensor processing a single modality, or at least information available

in different channels from one modality, e. g. lip movements gathered through a camera and sound

waves gathered by a microphone. Thus, assuming independence in the domain at hand seems largely

unproblematic.

4.4 Fusion Specification via Graphs in XML

So far, the formal basis is laid for a fusion system relying on the modified rule of combination in

Equation (4.9) and the pignistic transformation from Equation (4.7). But how is the necessary frame

of discernment specified? And how are events actually combined, not only on the level of beliefs

and probabilities, but also on a semantic level? Those questions are answered in the following.

4.4.1 The Frame of Discernment as Undirected Graph

For the specification of the FOD, Reddy & Basir propose the use of simplified Conceptual Graphs

(CGs) [126]. Such a CG is a representation of domain knowledge that states what elementary events

exists and which of these can be combined. It is defined as an undirected graph (V,E), where V

is the set of vertices in the graph (representing the elementary events), and E ⊆ V × V is the set

of edges linking some of those events as tuples. The FOD then simply contains all vertices and all

edges of the CG, supplemented by the neutral evidence ’*’. To give an example, the FOD used for

evaluation in Section 4.3.2 represented as CG is given in Figure 4.2.

While Reddy & Basir settle for using CGs as descriptive representation of Frame of Discernments

(FODs), an actual operationalization in form of a description language is needed for this work. Re-

calling the requirement to facilitate modularity (see Section 3.2.5), such a language should support

specific markup for the connection to the dialog/application and to the sensory inputs. Instead of

creating a proprietary language for undirected graphs, the free XML based language GraphML1 [24]

licensed under Creative Commons Attribution 3.02 is chosen. GraphML provides necessary fea-

tures like supporting undirected graphs and even hypergraphs (necessary when three or more events
1http://graphml.graphdrawing.org/index.html, available online, January 28, 2017
2https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/, available online, January 28, 2017
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<graphml xmlns="http://graphml.graphdrawing.org/xmlns"
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://graphml.graphdrawing.org/xmlns

http://graphml.graphdrawing.org/xmlns/1.0/graphml-structure.xsd">
<graph id="ExampleGraph" edgedefault="undirected">

<node id="put_that"/>
<node id="put_these"/>
<node id="there"/>
<node id="delete"/>
<node id="pointing"/>
<node id="encircling"/>
<edge id="start_move_single" source="pointing" target="put_that"/>
<edge id="end_move" source="pointing" target="there"/>
<edge id="delete_single" source="pointing" target="delete"/>
<edge id="start_move_multi" source="encircling" target="put_these"/>
<edge id="delete_multi" source="encircling" target="delete"/>

</graph>
</graphml>

Listing 4.1: GraphML specification of a FOD.

should be combined), as well as associating additional data with vertices (called nodes) and edges.

Continuing the evaluation example, Listing 4.1 shows the CG from Figure 4.2 straightforwardly

specified in GraphML. Such a graph can directly be used as FOD for the input fusion.

The Necessity for Multiple Parallel Fusions

But what, if there are not only combinable events, but also events that have a meaning on their

own, or disjoint groups of combinable events? Then the graph is not a connected graph but contains

several disjoint subgraphs. When applying Equation (4.10) for such independent events that can

happen concurrently, it would lead to the maximum belief being assigned to the conflict ∅. This is

not what should happen in such a situation. Consequently input fusion cannot be performed on a

single FOD, but must be performed with multiple fusions and multiple FODs in parallel, one for

each disjoint subgraph.

Ω = {a, b, c, d, x, y, xa, xc, xd, yb, yd, *}

“put	  that”
a

“put	  these”
b

“there”
c

“delete”
d

pointing
x

encircling
y

Figure 4.2: A Conceptual Graph representing the FOD Ω = {a, b, c, d, x, y, xa, xc, xd, yb, yd, ∗}.
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4.4.2 Event Data and Semantic Combination

Such a simple specification as in Listing 4.1 only contains identifiers for events and no actual data

yet, which may be feasible for a very limited portion of applications only. To allow application-

specific data associated with nodes, GraphML provides that the content of <data> elements is ex-

tended. So one has to extend the type data-extension.type in XML Schema as shown in List-

ing 4.2 (and Listing A.1 in the Appendix). The relevant portion is <xs:any .../>, that enables

adding any element not specified in the original schema. The processContents="strict"

attribute ensures that the new elements are validated against their respective schemas. So the given

XML Schema is universal in the sense that it can be used for any application-specific markup within

nodes and edges of a GraphML document. Now, a GraphML specification for a FOD can contain

arbitrary data for events. Assuming that there is a reference resolution for the gestures of the eval-

uation example, the specification can be extended with such data as shown in Listing 4.3 (relevant

portions in bold). Runtime events from sensors and nodes in the graph (events of the FOD) are

associated by matching IDs (e. g. pointing and encircling). Note that the data given in the

GraphML specification is actually not necessary to build the FOD and can be regarded as examples

for event data to expect at runtime, facilitating human readability.

What’s finally missing is a way to actually combine event data in edges of the graph. Since there

is no predefined model for the data of events, such semantic combination can also not be described

in a proprietary, predefined language. Instead, a language that is able to process any type of XML

information and transform it into a combined output is needed. Such a language is XSLT [159].

Reusing the data extension mechanism of GraphML, semantic combination is defined by XSLT

specifications as data of edges as shown in Listing 4.4 (relevant portions in bold). In this case, the

result of the combination is a “move_single” <Action>with the referenced <Object> as content.

Using GraphML extended with event data in application-specific XML and semantic combination

via XSLT finally represents a complete specification for configuring the input fusion. This mecha-

nism clearly fulfills the requirement of facilitating modularity (see Section 3.2.5), as it allows de-

scribing data entering and leaving the input fusion in a flexible and reusable way (via XML schemas)

for adjacent components like dialog/application and sensory inputs. In fact, compared to the state

of the art (cf. Section 2.2), it is the first approach to provide a description language for fusion spec-

ification with arbitrary data models. As such, the fusion specification also implicitly fulfills the

requirement to focus on logical interaction (see Section 3.2.5), as events can be defined in an ab-

stract manner, independent of the used devices and modalities.
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<xs:schema targetNamespace="http://graphml.graphdrawing.org/xmlns"
xmlns="http://graphml.graphdrawing.org/xmlns"
xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
elementFormDefault="qualified"
attributeFormDefault="unqualified">

<xs:redefine schemaLocation="http://graphml.graphdrawing.org/xmlns/1.0/graphml.xsd">
<xs:complexType name="data-extension.type" mixed="true">

<xs:complexContent>
<xs:extension base="data-extension.type">

<xs:sequence>
<xs:any processContents="strict"/>

</xs:sequence>
</xs:extension>

</xs:complexContent>
</xs:complexType>

</xs:redefine>
</xs:schema>

Listing 4.2: Extending the type data-extension.type of GraphML allows adding
application-specific markup to <data> elements of nodes and edges.

<graphml xmlns="http://graphml.graphdrawing.org/xmlns"
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xmlns:example="http://sfb-trr-62.de/example"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://graphml.graphdrawing.org/xmlns GraphML+Data.xsd

http://sfb-trr-62.de/example example.xsd">

<key id="EventData" for="node"/>

<graph id="ExampleGraph" edgedefault="undirected">
<node id="put_that"/>
<node id="put_these"/>
<node id="there"/>
<node id="delete"/>
<node id="pointing">

<data key="EventData">
<example:SingleObjectRef>

<example:Object ID="blue_circle"/>
</example:SingleObjectRef>

</data>
</node>
<node id="encircling">

<data key="EventData">
<example:MultipleObjectRef>

<example:Object ID="blue_circle"/>
<example:Object ID="red_triangle"/>
<example:Object ID="green_square"/>

</example:MultipleObjectRef>
</data>

</node>
<edge id="start_move_single" source="pointing" target="put_that"/>
<edge id="end_move" source="pointing" target="there"/>
<edge id="delete_single" source="pointing" target="delete"/>
<edge id="start_move_multi" source="encircling" target="put_these"/>
<edge id="delete_multi" source="encircling" target="delete"/>

</graph>
</graphml>

Listing 4.3: GraphML specification with application-specific data associated with events that con-
tain references (pointing and encircling)
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<graphml xmlns="http://graphml.graphdrawing.org/xmlns"
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xmlns:example="http://sfb-trr-62.de/example"
xmlns:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://graphml.graphdrawing.org/xmlns GraphML+Data.xsd

http://sfb-trr-62.de/example example.xsd">

<key id="EventData" for="node"/>
<key id="Combination" for="edge"/>

<graph id="ExampleGraph" edgedefault="undirected">
<node id="put_that">

<data key="EventData">
<example:Action ID="move_single"/>

</data>
</node>
<node id="put_these"/>
<node id="there"/>
<node id="delete"/>
<node id="pointing">

<data key="EventData">
<example:SingleObjectRef>

<example:Object ID="blue_circle"/>
</example:SingleObjectRef>

</data>
</node>
<node id="encircling"/>
<edge id="start_move_single" source="pointing" target="put_that">

<data key="Combination">
<xsl:transform version="1.0">

<xsl:template match="*">
<example:Action ID="{example:Action/@ID}">

<xsl:copy-of select="example:SingleObjectRef/example:Object"/>
</example:Action>

</xsl:template>
</xsl:transform>

</data>
</edge>
<edge id="end_move" source="pointing" target="there"/>
<edge id="delete_single" source="pointing" target="delete"/>
<edge id="start_move_multi" source="encircling" target="put_these"/>
<edge id="delete_multi" source="encircling" target="delete"/>

</graph>
</graphml>

Result of the XSLT transformation for combination "pointing" and "put_that":

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<example:Action ID="move_single" xmlns:example="http://sfb-trr-62.de/example">

<example:Object ID="blue_circle"/>
</example:Action>

Listing 4.4: GraphML specification with XSLT transformation for the combination of event data
(pointing and put_that).
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The described GraphML specification has no means of defining temporal sequences of inputs. What

may seem a drawback first, is actually a conscious decision in favor of the aforementioned require-

ment. While GraphML allows the definition of additional attributes, that could easily be used for

that purpose, not providing this ability enforces the strict separation from dialog control.

4.5 Runtime Integration

Now that the fusion approach can be configured via the GraphML approach as explained in the

previous section, it is time to actually build a multimodal input fusion component that can be in-

tegrated at runtime and answer emerging issues. In the following sections, this will be explained

in a bottom-up approach. First, the inner logic of a proposed fusion component will be elaborated.

Then this component is embedded in the broader architecture of a companion system, focusing on

the cooperation with a multimodal fission component.

4.5.1 The Multimodal Input Fusion Component

The following is an updated and extended version of what has been described in [144]. Figure 4.3

illustrates the relevant parts of the input fusion component when integrated with generic sensors

and applications. While the input fusion itself is reusable and application independent, interfaces

for inputs and outputs (sensor pre-processings and the application interface) must be implemented

specifically. Note that sensors shown in Figure 4.3 are only exemplary.

As depicted, the overall fusion processing is twofold. First, there is a configuration phase that

dynamically reconfigures the fusion process for the currently possible interactions based on a state

description provided by the application ( I© to III© in Figure 4.3). Second, there is the input fusion

pipeline itself that receives recognition events from the connected input sensors and passes them

through the actual fusion process ( 1© to 5©). Both parts of processing are described below, followed

by thoughts on two important aspects of runtime integration, i. e. time synchronization and temporal

fading of inputs.
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Figure 4.3: The main parts of the input fusion and adjacent components. Configured by a state
description of the application/dialog management ( I© to III©), multiple parallel fusions
based on evidential reasoning are performed ( 1© to 5©). Based on the fused results, a final
decision is made and interaction events are passed over to the application (cf. [144]).

Input Fusion Configuration

When the used input sensors are generic and only provide raw inputs (e. g. screen coordinates), it

may be necessary to perform some pre-processing (e. g. reference resolution, filtering on currently

relevant inputs) that depend on the current state of the application (e. g. what’s visible on the screen).

This is done by sensor specific pre-processings that are configured by any information from the

application that may be relevant for such a task (see I© in Figure 4.3).

The input fusion itself requires a fusion specification as described in Section 4.4. So the application

must at least provide a description on its current state. In its simplest form, such a state description

may only be an identifier that corresponds to a fusion specification in GraphML, predefined at design

time. To be more dynamic, an application could as well use any form of description (e. g. HTML,

XAML, or even a proprietary notation as described in [144]), as long as there exists a transformation

into a GraphML specification. Once there exists a specification, the FODs for the actual fusion can

be created (see II© in Figure 4.3). It may be necessary to create a mapping back into application-

specific interaction events in the application interface at the end of the fusion process (see III©). An

application specifically designed with the input fusion component in mind, may as well directly send

a GraphML specification and understand the events defined therein, rendering this configuration step

unnecessary.
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<InteractionInput xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:noNamespaceSchemaLocation="InteractionInput.xsd"
xmlns:example="http://sfb-trr-62.de/example"
SensorID="Gesture" FadingTime="5000">

<Observation confidence="0.6">
<Event ID="pointing" Time="55138344" Onset="-1224" Offset="-614">

<example:SingleObjectRef>
<example:Object ID="blue_circle"/>

</example:SingleObjectRef>
</Event>

</Observation>
<Observation confidence="0.3">

<Event ID="pointing" Time="55138344" Onset="-1224" Offset="-614">
<example:SingleObjectRef>

<example:Object ID="red_circle"/>
</example:SingleObjectRef>

</Event>
</Observation>

</InteractionInput>

Listing 4.5: An interaction input from a gesture sensor that contains two belief assignments in
the form of observations with confidences. For the corresponding XML Schema, see
Listing A.2 in the Appendix.

Input Fusion Pipeline

Once the input fusion pipeline is configured it is finally ready to receive and fuse inputs. Depending

on the type and format of information delivered by a sensor, some pre-processing may be neces-

sary to transform the new event into an interaction input containing basic belief assignments (as

observations with confidences) that can be handled by the fusion (see 1©). As with the fusion spec-

ification in GraphML, such interaction inputs are defined in XML, as shown in Listing 4.5 for an

input from a gesture sensor. As shown, the interaction input consists of a list of observations that are

assigned confidence values and capsulate application-specific data within <Event> elements, just

as in the fusion specification. Each event must contain an ID that has to correspond with the events

defined in the GraphML specification (see Section 4.4.2). In addition, optional timing information

on when the event was raised and when the actual event started and ended can be given (Time,

Onset, Offset). Besides a SensorID that uniquely identifies the source of an input, a so called

FadingTime can be associated with an interaction input. This defines the valid time of the given

input (in milliseconds), details on the processing of which are given later on.

Whenever a sensor signals a new interaction input, the fusion pre-processing (see 2©) distributes

the incoming basic belief assignments among the currently defined FODs and corresponding fusion

instances. This means, whenever a signaled belief of a sensor in an event matches an event of

a fusion’s FOD, the belief is added to the input of that fusion instance. Finally, any belief mass
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missing for one gets assigned to the neutral event ’*’, in order to preserve valid belief distributions

that satisfy
∑

A:A⊆Ωm(A) = 1 (cf. Section 4.2). Note that in this step, a sensor’s previous input

may not necessarily be replaced by the new input of the same sensor. Instead it may be added as

additional input, if it yields potential for combination, i. e. it reports beliefs for other events that are

not conflicting with previous ones. This permits not only fusion between different sensors, but also

between subsequent inputs of a single sensor.

Once the beliefs of a new interaction input are distributed, the affected fusion instances perform the

combination of evidences as described in Section 4.3 using Equations (4.9) and (4.10) to compute

combined beliefs and the overall conflict (see 3©). Although not necessary for the fusion computa-

tion, total beliefs and plausibilities (bel and pl from Equations (4.3) and (4.4)) are also computed

for visualization and debugging purposes. Finally the pignistic transformation BetP from Equa-

tion (4.7) is applied resulting in a list of events with probabilities. From these list, the event (or

events) with the highest probability is then selected as final result of the input fusion for further pro-

cessing, except when it is the neutral event ’*’ indicating that nothing happened. In case the result

is a combined event, the semantic combination as defined by the XSLT transformation in the fusion

specification is carried out for the data of the source events (cf. Section 4.4.2).

Once a fusion instance reports a final result, it is handed over to the fusion post-processing (see 4©).

This is the moment of input fusion, where the actual decision of the performed decision level fusion

is made (cf. Section 1.3.1). Here, a fusion output in form of an XML document is created as shown in

Listing 4.6 from the evaluation example introduced in Section 4.3.2. The element <ResultMode>

indicates the type of result and can have the following values:

normal: As the term suggests, this is the normal case, where the result is a single most probable

event given by the <Event> element.

ambiguous: This indicator is used, when there are multiple events that have the same highest prob-

ability. Then there are multiple <Event> elements, one for each of the ambiguous result.

conflict: When the most probable event is that of a conflict, the events that provoked the conflict are

given by the <Event> elements. So the application or dialog management can take necessary steps

to resolve the conflict.

redundant: This explicit result mode is necessary because the formal ability of the fusion approach

to reinforce redundant inputs often does not apply at runtime. This is due to two facts. First, it

operates on events that technically cannot be handled at the same time, and second, it produces

results as soon as possible to avoid unnecessary delays for the user. As humans often tend to perform
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redundant inputs (see Definition 6), it can easily happen that multiple sensors report on the same

event, but with a short delay. Those not fused redundant events are recognized by the fact that the

current event has already been in the result of a previous fusion within a heuristic time interval of

1.5 seconds, but with differing sets of <Sources>. This result mode can then be used to prevent

multiple reactions of the application to redundant inputs.

<FusionOutput xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:noNamespaceSchemaLocation="FusionOutput.xsd"
xmlns:example="http://sfb-trr-62.de/example">

<ResultMode>normal</ResultMode>
<Event ID="start_move_single" Time="65854120145" Onset="-2500" Offset="-120">

<Sources>
<Source ID="Gesture"/>
<Source ID="Speech"/>

</Sources>
<example:Action ID="move_single">

<example:Object ID="blue_circle"/>
</example:Action>

</Event>
</FusionOutput>

Listing 4.6: A fusion output created whenever a fusion instance reports a result. Besides a
<ResultMode> that indicates the type of result (normal, ambiguous, conflict, re-
dundant) it contains the most probable event(s) with its corresponding sources and
data. For the corresponding XML Schema, see Listing A.3 in the Appendix.

Such a fusion output is either directly sent to the application/dialog management as XML, or ad-

ditional transformation and mapping back into application-specific interaction events is applied in

the application interface (see 5©). After input fusion, interaction inputs that contributed to the final

result are removed from the system when one of the following two conditions is given:

• The result is a combined event (an edge in the GraphML specification)

• The result is an elementary, independent event (an unconnected node in the GraphML specifi-

cation)

So if the resulting event can be part of a combined event, its interaction inputs are kept for potential

combination with future inputs. So inputs potentially have an unlimited life time, but temporal fading

as explained below eventually voids them.

Time Synchronization and Temporal Fading of Inputs

Fusion of inputs from different sensors that are part of a potentially distributed topology and run

in separate runtime environments imposes the need of synchronization (cf. Section 3.2.3). Com-

bination of evidences should be based on the actual times when the respective events happened,
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independent of any communication or processing delays. That is, why interaction inputs discussed

above have (optional) timestamps not only for the time when the event was raised by the sensor, but

also for when the underlying input occurred (with on- and offset). All sensors delivering interaction

inputs should take care to report timestamps based on a common, global timebase. In [139], where a

speech recognition running on the input fusion’s host computer and an arm lifting sensor running on

a smart watch were used, synchronization was accomplished using Simple Network Time Protocol

(SNTP) [99] to synchronize on the host computer’s clock. SNTP allows simple synchronization with

an offset between clocks that can be expected to not exceed a few milliseconds [158], which is suf-

ficient for the purpose of this work. When no means of synchronization is available, no timestamps

should be given in the interaction input of a sensor. Then, the fusion component uses the arrival

times of the events as fallback.

Despite the synchronization of timestamps, there is another problem to be solved at runtime when

related inputs should to be fused. As already mentioned above, input events are never received

simultaneously, even when issued so. In addition to technical reasons of event handling, it may as

well be that the user performs inputs in a sequential manner (e. g. using integration patterns [114]),

or that a sensor’s processing takes some while before an input is actually recognized. Since the

evidential reasoning applied in the proposed input fusion system is ad hoc (there is no formal means

of time), there is a need to extend the temporal scope of such events and at the same time limit

their lifetime. On solution to this problem is the use of temporal fading [144], similar to activation

values decreasing over time as used by other researchers [123, 133]. When basic belief assignments

have been made in step 2© of the fusion pipeline, the belief in the neutral evidence ’*’ is continually

increased over time, while the reported beliefs for actual events are decreased. This fading happens

in a cubic manner, continuously recalculating the belief in ’*’ as:

m(*) = (1−minitial(*)) · ( t

tfading
)3 +minitial(*) (4.11)

Where minitial(*) is the initial belief in ’*’ (with 0 ≤ minitial(*) < 1), t is the age of the interaction

input and tfading is the time span the fading should take. Until m(*) reaches 1 when t = tfading,

the beliefs in the other events are decreased proportionately. Thus fading of beliefs happens in a

plausible manner, slowly at the beginning and increasing over time. The default time span for fading

is 2.5 seconds, but can be specified individually for each interaction input via the FadingTime

attribute (see Listing 4.5). So temporal fading allows multiple temporally distributed events to be

fused in the first place. When there are multiple inputs ready to be fused, time calculations are based

on the latest offset of all currently available inputs and belief fading is recalculated as necessary.
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The entire fusion pipeline described above is implemented in C# using Windows Presentation Foun-

dation (WPF) from Microsoft’s .Net framework. Figure 4.4 shows a visualization of the actual

system with temporal fading of sensor inputs.

Figure 4.4: Visualization of the input fusion system showing time faded sensor inputs in the top left,
the fusion’s FOD in the top right, information on the actual fusion in the lower left, and
pignistic values in the lower right (cf. [144]).

4.5.2 Cooperation with Multimodal Fission in a Companion System

In the previous subsection the complete runtime processing within multimodal input fusion approach

has been described with generic adjacent components as input providers and output receivers in

mind. However, as the fusion approach is particularly aimed to be used as companion technology, it

is time to consider its integration into a companion system. Recalling the dialog & interaction com-

ponents from Section 1.1.4, the modules the input fusion directly interacts with are the input devices,

the dialog management (DM) and first of all the Multimodal Fission component. Multimodal fission

and fusion build up the so called Interaction Management of a companion system. The cooperation

of a probabilistic fission with adaptive reasoning and the fusion approach of this work result in a

highly adaptive and model driven interactive system that is described in the following. While this

section focusses on the cooperation of both components and is based on work already published

in [59, 143], multimodal fission is comprehensively addressed in Frank Honold’s PhD thesis [56].
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The main tasks in multimodal fission are concerned with the following four questions [48, 132]:

(1) What is the information to present? (2) Which modalities should be used to present this infor-

mation? (3) How to present the information using these modalities? (4)and Then, how to handle the

evolution of the resulting UI configuration?

To reason about the best UI configuration in a certain Context of Use (CoU) is a challenging task.

Some approaches provide meta UIs where the user can specify a certain UI configuration, e. g. via an

additional touch device (cf. [131]). Based on that, the system is able to respect the user’s demands

and can distribute the UI via the referenced device components. The approach of fission referred to

here, is elaborately described in [58]. It uses real-world data, afflicted with uncertainty, to perform

a continuous UI adaptation that respects the ongoing changes in the CoU. Behind it is a rule-based

approach that uses model-driven UI generation to realize adaptive UIs.

There are three aspects, where fission and fusion directly cooperate with each other in a companion

system:

1. The fission component provides the fusion component with all relevant information about the

resulting generic UI. This is equivalent to the state description in the generic case as described

previously (see Section 4.5.1). The fusion pipeline is tailored to the currently possible inputs

and variable properties (e. g. positions of objects on the screen) can be considered by the input

device components.

2. User-initiative demands for specific ways of information presentation (e. g. something should

be presented in a particular modality), can be identified by the fusion component and can

directly influence the fission’s reasoning process. This way, such demands can directly be

considered, whenever possible.

3. As described in Section 4.5.1, user inputs can result in ambiguity or conflict as a fusion output.

In such situations the interaction management can directly respond to the user and ask for

clarification. Fusion and fission can handle the disambiguation at runtime in cooperation in

a clarifying interaction with the user. This process can be handled completely within the

interaction management, without depending on the dialog management’s functionality.

To help elucidating the details of this cooperation, a short scenario is described next. Then the

architecture illustrating the interplay of fission and fusion within a prototypical companion system is

presented. After that, the interplay on the aforementioned aspects using this architecture is explained

and concrete examples from the scenario are given. Finally, a conclusion states the implications of

this cooperation and gives hints for future research.
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Scenario

[59]Imagine the situation in which a random person shall setup a home cinema system. The user’s

challenging task is to wire-up all the different devices. The system’s task is to advise and explain

alternative connections between different devices and to support the user in the decision on how to

connect them. In the scenario we look at a situation in which the system has to realize a selection

dialog that offers the user a choice between three different cables. The examples used in the follow-

ing sections deal with different user reactions. One time the user just selects a cable. Another time

additional information about a specific cable is requested together with a demand on how it should

be presented. Yet another time, the user performs an unclear input because he mixes up the cable

types.

Architecture

From an architectural perspective within the companion system, (1.) is realized by a so-called Con-

tent Manager, (2.) by a so-called Nomination Manager, and (3.) by a Bypass to the dialog man-

agement. Figure 4.5 shows the architecture and the major components that are involved during the

HCI loop. For a comprehensive and in-depth architecture of a reference companion system as a

whole, see [61]. The communication between all components of the companion system is realized

using a message broker system based on the SEMAINE project [137]. Using this, all components

communicate using XML-based messages.

[59]The system’s dialog management initiates the HCI loop as described in the scenario with a dialog

output Dout. This abstract output consists of a modality-independent selection offer of three cables

as shown in Listing 4.7. The interaction management’s fission component is in charge to infer

a modality-specific UI description based on the abstract description of the selection offer in the

received Dout. The fission’s resulting interaction output Iout (see Listing 4.8) is then passed on to

the involved device components that render the UI. The system can utilize displays of different sizes

at different locations in this scene as well as use speakers for text-to-speech synthesis (TTS). Now

the UI is ready to accept diverse user inputs (cf. Figure 4.8).

[59]In the scenario the fission reasons a UI where the user is free to use speech or pointing gestures

and touch interaction as explicit user inputs. Beyond that, the system’s prototypical implementation

is also able process implicit inputs (cf. [134]) like recognized user disposition and user location

shifts to adapt the UI. Once the input device components have sensed any explicit user inputs up
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Figure 4.5: Interplay of multimodal fission and fusion within the companion system using a Content
Manager, a Nomination Manager and a Bypass to the Dialog Management (cf. [59]).

<DialogOutput dialogID="cable_selection">
<topic>

<abstractInformation objectID="topic" informationID="cable_selection_topic"/>
</topic>
<dialogAct>

<selection objectID="cable_selection_container"
informationID="cable_selection_prompt">

<abstractInformation objectID="cinch" informationID="cinch_information"/>
<abstractInformation objectID="scart" informationID="scart_information"/>
<abstractInformation objectID="hdmi" informationID="hdmi_information"/>

</selection>
</dialogAct>

</DialogOutput>

Listing 4.7: An exemplary abstract and modality-independent dialog output. The output contains
a topic and a selection (one of three items) including a selection prompt. The dialog’s
control flow is influenced by the object IDs. The interaction’s information flow is
defined by the information IDs (cf. [59]).
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to a certain decision level of abstraction, they provide the fusion component with their modality-

specific interaction input Iin. So far, the input components work independently and isolated from

each other. After combining these inputs by the fusion component as described in Section 4.5.1,

the most probable event is transformed into an abstract and modality-independent dialog input Din

by the application interface (cf. 5© in Figure 4.3) that is passed on to the dialog management. This

marks the end of the current HCI cycle. The HCI loop can continue with another dialog output.

In the application scenario for example, the user can perform a pointing gesture on the HDMI cable

visualized on the screen, while saying “this one” as a deictic reference. In this case, two input device

components would raise Iin events. One event is raised by the gesture recognition as reference to

the HDMI cable. The other input event is raised from the Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR)

component because of the verbal “this one” trigger. The fusion of these events then results in a

dialog inputDin with the selection of the HDMI cable, which is sent to the dialog management. The

following two paragraphs provide insights into the work of the dialog management component and

into one of the possible input device components – the component for ASR.

[59]

Dialog Management: The dialog management component serves as link between a system’s applica-

tion logic and the user interface. In the scenario, a hierarchical dialog model is used, where complex

tasks can be communicated via sequences of individual dialog acts [60]. The acts result from user-

specific decompositions of the hierarchical dialog model based on the course of the dialog. Within

the hierarchy they are structured using guards and effects as pre- and post-conditions.

Input Device Component for ASR: The device component for ASR recognizes the user’s verbal ut-

terances and tries to convert it into a corresponding speech interaction input. The ASR component’s

recognizer is able to work in four different ways. (1) Recognition can be done based on certain given

parameters. In this case the ASR component builds up the grammar on a given interaction input,

e. g. based on the choices in the second half of Listing 4.8. Secondly, (2) nomination templates are

added to the grammar, that works like a matching algorithm for regular expressions. This allows the

recognition of utterances like those starting with: “(do not)[show|tell|give] me ([more|additional])

information about . . . ”. This allows the system to respect user-initiated UI specifications and dialog

requests. In addition to that, (3) the ASR component enhances the grammar with items to support

deictic references (e. g. “this one”, “that”, . . . ). This allows the fusion to fuse complementary mul-

timodal expressions like pointed references in combination with verbal triggers (cf. Definition 7).

Finally the ASR component is able to (4) analyze inputs or input fragments in dictation mode. Us-

ing these techniques the ASR component is able to analyze the sentence “Show me more information
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4 Fusion of User Inputs Using the Transferable Belief Model

about the HDMI cable.” Based on the sentence’s starting sequence the component can infer (i) an

eventual nomination for a given channel as well as (ii) an explanation request. Subsequently the

ASR recognizes (iii) the HDMI cable (either by identifying a parameter via a grammar (1) or via

dictation mode (4)). In combination the ASR device component is able to send an interaction input

including diverse input parameters plus confidence scores (see Listing 4.9).

[59]

Interplay of Fission and Fusion

With the above, a common HCI loop has been described that could be realized in other approaches,

too. Next, the realization of the three aspects of interplay between fission and fusion is described, by

extending the architecture with the Content Manager, the Nomination Manager, and the possibility

to realize a Bypass to the dialog management. Concrete examples from the scenario elucidate the

interplay.

Tailoring the fusion to an adaptive UI: Fission and fusion both work on different models and ab-

straction levels that best fit their respective purposes. Once the fission component has decided on

how to present an interface to the user, the fusion component needs to be informed on the resulting

interaction possibilities. Put in the words of the generic case, the input fusion must be informed

on the current state of the application in the form of a fusion specification in GraphML (see Sec-

tion 4.4). In the cooperation with fission, where interaction possibilities are highly dynamic, a

dedicated component in form of the Content Manager (cf. Figure 4.5) is responsible to provide this

kind of information. After the fission reasoned about the concrete output configuration, the content

manager inspects the resulting Iout (see Listing 4.8) and identifies all objects that can be part of a

user interaction. The content manager then uses this information to create an abstract interaction

model in the form of a GraphML specification as visualized in Figure 4.6.

The graph shows, that the user can trigger selections, can make references to objects, and can perform

requests for additional information. To elucidate this, imagine the situation where the user states

“Give me more information about that” and at the same time points at the HDMI cable. In such a

situation, the ASR component would raise an input containing just a request of type ’explanation’.

The gesture component would raise an input containing a reference to the objectID ’hdmi’ and

informationID ’hdmi_information’. As defined in the graph via the edges between the input nodes,

the fusion component is able to combine these two inputs and create a complete request that contains

the type ’explanation’ as well as the objectID and informationID of the HDMI cable. In addition,

the confidence values given by the input components are taken into account to make sure only the

most probable input results are forwarded to the dialog management.
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<InteractionOutput dialogID="cable_selection" language="en">
<outExpression deviceID="PC_7" deviceComponentID="TouchScreen">
<topic><text objectID="topic">cable selection</text></topic>
<dialogAct>

<selection objectID="cable_selection_container">
<text objectID="cable_selection_container"

informationID="cable_selection_prompt">Which cable do you want to use
to connect the devices?</text>

<selectionItem objectID="hdmi" informationID="hdmi_information">
<picture objectID="hdmi" informationID="hdmi_information">data/c_HDMI.png</picture>
<text objectID="hdmi" informationID="hdmi_information">HDMI cable</text>

</selectionItem>
<!-- two other selectionItems [...] -->

</selection>
</dialogAct>

</outExpression>
<outExpression deviceID="PC_7" deviceComponentID="ASR">
<dialogAct>

<selection objectID="cable_selection_container">
<selectionItem objectID="hdmi" informationID="hdmi_information">

<recognitionChoices objectID="hdmi" informationID="hdmi_information">
<choice text="HDMI"/>
<choice text="HDMI cable"/>
<choice text="H. D. M. I. cable"/>

</recognitionChoices>
</selectionItem>
<!-- two other selectionItems [...] -->

</selection>
</dialogAct>

</outExpression>
</InteractionOutput>

Listing 4.8: Excerpt from the interaction output for the dialog output from Listing 4.7. Besides the
visual output to be presented on a touchscreen, the model provides recognition choices
to build up a grammar for ASR (cf. [59]).

Reference
<reference>

objectID
informationID

Request
<request>

type

Selection

<request>
type

objectID
informationID

<selection>
objectID

informationID

Req_Nom
<request>

type

<nomination>
desiredOutputChannel

[…]

<request>
type

objectID
informationID

<nomination>
desiredOutputChannel

[…]

Figure 4.6: Visualization of the GraphML fusion specification created by the content manager from
the interaction output of Listing 4.8. The graph expresses all possible input events
(nodes) and the results of their semantic combination (edges). Relevant application-
specific data is shown in nodes and edges (cf. [59]).
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User demands for information presentation: The nomination manager (cf. Figure 4.5) is used to tai-

lor the interaction’s information flow towards the user. Respecting users’ explicit demands for any

modality is expected to increase a user’s perceived credibility and reliability of the companion sys-

tem. It is the fission component, which is able to respect those user-initiated UI demands at runtime.

But it is the fusion component, which is able to identify those nominations on a semantic level. In

the second example the user utters the wish: “Show me more information about the HDMI cable.”

The ASR component analyzes the utterance and sends two interaction inputs Iin (see Listing 4.9).

The first one is a belief assignment to the user request including the nomination (belief 0.95). The

second one contains references to the HDMI cable (belief 0.82) and the Cinch cable (belief 0.18).

<InteractionInput xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:noNamespaceSchemaLocation="InteractionInput.xsd"
xmlns:companionExample="http://sfb-trr-62.de/companionExample"
SensorID="PC_7-ASR">

<Observation confidence="0.95">
<Event ID="Req_Nom" Time="4768909372" Onset="-4350" Offset="-2683">
<companionExample:request type="explanation">

<companionExample:nomination desiredOutputChannel="visual"/>
</companionExample:request>

</Event>
</Observation>

</InteractionInput>

<InteractionInput xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:noNamespaceSchemaLocation="InteractionInput.xsd"
xmlns:companionExample="http://sfb-trr-62.de/companionExample"
SensorID="PC_7-ASR">

<Observation confidence="0.82">
<Event ID="Reference" Time="4768909372" Onset="-2682" Offset="-483">
<companionExample:reference objectID="hdmi" informationID="hdmi_information"/>

</Event>
</Observation>
<Observation confidence="0.18">
<Event ID="Reference" Time="4768909372" Onset="-2682" Offset="-483">
<companionExample:reference objectID="cinch" informationID="cinch_information"/>

</Event>
</Observation>

</InteractionInput>

Listing 4.9: The two interaction input messages as sent by PC_7’s ASR component after the user
said: “Show me more information about the HDMI cable.” (cf. [59]).

As described earlier, the ASR component can make use of different pre-defined recognition tem-

plates, which refer to different desires or dislikes of a nomination. Based on the different confidence

values the fusion decides that the current input represents a request concerning HDMI with a nomi-

nation for the visual channel. Accordingly, the fusion informs the nomination manager with a new

nomination containing the identified desire (see Listing 4.10). The desire’s probability is set to 1.0,

since the fusion does not have further indications for any other desired output channel concerning

the requested HDMI explanation. The nomination manager is able to aggregate different nomina-

tions for any specified dialog output (referenced by a dialog ID) or information (referenced by an

information ID).
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<Nomination dialogID="hdmi_explanation">
<desiredOutputChannel channel="visual" probability="1"/>

</Nomination>

Listing 4.10: The nomination for the desire to perceive the hdmi_explanation via the visual
channel based on the user’s demand (cf. [59]).

[59]Right after sending the nomination message, the fusion passes the modality-independent HDMI ex-

planation request to the dialog manager. In turn, the dialog manager responds with a suitable dialog

output containing the HDMI explanation. The fission inspects the output and identifies the dialog ID

hdmi_explanation. While reasoning about the dialog’s modality-specific representation, the fis-

sion consults the nomination manager concerning nominations for the actual dialog output. The

fission’s reasoning algorithm is able to respect any stored nomination with a certain dialog or infor-

mation ID that occurs within the processed dialog output description. The resulting visual rendering

is displayed in Figure 4.7.

Figure 4.7: The visual HDMI explanation as requested by the user. Alternatively the system is able
to adapt the UI to other specified nominations (e. g. including additional audio comments
as multimodal output) (taken from [59], c© 2014 IEEE).

In that way the nomination manger supports the fission with additional knowledge for its reasoning

process. Knowledge, which can be inferred using the fusion’s capabilities to decide whether or

not multiple inputs contradict or reinforce each other. Beyond the given scenario the nomination

manager is able to handle nominations with a reference to certain desired device components or

even expressing a certain dislike.
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[59] Resolution of ambiguities using a bypass: In contrast to conventional GUI input technologies like

mouse and keyboard, emerging technologies used for multimodal interaction, such as speech or ges-

ture recognition, often provide inputs affected with uncertainty. And it is the interaction management

that must deal with this new kind of ambivalent data. Be it that sensors report false or unclear inter-

pretations or that the users themselves perform ambiguous or even conflicting inputs. Accidentally

or on purpose, it can easily happen, that input fusion cannot clearly decide on the user’s intentions.

In such cases, an intelligent system should deal with such a situation by providing helpful feedback

to the user, and offer him the possibility to resolve existing ambiguities.

In the scenario imagine the situation where a user wants to select the SCART cable. He is pointing

on the correct cable but mixes their names up and says: "HDMI cable" (as illustrated in Figure 4.8).

This results in interaction inputs from the ASR component as well as from the gesture recogni-

tion component. Both inputs contain different object references. The input fusion component then

identifies these as conflicting inputs and hence is not able to derive a definite user input.

In order to deal with such a situation, fusion and fission can directly cooperate to resolve the am-

bivalent input. This allows bypassing the dialog management resulting in a shortened HCI loop

(cf. Figure 4.5). As all necessary information is already present within the fusion module, a generic

dialog output as shown in Listing 4.11 can automatically be constructed by the fusion’s application

interface and forwarded to the fission module. Rendering this output results in the screen shown in

Figure 4.9. This relieves the dialog management from the necessity to explicitly model such addi-

tional dialogs, which do not contribute to the overall dialog flow. At the time when the conflict is

Figure 4.8: The rendered selection dialog act. A user performs conflicting inputs at the selection
task. Pointing on SCART cable but accidentally saying: “The HDMI cable.” The red
colored overlay is not displayed by the system (taken from [59], c© 2014 IEEE).
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resolved by the user, the fusion detects a valid input and sends a dialog input to the dialog manage-

ment. In turn the normal dialog sequence is continued. This bypass approach addresses interaction

related ambiguities within the interaction management according to the principle: solve the problem

where it occurs. This generic approach works without presuming the dialog management’s ability to

resolve ambiguities.

<dialogOutput dialogID="cable_selection">
<topic>
<abstractInformation objectID="topic" informationID="conflict_topic"/>

</topic>
<dialogAct>
<selection objectID="cable_selection_container" informationID="selection_conflict">

<abstractInformation objectID="scart" informationID="scart_information"/>
<abstractInformation objectID="hdmi" informationID="hdmi_information"/>

</selection>
</dialogAct>

</dialogOutput>

Listing 4.11: An intermediate dialog output created by the fusion module when conflicting user
inputs are detected. Using a bypass, this dialog output is directly forwarded to the
fission module (cf. [59]).

Figure 4.9: Ad hoc conflict resolution by the interaction management. The inferred interaction out-
put as displayed on the touch screen (taken from [59], c© 2014 IEEE).

Conclusion

The presented architecture extends the interaction management of existing approaches by introduc-

ing three conceptual connections between fission and fusion. The architecture is realized in a running

companion system that exemplarily supports the user in setting up a home cinema system, by ad-

vising and explaining alternative connections between different devices. The presented approach is

domain-independent, purely model driven, and realizes adaptive behavior in real time. The Content

Manager allows for a flexible and dynamic system output, while preserving a robust input recogni-

tion tailored to the current output configuration. Using a dedicated component for this task facilitates
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domain independence, helps separating responsibilities, provides clear interfaces, and facilitates de-

bugging. The concept of the Nomination Manager allows to affect the fission’s decision process.

It works like a structural facade design pattern, which provides a uniform interface to influence the

fission process. The proposed Bypass in the HCI loop for resolving inconsistencies in the user in-

put stems from the fact, that recognition based input methods are applied (e. g. speech and gesture

recognition). These do not offer the decidedness of classic mouse and keyboard inputs and can lead

to situations, where inputs are ambiguous or even contradict each other. In addition, it may be the

user itself that performs such inconsistent inputs. Using a direct connection between the inconsis-

tency detecting input fusion and the output generating fission component, such situations can be

resolved in specific ad hoc interactions with the user. Separating the dialog management from the

used input techniques dismantles the obligation to explicitly model these additional dialogs that do

not contribute to the overall dialog flow. Currently, the generated dialogs are quite simple and just

present a list of possible alternatives the user is supposed to select. Additional information might

be useful that reveals the reasons for the system’s current indecisiveness. This might also increase

a companion system’s credibility and perceived trustworthiness. Further investigation is needed to

check if this is appropriate for all kinds of misunderstandings or if an additional component (like the

nomination manager) that exclusively handles such queries could be advantageous.

4.6 Summary and Comparison to the State of the Art

This chapter presented a comprehensive approach to multimodal input fusion based on the Trans-

ferrable Belief Model in order to attain the first goal of this work, i. e. creating an approach with a

sound handling of uncertainty. It started by stating the drawbacks of using n-best lists and Bayesian

Inference, motivating the use of Dempster-Shafer theory as the basic model of uncertainty. After

describing the formal basics, the rule of combination of original DS was introduced and it was ex-

plained why the Transferable Belief Model variant is preferable, due to its more plausible open-world

assumption and the retention of a value for conflict. Then, for making a final decision after evidences

from different sources have been combined, the pignistic transformation back into probabilities was

introduced (Equation (4.7)). To make the TBM applicable for input fusion, the rule of combination

was adapted by introducing a neutral evidence and the use of the Cartesian product (Equation (4.9)),

based on work by Reddy & Basir [126, 127]. The fusion approach based on these equations was

then theoretically compared to the original DS and n-best lists. It has been shown that it delivers

more plausible results and fulfills the functional requirements of combination, disambiguation, rein-

forcement, and conflict detection elaborated in Section 3.1. Being based on a formally well defined
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concept of uncertainty, the approach also fulfills the non-functional requirement of a sound handling

of uncertainty (cf. Section 3.2.1).

In order to make the approach actually deployable, a fusion specification based on the notion of

graphs using GraphML, and the semantic combination of application-specific data using XSLT was

introduced. Being the first approach to provide a fusion specification language for arbitrary data

models by describing the data entering and leaving the input fusion in a flexible and reusable way

(via XML schemas), it fulfills the requirement to facilitate modularity (cf. Section 3.2.5). In addition,

the ability to define events in an abstract manner and the decision not to provide means of specifying

temporal sequences, fulfills the requirement to focus on logical interaction (cf. Section 3.2.4).

Section 4.5 was then first concerned with the runtime integration of the approach and the related

question on how to deal with temporal aspects at runtime. The requirement to support the synchro-

nization of inputs (cf. Section 3.2.3) is fulfilled by correctly handling timestamps and event onsets,

and a means of temporal fading for events. Then, the integration of the component into an ac-

tual companion system and the cooperation with the multimodal fission component was described,

where unique benefits arise from the cooperation, when it comes to user demands for information

representation (so called nominations) and the resolution of ambiguities.

Compared to the state of the art of fusion approaches presented in Chapter 2, the presented one be-

longs to the category of hybrid and statistical approaches. Though it is based on the idea of Reddy &

Basir to use evidential reasoning in the form of the TBM [126,127], it differs from and extends their

approach in several aspects. In the theoretical evaluation (see Section 4.3.2), the proposed approach

is not only compared to traditional DS, but also to the widely adopted use of n-best lists. In Reddy

& Basir’s work, though a value for conflict is calculated, it is ignored when making a decision and

the system instead opts for the event with the next highest pignistic value. The approach presented

here actually uses the conflict value, e. g. in Section 4.5.2 it is shown how conflicts can be resolved

in cooperation with a multimodal fission component. While Reddy & Basir settle for using concep-

tual graphs as a descriptive representation of all possible events on an abstract level, the proposed

use of GraphML and its extensions for application-specific data and semantic combinations through

XSLT is a genuine added value (see Section 4.4). Besides presenting an actual implementation of

the fusion approach, it is also shown how to deal with temporal aspects of inputs (see Section 4.5.1).

This aspect is almost completely ignored by Reddy & Basir, as they only mention recognition of

command sequences as future work.
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Put in the classification scheme of Section 2.1.5, the approach developed in this work yields the row

shown in Table 4.12. To facilitate referencing, the name column is entered FERMI for “Fusion with

Evidential Reasoning for Multimodal Interaction”.

Time HandlingName/System Notation Input Fusion
Category

Overall
Scope Exemplified Modalities Uncertainty

Handling Annotation Restriction
Application Examples

FERMI
GraphML (XML)
with XSLT

Hybrid/Statistical FC

FCA
DLI

PI Speech, Pointing
Transferable
Belief Model (TBM)

Time Intervals Temporal Fading Wiring Assistant

Table 4.12: The proposed approach in the classification scheme for multimodal input fusion ap-
proaches (cf. Table 2.1).

It should not go unmentioned that the proposed approach has its peculiarities. When used in simple

systems with only few input sensors that only assign beliefs to elementary events (as is the case

for the majority of off-the-shelf sensors), it behaves almost like n-best lists, though still providing

a value for conflict and having a means for “nothing happened”. The approach performs best when

there are many sensors that assign beliefs to multiple events at the same time. Then the combination

and transferring of beliefs comes into complete effect. Another aspect worth mentioning is the

assumption of independence between sensors that the approach shares with many others. However,

it is believed to be largely unproblematic due to disjoint sensor processing found in common HCI

scenarios as described in the discussion of Section 4.3.2.

Regarding future supplements of the approach, there are several aspects worth mentioning. The

temporal fading of initial beliefs currently used – still when extended by the interaction history

approach – is purely based on heuristics, with a decrease in a cubic manner over the course of

5 seconds. Though there already is the possibility to specify this time on a per input basis, this

feature is currently not applied. It should be studied, if such a fading actually corresponds to what

is presumed by humans and if different ways of fading for different inputs (or modalities) should be

applied. As argued in this work, the focus of the developed input fusion lies on the logical interaction

in terms of the Stormy Tree model. That is why the fusion specification in GraphML does not define

temporal constraints and instead a continuous update of this specification initialized by the dialog

management is assumed, e. g. to realize an interaction like Bolt’s “Put That There”. But nevertheless,

if necessary, GraphML’s extensibility features could be used to annotate the edges within the graph

of a fusion specification with temporal constraints. Of course, then the fusion component would

have to be extended to take such constraints into account as well.

Relation to W3C Standards for Multimodal Systems

As mentioned in Chapter 2, the multimodal input fusion approach developed in this work and its

integration into a companion system architecture should be related to W3C’s standards for multi-
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modal systems, so that anyone relying on them is able to assess the usefulness and eligibility of the

approach for their own purposes.

Regarding W3C’s MMIF (cf. Section 2.3.1), the input fusion component of this work adheres its

scheme of input processing quite well. Recalling the respective section (4.5.1) and Figure 4.3, the in-

put sensors represent recognition components and the sensor’s pre-processings perform the semantic

interpretation (if not already done within a sensor). The input fusion itself represents the integration

component of MMIF. Although not explicitly mentioned in Section 4.5.1, semantic interpretations

could as well be described using EMMA as proposed by MMIF, as it contains all information re-

quired to construct observations expected by the fusion component, including application-specific

markup. Though being out of this work’s scope, what is missing to MMIF is the specification of the

user interface components as DOM objects.

Taking the broader view of a companion system, things get more complicated. The modality arbi-

tration performed by the fission component clearly matches MMIF’s generation. The device com-

ponents perform styling (though not purely markup based) and rendering. The dialog management

has no direct match in the interaction manager of MMIF, as there is no dedicated host environment

and input and output components are not managed by the dialog management. There is also no ded-

icated session management in the companion system of the previous section, as this is not required

by the exemplified application. The knowledge base of a companion system is the equivalent of the

system and environment component of MMIF, as it provides information about the context of use,

though not using a standardized markup language. To be fair, it has to be said here that it is not the

objective of companion technology to come up with a system for authoring multimodal applications

as intended by the MMIF, but instead to develop and showcase technologies that enable systems

to have characteristics of competence, individuality, adaptability, availability, cooperativeness, and

trustworthiness (cf. Section 1.1).

Regarding W3C’s newer MMI Arch (cf. Section 2.3.2), the input fusion component of this work, as

well as the fission component described in the previous section, can be regarded as a special kinds

of modality components of the MMI Arch, as generally proposed by Schnelle-Walka et al.[136].

In there, it is also set out how the interaction manager can interact with fission and fusion compo-

nents, creating a “messaging circle”, where all requests from IM to any lower MC should be passed

through the fission component, whereas results from the lower MCs are passed through the fusion

component before going back to the IM. This is similar to the HCI loop of a companion system

(cf. Figure 4.5). In contrast to the purely tree like structure defined in MMI Arch, a modality com-

ponent will then have two upper interaction managers, namely fission and fusion, yet this has only
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minor consequences on the messaging concept (ibid.). The fusion component of this work could

be used in that scheme, though the life cycle events of MMI Arch are currently not implemented.

Only a rudimentary life cycle management has been realized for the integration into exemplary com-

panion systems (prepare, start, and stop processing). Regarding the runtime framework required by

MMI Arch, the reference architecture for companion systems completely relies on a message ori-

ented middleware based on the SEMAINE project [61]. The used middleware is a cross-platform,

topic-based message broker system using a publish/subscribe mechanism. This means, messages

are sent to well-defined, hierarchical topics, where any component can subscribe to receive events

from. This simplifies communication between multiple components, and at the same time fulfills the

requirements of MMI Arch regarding the transport layer.
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Recalling the fundamentals on companion technology (cf. Section 1.1), one essential goal is to pro-

vide “functionality completely individually adapted to each user” [173] that was also identified a

weakness of the state of the art (cf. Chapter 2). While the fusion approach developed in the pre-

vious chapter is technically fit for companion technology, primarily due to its sound handling of

uncertainty and its overall flexibility, it is not (yet) individually adaptive to its users. That is why

– concordant with suggestions of other researchers – taking the users’ individuality into account

is the second major goal of this work (cf. Chapter 3). The goal is reflected by the non-functional

requirement to account for user individuality (cf. Section 3.2.2). As already stated there, this can

be separated into two aspects: first, the user’s natural behavior, i. e. when and how people interact

multimodally, and second, the ability of a system to take this into account. This chapter follows this

schedule. First, user-sided preferences of modality use are explored in terms of influencing factors.

From the state of knowledge in this field, open issues are identified, such as transferability of find-

ings and only marginal knowledge about the role of the user. These are addressed by a user study,

that expands our knowledge on users’ adoption of modalities and influencing factors at the basic

task of selections. Second, system-sided adaptation is investigated. This finally results in an exten-

sion of the fusion approach that allows user individual adaptation, the merits of which are evaluated

in another user study. Finally, the chapter is summarized and suggestions on directions for future

research are given.

5.1 User-Sided Preferences for Modality Use

This section is concerned with the question on how users adopt (multi-) modalities and what in-

fluences their choice. When reviewing the state of knowledge in this field, it becomes clear, that

most of the knowledge is limited to specific scenarios and there is still no general understanding of

the role the user itself plays when deciding for the use of modalities. That leads to the design of

a user study described in the subsequent section that focusses on the generic and recurrent task of

selections. From the results of the study, various factors that have an influence on modality choice
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are presented, including user specific factors like gender and personality traits. The discussion then

summarizes the findings and draws conclusions for the applicability in the task of multimodal input

fusion. Note that this section is based on and extends work already published in [141, 142].

5.1.1 State of Knowledge

Several research has been done on factors that influence how people choose among the provided

modalities. In the following, factors that have been object of research are presented, including the

task at hand, presentation, and situational context. From these findings we can see that most results

are restricted to quite complex applications, make use of outdated modalities, and only marginally

cover the role of the users themselves. As described in the summary at the end, this supports the need

for a study that uses a single selection as simple, yet generic task and explores individual factors like

gender and personality as well.

Application Domain and Task

Obviously, the application domain and hence the tasks it involves have a momentous influence on the

modalities users choose to interact with. In order to compare interaction modalities Ren at al. per-

formed two user studies with a CAD and a map application, respectively [129]. In the CAD system,

users were provided pen, speech, and mouse input modalities to draw an engineering plan that should

match a given sample plan. Tasks involved drawing, location, modification, and property selection

(thickness/color etc.). The system randomly chose one of four input possibilities: mouse, pen, pen +

speech, and pen + speech + mouse. Results show that pen + speech + mouse mode was significantly

faster and received the highest satisfaction rating form the users, though the differences were not

reported quantitatively. In the second study involving a map application users had to perform trip

planning, involving tasks of distance calculation, object location, filtering, and information retrieval.

Again, allowed input modes were chosen randomly from keyboard, mouse, pen, and speech. Single

device use with unimodal expressions, as well as multi device use supposedly allowing multimodal

expressions were tested, though further details were not given by the authors. Results show that pen

+ speech was fasted and most preferred by the users, outpacing the other bi-modality modes, as well

as all single and tri-modality modes.

Mignot et al. compared touch and speech input in a flat furnishing application that involved different

tasks of object placement [98]. Use of the two input modalities was unrestricted and multimodal

input expressions were interpreted by human operators in a WOZ design. Results indicate large
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differences in individual user preferences, as two of the eight subjects preferred unimodal input

expressions, while the others also applied complementary and redundant multimodal expressions

for increased speed and reliability. In complementary expressions, touch was used for denoting

positions and objects, while speech was used for more abstract actions and relations (e. g. “... the

north wall”, “Switch the couch and the TV set.”).

Ratzka compared interaction modalities used in an e-mail organizer on PDA and desktop devices

that involved tasks of filtering, forwarding, and answering e-mails [125]. After an initial training

with each of the available input modes (speech and pen for the PDA, speech, mouse, and keyboard

for the desktop system), users were free to use unimodal and multimodal input expressions as they

liked. Overall, results show that most users preferred combinations of modalities above traditional

unimodal inputs for both, PDA and desktop systems. A more detailed analysis not only revealed dif-

ferences between users, but also significant differences among many of the tested variables, e.g. the

device, the subtask (name search, text search, reply, send, navigate), the task complexity, the screen

design etc. Additionally, Ratzka compared “perfect” wizard and stand-alone versions of speech

recognition, showing that users preferred traditional interaction when recognition rates were low

(60.8% for command input, 50.2% for dictation).

As the results of Ratzka already indicate, the complexity of a task also plays a decisive role. Spe-

cific examinations of this aspect were done by Oviatt et al. in a map interaction application with

speech and pen input that involved tasks like object placement, information retrieval, route creation,

and display manipulations [116]. Instructions were given by imaginary headquarters that differed

in complexity, ranging from simple tasks like “Situate a volunteer area near Marquam Bridge” to

complex ones like “Place a maintenance shop near the intersection of I-405 and Hwy 30 just east

of Good Samaritan”. While overall, multimodal input expressions were the most frequent ones

(61.8%), there was also significant increase of multimodal expressions with increasing task com-

plexity. While simple tasks were performed multimodally in 59.2% of the cases, the most complex

ones were performed multimodally in 75.0% of the cases. Oviatt et al. also report individual differ-

ences in unimodal modality use, i. e. six of ten users exclusively used one of the provided modalities,

while the others kept switching between them.

Regarding the task complexity, similar results were also reported by Jöst et al. deploying a hand-

held device for pedestrian navigation assistance involving tourist domain tasks with increasing com-

plexity ranging from panning and zooming the map over information retrieval about sights to tour

planning [68]. Speech and pen input were available and participants could freely choose between

unimodal and multimodal inputs. Results of subjective usability ratings for the two tested settings
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(laboratory indoor and in the field outdoor) show that the higher the task complexity, the higher is the

rating for the system, though unimodal and multimodal interactions were not assessed separately.

Presentation and Output Modalities

Despite the task itself, the way it is presented is another factor that influences the users’ choice of

input modalities. De Angeli at el. investigated multimodal user behavior in a form-filling task. Users

were able to use mouse and keyboard input modalities [35]. To test the influence of presentation, the

labelling of entry fields and the form of mouse pointing feedback was varied. Labelling was either

complete, i. e. every entry field was labelled by a different letter to support direct verbal references,

or it was only partial, i. e. two thirds of the entry fields were labelled by asterisks, so verbal references

could only be given in relation to letter-labelled fields (e. g. “the field on the left of field B”). The

second factor, pointing feedback, was either present, i. e. pointing on a filed resulted in a color shift,

or absent, i e. no visual change occurred. The actual form-filling was not designed in the classical

way but in the form of a conversational dialog. Instead of focussing a field with the mouse and then

typing the intended content, users had to use typed natural language in a dialog window to ask for

instructions on the data to be inserted in the form window and then provide the information that was

then automatically inserted. So typing was only allowed in the dialog window, while mouse pointing

was restricted to the form window. The results of the study show that multimodal inputs (deictic

references like “here” combined with a mouse pointing) were used more frequently when labelling

was only partial, due to the difficulty of verbally describing the referred field. When labelling was

complete, it encouraged users to make redundant references, i. e. co-occurrence of mouse pointing at

an entry field and a fully determined verbal specification. Presence of feedback led to an increased

frequency of unimodal mouse pointing with no verbal referencing.

Not only the way an output modality is used (as in the study above), but also the very presence of

an output modality changes the modalities users adopt for input. Using a smart home environment,

Bellik et al. investigated the influence of output modalities on the users’ adopted input modali-

ties [8]. Within a smart room, users had to perform simple tasks like light switching, music listening

(start/stop), and increasing/decreasing light and sound levels. The system could use text, graphics

(icons), and speech output modalities, while users were able to use speech, a touch screen, or a re-

mote control for input. Each interaction starts with a redundant multimodal output of the system that

introduces the task to be conducted. After the user started the task, the system asks a question about

the parameters of the tasks using only one of the available output modalities. Then it is observed

which modality the user adopts for answering the question, before the system finally performs the
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action. Results show that the initial multimodal output usually resulted in speech input (55.6% of all

inputs used speech). But for the unimodal system query results indicate a momentous influence of

the applied modality. Verbal output modalities (text and speech) lead to an increased use of speech

input (63.3% and 96.7%, respectively), while graphics output promotes touch screen use (66.7%).

Bellik at al. assume some kind of "influence power" for each output modality on the subsequently

adopted input modalities, and that these get combined when multiple modalities are used for output.

Situational Context

Another important factor is the context in which the interaction takes place. The study by Jöst et al.

with a pedestrian navigation system (as described previously) also assessed the willingness to use

multimodal interaction of the laboratory participants and the outdoor participants of the study [68].

The participants of both settings were asked whether they would use multimodal interaction to plan

a tour in different environments (e. g walking/standing in a pedestrian zone, standing at a viewpoint,

sitting in a tram) and in different social contexts defined by accompanying persons (alone, with

mate, family, friends, and strangers). While there are marginal differences between both groups and

the different environments, the overall results indicate a declining willingness to use multimodal

interaction when there is less intimacy between the user and other persons around. This means, the

willingness to use multimodal interaction is greatest when people are alone, and smallest when they

are with strangers.

Wasinger and Krüger conducted two studies with an instrumented shelf displaying electronic devices

for sale, one in a laboratory setup, the other one in a real-world retail shop [170]. Given a PDA and a

headset, participants had to perform information retrieval tasks on different features of the displayed

products (digital cameras). Participants could use speech, handwriting, pointing via touch screen,

and picking up the actual objects in the shelf to interact with the system and compare the offered

products. They had to perform input expressions for the feature and the the object of interest, re-

spectively. These inputs could either be performed in a single complementary input expression (e. g.

speech for the feature and pointing for the object), using a unimodal and a redundant input expres-

sion (e. g. speech for the feature, redundant speech and pointing for the object), or two redundant

input expressions (e. g. speech and handwriting for the feature, speech and picking up for the object).

In total, 12 complementary interactions and 11 inputs involving redundant input expressions were

tested. After each interaction, participants were asked wether they would use the interaction and to

give the answer in a four point scale (“prefer not”, “maybe not”, “maybe yes”, “prefer yes”). In the

real-world setup, participants preferred the single complementary inputs above the inputs involving
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redundancies, while such a significancy is not reported in the laboratory setup. Interestingly, when

focussing on the modalities used to give the feature information within such complementary inputs,

users in the real-world setup preferred pointing on the touch screen, while users in the laboratory

preferred using speech. When looking at the complete task and the rankings of the available modality

combinations, users in the real-world study preferred modality combinations containing handwriting

and pointing, while in the laboratory setup, combinations containing speech and picking up objects

were the best rated ones. This indicates the tendency to prefer non-observable modalities in a public

environment – though they were rated less efficient in the study – and the more observable modalities

– that were rated more efficient – in a private environment.

Different contextual settings were also assessed by Reis et al. who conducted a case study in a

home environment, a public park, on a subway, and while driving in a car [128]. Users had to fill

out a questionnaire using either a tablet computer or a PDA (depending on the environment) that

contained five open questions on personal information (age, gender, address etc.) and on the task

itself (how users performed the task, if they encountered any difficulties). A final closed question

had the users rate how hard it was to perform the task on a six point scale ranging from “impossible”

to “very easy”. Users could use the touch-screen, the devices’ keypad, and speech to perform inputs.

To fill in the questionnaire, users had to select a question and then give the corresponding answer.

Selection could happen through direct touch on the respective field, or via directional commands that

could be given via on screen buttons, voice commands, touch gestures, or the keypad. Answers to

open questions could be given by typing on a virtual keyboard or by performing an audio recording.

Analogous to the results of the previously mentioned studies, users showed the tendency to use the

more effective voice recording to answer questions when they were alone (at home, while driving).

In the park, when surrounded by few strangers, only the private questions were answered by typing,

while they completely switched to typing when surrounded by many strangers (as on the subway).

These results also indicate that there is an interplay of contextual factors and the type of information

put in by users.

The User

In addition to the aforementioned extrinsic factors, the users themselves can play a decisive role

for the interaction. For instance, De Angeli et al. (see above) also report on a second study with

the form-filling task that aimed at investigating the impact of computer literacy (expert vs. naive

users) [35]. This time – as opposed to the first study – the presentation of the form was fixed with

descriptive labels for every entry field and constantly providing pointing feedback. Analysis of the
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interactions revealed that users categorized as experts preferred to interact multimodally (84% of

their inputs were multimodal), while naive users showed no clear preference between unimodal and

multimodal inputs (47% vs. 53%). Focussing on the way entry fields were referenced, experts

preferred the more efficient unimodal mouse pointing while naive users preferred unimodal verbal

references.

The preference of computer experts to adopt multimodal inputs is also supported by observations of

Reis et al. in their aforementioned study on contextual settings. All participants of their study are

described as being familiar with computer and mobile phone use and thus are likely to be categorized

as computer experts. In their discussion, the authors explicitly mention the users’ tendency “to

interact with our application through the modalities that interest them the most from a technological

and innovational point of view” [128].

Even though gender is such a basic attribute of users, from all the studies mentioned above, only

Wasinger and Krüger have examined its role for the interaction. In their real-world setup of their

instrumented shelf at a retail shop, preference ratings for 20 out of the 23 tested ways of input

were higher when given by males, than those given by females [170]. The biggest differences were

observed for modality combinations involving speech, which the authors attribute to the obtrusive

nature of speech. These results indicate that women could be more attentive in this respect.

Summary & Conclusions

Summing up, with the task, the presentation, the context, and the users themselves there are many

factors known that influence the adoption of input modalities with complex, yet unknown interdepen-

dencies. The studies presented above investigated those factors mostly in usability studies and WOZ

experiments of systems involving quite complex tasks and subtasks. Hence, the transferability of the

presented results to new domains seems difficult. Either the tasks are too special, or the researched

interaction modalities have meanwhile been replaced by other ones, such as pen input that is hardly

used today in favor of direct touch. From a companion technology point of view surprisingly little

is known about the users themselves, except for marginal influences of computer literacy [35] and

gender [170]. For this reasons, a study has been conducted that builds upon these findings and com-

prehensively investigates individual user factors such as gender, technology affinity, and personality

on a basic recurrent task in the form of object selections.
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5.1.2 User Study on Selection Tasks

As apparent by the aforementioned state of knowledge, there are at least five factors that have been

shown to influence the choice of input modalities: task, presentation, situational context, computer

literacy, and gender. In the study presented here, some of these factors are fixed, while others,

especially those regarding individual user characteristics, are investigated more broadly.

The basic task to be investigated is a simple selection as a common, i. e. domain independent, and

prevalent task in almost every system. Since the possibilities to select and item (e. g. by verbally

describing it) strongly depend on the way it is presented, this factor is varied in terms of task and

item presentation. The situational context is kept fixed as participants are alone in a silent, laboratory

environment that is not expected to limit use of obtrusive input expressions. With respect to state

of the art technologies and the increasing success of natural ways of interaction offered by touch

screens, gesture, and voice recognizers, only those input modalities are considered, that get along

without auxiliary devices the user has to operate. This means touch, gestures, and speech are avail-

able as input modalities. As well-known output modalities of the system, visual display and speech

output are employed.

To investigate user characteristics, besides gender, two standardized metrics are used. Instead of

a simple two class metric of computer literacy as used by De Angeli et al. [35], Karrer’s TA-EG

(Technology Affinity - Electronic Devices) [71] is chosen as a more differentiated consideration

of the users attitude towards technical systems. The NEO-Five Factor Inventory by Costa & Mc-

Crae [31] is chosen to characterize users in a non technology related way in terms of personality.

The basic question to be answered by the study is: Which modality do users choose naturally, if

they are not constrained by device limits or by an a priori defined interaction language, i. e. strictly

limited interaction possibilities in each interaction step? The ultimate goal of the study presented

here, is to come up with robust indicators that allow the development of a user-adaptive input fusion

system. This could be achieved by respecting predetermined plausibilities of inputs to avoid recog-

nition errors and improve the overall robustness. What follows, is a description of the experimental

design of the study, including possible limitations, to allow a comprehensive assessment of the re-

sults. The results of the study are then presented in the upcoming sections, divided into user specific

and system specific factors. The final discussion section then assesses the findings with regard to

their usefulness in designing a user-adaptive input fusion.
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Experimental Design

The study was performed on a stationary wall-mounted system resembling the setup of an interactive

wall mounted display. Basically, all scenarios involving such a setup, such as public information sys-

tems and interactive TV sets, have selection as a fundamental task to be performed. In order to create

an almost perfect system, a WOZ setup was implemented, where an operator in a separate control

room interpreted all user inputs utilizing audio and video transmission from where the interaction

takes place (see Figure 5.1(a)). Using a remote desktop connection to the test system, an interac-

tive presentation was controlled by the operator as response to observed user actions. Figure 5.1(b)

shows a participant as he performs a selection via a pointing gesture.

(a) An operator in the control room observing the user in-
teraction to trigger the system’s reaction.

(b) A user in front of the test system performing a selection
using a pointing gesture.

Figure 5.1: The WOZ setup of the experiment (subimages taken from [142], c© OpenInterface As-
sociation 2012, with permission of Springer).

Tasks: The selection tasks to be performed consisted of graphical icons of apples as a content

neutral abstraction of selectable items. The selection tasks were spread over two screens and the

participants were free to move in space, to also allow for long distance interactions. There were

23 selection tasks in total, with varied amounts of items, arrangements, and presentation styles.

Figure 5.2 shows some examples of actual selection tasks. Participants were totally free in which

apple to select (but exactly one) and how to perform the selection. The task description to select

a single object (e. g. “Select one, please!”) was randomly given either by text only, by voice only

or redundantly using both output modalities. Presentation of the selection objects varied in ways of

labelling (none, numerical, alphabetical, or descriptive) and in the distinguishability of the apples,

i. e. some selections contained labels and different apples, others consisted of unlabeled identical

apples or different apples presented in black-and-white making it hard to directly specify one of
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them without using spacial information (e. g. “The third one from the left.”). In order to record facial

expressions and posture data for research colleagues, there were 27 other tasks not in focus of this

work that were randomly mixed with the selection tasks. Those consisted of different riddles and

puzzles like mathematical word problems, picture puzzles or “find the hidden number” pictures that

also helped to distract subjects from the selections, so that they don’t reflect too much on the way

they perform them.

Figure 5.2: Eight out of the 23 selection tasks, differing in the amount of items, arrangement and
presentation styles. The lower right is an example for a selection task spread over
two screens (taken from [142], c© OpenInterface Association 2012, with permission of
Springer).

Participants: Overall, 53 paid volunteers took part in the study, with an average age of 21.9 and

a standard deviation of 2.4 years. There were 27 female and 26 male participants, mostly stu-

dents with no background of computer science to avoid uncovering of the WOZ technique (47.2%

medicine, 13.2% mathematics, 9.4% biology/chemistry, 7.5% physics, 7.5% mathematical biomet-

rics and 15,2% others).

Experimental Procedure: After being greeted, the participants were informed about the research

consortium and its general goals. It was stated, that a novel system is to be tested, that should be

capable of understanding almost everything the user is doing, due to its large amount of sensors

(cameras, laser-scanners, directional microphones etc. used as props). Then they were asked to

sign a consent form, and completed the standardized questionnaires on personality traits, and their

technology affinity towards electronic devices, as described later in the data recording paragraph.

After that, they were equipped with a radio headset microphone and the system was introduced.
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They were told that the system will present them with different self-explanatory tasks and that all

of the natural interaction modalities are feasible, explicitly stating that their way of interacting with

the system is not prescribed. After the examiner left the participants alone, the test itself began with

a greeting by the system and a faked calibration sequence, which introduced the different kinds of

possible interactions (speech, touch, pointing gestures and combinations of these). Then, in total 50

tasks (including the 23 selection tasks) were presented in randomized order. Regarding the selections

tasks, selections were triggered by a direct touch of the user on the object, by discriminating it

verbally (e. g. “the red one”, “the upper one”, etc.), or by performing a pointing gesture on an apple

(clearly remaining on one object or triggering the selection by an additional utterance like “this

one”). When such a selection was triggered by the operator, the object was highlighted on screen and

a confirmative sound was played, before proceeding to the next task. In cases the operator was not

sure about the selected item or just did not understand the participant, several predefined sentences

could be talked to the user via a text-to-speech system, e. g. “Have I marked the right object?” or “I

could not understand you. Please speak louder.”. When the test was over, the examiner re-entered

the room, participants’ demographics were gathered and they were informed about the WOZ setup

and asked to maintain confidentiality until the end of the entire study.

Data Recording: For the purpose of this study the following data was recorded:

• Log files: The actions triggered by the wizard were written into a log file containing the

resulting task order and all system events (as reaction to the observed subject behavior) in

chronological order.

• Video recordings: All sessions were observed by two cameras, one in front of the participants,

and another from an overhead perspective behind the participants.

• Audio recordings: Two audio streams were recorded, one from the lightweight radio headset

microphone, and another from two directional microphones covering the area in front of the

system.

• Questionnaires: For the personality traits, participants completed the German version [49] of

the NEO-Five Factor Inventory (NEO-FFI) by Costa & McCrae [31], resulting in scores for

neuroticism, extraversion, openness, agreeableness, and conscientiousness with integer values

ranging from 0 to 48. For measuring their affinity towards technical devices, they filled out the

TA-EG (Technology Affinity – Electronic Devices) questionnaire [71], resulting in scores for

enthusiasm, competence, as well as negative and positive attitude with floating-point values

ranging from 1.0 to 5.0.
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Modality Labeling of Data: To obtain the values for the type of modality used in a selection’s input

expression, each subject’s recording (audio and video) was labeled using the video annotation tool

ANVIL [73]. As a result, each selection performed by a participant got one of the following labels:

• Speech, e. g. just saying: "The rightmost one"

• Gesture, e. g. just pointing at an object

• Touch, e. g. just touching the object of choice

• Any multimodal combination of the above,

e. g. Speech+Gesture when using a complementary expression like "this one" together with a

pointing gesture.

Statistical Analysis: For the statistical analysis, solely non-parametric tests were applied to avoid

the risk of falsely assuming normal distributions. Dependencies between the adopted input modali-

ties and the way selections are presented were calculated using the Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-

rank test. For correlations between the input modalities and personality traits or technology affinity,

Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient was used. Significance of gender differences was analyzed

with Mann-Whitney U tests. The applied level of significance was 5% across all tests.

Limitations: The chosen experimental design described above and the participants’ demographics

have some limitations that one should bear in mind when assessing the results. Embedding the

selection tasks into the other tasks indeed prevented repetitive tasks and distracted subjects from

the way of performing a selection. On the other hand, some influence on the adoption of input

modalities cannot be excluded, since some of the other tasks promoted the use of specific input

modalities (e. g. mathematical word problems had to be solved using speech). Nevertheless, this

influence was minimized as far as possible by an even ratio of tasks to be performed by speech and

touch. With an average age of 21.9 years and a standard deviation of 2.4 years, the participants

are quite young. Also the educational background is very homogenous with nearly half of them

being medical students. As interaction with technical systems certainly depends on habit and daily

experience of the observed population, statistical inference on the parent population of users seems

difficult. Additionally, the validity period of such a user study’s results is limited, as technology

progresses and market penetration of standards changes. It is reasonable, for instance, that nearly all

participants had previous experience with touch screen devices like smartphones, whereas familiarity

with natural voice interaction could still be regarded as quite limited.
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5.1.3 User Specific Factors

This section presents the results and discussions for the user specific factors gathered from the 53

participants that performed 1219 selections during the study. As indicated by the state of knowledge,

the gender specific analysis reveals significant differences, not only in the overall adoption of modal-

ities, but also in the scores of the personality traits (NEO-FFI) and technology affinity (TA-EG). This

underpins the necessity to perform the analyses of the latter factors – in terms of correlations – on

a per gender basis. For both genders, significant and new findings are reported that substantially

extend the state of knowledge.

The Role of Gender

[142]Percentaged usages of modalities differ greatly between male and female participants. Figure 5.3

illustrates these differences. While females highly favor touch interaction to select objects (82.7%

touch, 10.1% speech, 4.7% gesture), males tend to use other modalities way more often (42.8%

touch, 33.4% speech, 17.9% gesture). Multimodal ways of input for selection tasks are quite rare for

both genders. The mean numbers of touch, speech, and gesture modalities differ highly significant

(N = 26m/27f, Mann Whitney: U = 152.5, p < .001; U = 184, p = .002; U = 225.5, p = .01).
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Figure 5.3: Mean percentages of modality use for male and female subjects performing a selection
(taken from [142], c© OpenInterface Association 2012, with permission of Springer).

Regarding the role of gender, a remarkable influence is certifiable. Wasinger and Krüger’s findings

from retrospective interviews that women feel less comfortable using speech [170] are confirmed
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with the real interactions in the present study. Women’s reliance on touch was much greater than

that of males. While 83% of all female selections were done by touch, males performed more

selections by speech and gesture (51% altogether) than by touch (43%). This shows, that males tend

to use different input possibilities much more often than females do. Analyzed on a user individual

basis, 63% of the female subjects never used speech, so did only 27% of the males.

What holds for both genders is the fact that multimodal inputs were rarely used and that touch

input was the preferred input modality when performing the selections. This could have multiple

reasons. First of all, the selections in the study were quite simple, probably too simple to promote

multimodal inputs. This is in line with the findings of Jöst et al. [68] and Oviat et al. [116], that

already reported lower uses of multimodality on simple tasks with a low cognitive load. Another

factor could be the participant’s demographics. The fact that all participants were quite young and

probably used to touch screen technology, could have promoted the use of touch input even further.

A third factor could be the situational context in terms of (perceived) level of privacy during the

study that is already proven to have a momentous influence (cf. [68, 128, 170]). Although subjects

were on their own during the interaction, one cannot foreclose that the knowledge about the audio

and video recordings and the clearly visible technical equipment led to some feeling of surveillance

similar to situations were strangers are in presence. This could additionally have led to lower usage

rates of speech and gesture inputs in the study, than one could expect in real private contexts.

Gender differences in personality traits and technology affinity:

[142] Figures 5.4 and 5.5 show the results of the NEO-FFI and TA-EG questionnaires for male and female

participants. Throughout all personality traits of the NEO-FFI, females score higher values then

males (similar to the German Norm [75]), although only the difference in agreeableness is significant

(N =26m/27f, Mann Whitney: U = 206, p = .01). Within the technology affinity scores of the TA-

EG, the situation is contrary with males scoring higher than females throughout all values. The male

scores for excitement and competence are notably higher with significant differences (N = 26m/27f,

Mann Whitney: U = 70, p < .001 and U = 223, p = .02).

Personality Traits

Can personality traits serve as a predictor for the adoption of input modalities? To answer this

question, correlation analyses on the results of the NEO-FFI questionnaire have been performed.

Due to the differences in modality usage rates and the mean NEO-FFI scores, separate analyses were

performed for each gender. Outliers within the NEO-FFI scores were removed from the data (two
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Figure 5.4: NEO-FFI values for male and female subjects (taken from [142], c© OpenInterface As-
sociation 2012, with permission of Springer).
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female subjects, cf. Figure 5.4). Since correlations need a fair amount of data to give meaningful

results, only those input modalities were taken into account that did not merely consist of outliers.

Thus, touch, speech, and gesture modalities were analyzed for males and only touch for females.

[142] For the all-female group of participants, there is no significant correlation between any of the per-

sonality traits and the number of selections per touch. For the male subjects, there are positive

correlations between extraversion and openness and the number of speech uses, which are statisti-

cally significant by Spearman’s rank correlation (N = 26, rs(24) = .429, p = .029 for extraversion;

rs(24) = .391, p = .048 for openness). Figure 5.6(a) and Figure 5.6(b) illustrate these ties.
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(a) Extraversion as a predictor for the use of speech for male
subjects. The regression line shows the positive relationship.
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(b) Openness as a predictor for the use of speech for male
subjects. The regression line shows the positive relationship.

Figure 5.6: Personality traits of male users correlate with speech use (subfigures taken from [142],
c© OpenInterface Association 2012, with permission of Springer).

So personality traits can be a predictor of modality use, at least for males. The higher the values for

extraversion and openness, the higher is the probability of using speech to select objects. So it seems

that the findings of De Angeli et al. [35] and Reis et al. [128], that computer experts tend more to test

a system and available input modalities, could be generalized to the extraversion and openness of

users. Another possible explanation could be, that the need to feel in a private context for adopting

speech input is not so pronounced for such kind of users. Such ties could not be proven for females,

since their use of speech was too rare, but it seems reasonable to expect similar behavior.
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Technology Affinity

Similar to the personality traits, gender-specific correlation analyses were performed on the results

of the TA-EG questionnaire measuring the technology affinity of a person. Again, outliers within

the TA-EG scores were removed (three male and two female subjects, cf. Figure 5.5). The same

input modalities were taken into account, i. e. touch, speech, and gesture for males, and only touch

for females.

[142]This time, no significant correlations exist for male subjects. However, female subjects show a

significant positive correlation between competence and the number of selections via touch (N = 25,

rs(23) = .421, p = .036). At the same time, there is a significant negative correlation for negative

attitude and the use of touch (N = 27, rs(25) = -.461, p = .016). Figure 5.7(a) and Figure 5.7(b)

illustrate these ties.
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Figure 5.7: Technology affinity values of female users correlate with touch use (subfigures taken
from [142], c© OpenInterface Association 2012, with permission of Springer).

So women show an interesting correlation between the competence and negative attitude scores

of the TA-EG questionnaire. While competence slightly increases the probability of touch input,

negative attitude clearly reduces it. The positive correlation of competence and touch input could be a

consequence of practice, as women familiar with using state of the art technology like touch enabled

smart phones, are likely to judge themselves as being more competent with electronic devices. The
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inverse could lead to the fact that negative attitude reduces the frequency of touch inputs. A more

direct, but also more speculative explanation could be a reduced willingness of women to directly

interact with something they do not like by physically touching it. It remains unclear, why such

significant correlations could not be found for male subjects.

5.1.4 System Specific Factors

As indicated in the state of knowledge, the system and its way to present a task can have a momentous

influence on modality adoption. In the present study with the basic task of a selection, three aspects

of presentation are studied: The modality of the task description, the presentation of the selection

items (in terms of labelling), and the distinguishability of the items. The analyses for these three

factors presented in the following reveal much smaller influences than could be expected from the

state of knowledge.

Task Description

[142] The task description was realized as text on the screen, e. g. "Select one, please!", as a verbal sys-

tem output "Which apple do you want?", or in a mixed way. Four tasks (two matched pairs) were

selected for the analysis: two of which had a purely spoken task description, the other two had a tex-

tual description. As illustrated in Figure 5.8, the touch interaction predominates the other modalities

under both conditions. Nevertheless, the mean percentage of selections per user via touch decreases

from 61.3% for the textual description to 52.8% for the spoken one. At the same time, speech inter-

action percentages increase from 22.6% to 34.9%. The Wilcoxon test reveals, that these differences

are significant (N =53, speech: Z = -2.71, p = .007; touch: Z = -2.18, p = .029). The other moda-

lities, gesture and multimodal ones, show no significant changes. A per gender analysis shows no

significances, due to the sample sizes becoming too small when only analyzing four tasks.

These findings roughly correspond to those of Bellik et al., namely that speech output promotes

speech input [8], although the effect is less pronounced in the present study.

Item Labelling

[142] Investigating, if the presence or absence of textual labels on the selection objects has an influence on

the use of input modalities, four tasks (two matched pairs that offered the same apples) were selected

for analysis. Two tasks contained visible labels (one with alphabetical labels and one with textual
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labels) while the other two showed no labels. [142]The average percentages of used selection modalities

for both conditions do not significantly differ from each other. In both cases, touch interaction

clearly predominates the other modalities in usage percentages with 63.2% in labeled and 65.1% in

unlabeled conditions, respectively. With 22.6% and 19.8% usage, the values for the speech modality

differ only slightly, likewise for the gesture modality with 11.3% and 10.4%. Again, the usage of the

other modalities and multimodal combinations is only marginal. Again, per gender analysis gives

no further insights.

Although the task of selecting an item is very different from the form-filling used by De Angeli

et al. [35], their results suggest a much greater difference in modality adoption than was observed

between both conditions. When there were visible labels, one could have expected more frequent

use of speech or multimodal inputs, since they did not require to move into arm’s reach.

Distinguishability of Items

To test, if the distinguishability of selection objects has any influence on the user’s applied modality,

four tasks with discriminable objects and four tasks with objects hard to differentiate were chosen for
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comparison. While the former contained (any kind of) labels and different apples, the latter consisted

of unlabeled identical apples or different apples presented in black-and-white only. Similar to the

labelling only analysis, subjects show no significant change in modality use. However, the use of

speech increases slightly from 20.8% for not discriminable items to 24.1% for discriminable items,

since this made verbal description very easy. The overall usage distributions are as follows: 63.2%

touch, 20.8% speech, 12.7% gesture, and 3.3% others for the tasks with not discriminable objects.

For the tasks with discriminable objects the results are: 61.8% touch, 24.1% speech, 11.3% gesture,

and 2.8% others. Per gender analysis does not reveal any significance, either.

5.1.5 Discussion

The presented study extends the state of knowledge on modality adoption by several aspects. First,

the gender differences are greater than expected. Not only do genders differ in their general adoption

of modalities, but they also show interesting intra-gender effects regarding technology affinity and

personality traits. Second, the influence of presentation was found to be less pronounced than indi-

cated by previous research. Though the used output modalities affect the adopted input modalities

for the selection task (i. e. speech output promotes speech input), other factors of presentation, like

labelling and the general ability to directly name an item, show only marginal influences and seem

to be superposed by the natural affordance of the task to use touch input.

In summary, the study reveals that there is no simple set of factors to robustly predict a user’s input

modality, and that the interdependencies between factors are more complex than presumed, even for

such a simple task as selecting an item. Additionally, there are a lot more characteristics of a user

not explicitly focused in the study that could be of importance, e. g. age, expertise, level of education

and so on. This leads to the conclusion, that there may never be a way to robustly predict what input

modality (or modalities) a user will choose to perform a task, only rough estimates for frequencies

of use seem reasonable. Although the knowledge of user-sided preferences can be of value in the

overall design of interactive systems, it seems inapplicable in designing a user-adaptive input fusion,

since frequencies of use derived from such “external” factors cannot be taken as plausibility for a

single input. What remains, is investigating ways of system-sided adaptation derived from directly

observing user behavior when performing multimodal inputs, as described in the following section.
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5.2 System-Sided Adaptation

As became clear in the previous section, the mere knowledge about the adoption of modalities by

a user is insufficient for deciding if an input is intended or not. Consequently, efforts should not

focus on the fact that modalities are used, but how modalities are used by an individual. With the

so called integration patterns, there is already some evidence, that user’s multimodal input behavior

is distinctive and even stable over time. These patterns are identified using only information that is

already available during normal interaction, i. e. using temporal information from the interaction his-

tory of a user. In the following state of knowledge section, such integration patterns in their original

definition by Oviatt et al. are described and related literature, that sometimes reveals contradictory

findings, is presented. Concluding from that, a study on interaction histories – again for the basic

task of selections – is described. The results of the study show, that integration patterns with their

simple classification scheme are inadequate for such kind of basic interactions. Instead, the behavior

of a user has to be assessed on an individual basis. In addition, the study investigates errors that

occur during multimodal interaction, resulting in a novel classification of error types.

From these findings, an approach for adapting to individual interaction histories is proposed and

integrated into the fusion system of this work. Evaluation is carried out using a realistic smart-

watch scenario with a controlled induction of input errors, that proves significant benefits of the

approach. The final discussion section then critically reviews the results and gives suggestions for

future directions of research.

Note that Sections 5.2.1 to 5.2.4 are based on work already published in [140], while Sections 5.2.5

and 5.2.6 are an updated and extended version of work published in [138, 139].

5.2.1 State of Knowledge

There has been a number of research investigating temporal alignment of inputs during multimodal

interaction with different modalities and tasks at hand. These are presented in the following and

open issues are summarized at the end.

Oviatt et al. were the first to coin the term multimodal integration pattern [115]. Such an integration

pattern classifies a user’s combined use of two modalities (e.g. speech and pen) – be it complemen-

tary or redundant – as either sequential or simultaneous. A combination is called sequential, when

there is no temporal overlap of the multimodal signal intervals, and it is called simultaneous, when

they do overlap. In practical terms, the temporal gap between the on- and offsets of the two involved
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modalities is calculated. A positive temporal gap then means sequential integration, a negative one

means simultaneous integration, as depicted in Figure 5.9. Furthermore, a user can be categorized

as being either predominantly sequential or simultaneous integrators, if 60% or more of the users

multimodal integrations belong to the same category. When a user shows less preference for one

type of integration, it is categorized as being non-dominant.

Modalities Temporal	  Gap Integration	  Pattern

simultaneous
Speech

Pen

sequential
Speech

Pen
≥	  0

<	  0

Figure 5.9: Sequential and simultaneous integration of two combined input modalities.

[140] In [116, 117, 119] speech and pen input behavior is investigated according to different aspects. The

task at hand in all three publications is a major flood, where users had to coordinate emergency

resources using a map display. The subtasks involved multimodal placing of items (“place a barge

here”, while pointing at a location), specification of movement routes and several others. In [117]

the consistency of users within their dominant pattern is reported to be very high (97%) and quite

resistant against selective reinforcement via manipulated error rates of the opposite pattern. The

generated errors were of unspecific type, i. e. the users were only told, that the system was unable

to understand the previous input. In [116] the consistency of integration patterns is reported to be

93.5% and Oviatt et al. conclude, that even if users like the ability to use multimodal inputs, they

don’t always do, when given the choice. In [119] it is shown for the same tasks and modalities, that

integration patterns are even stable over time (three sessions over a time period of four to six weeks).

Integration patterns are also investigated in [63, 64], where machine learning based approaches to

predict a user’s integration pattern were presented, based on the data of [116]. It is shown that 15

samples per user are enough to predict a user’s integration pattern with an accuracy of 81%, so

integration patterns can be detected relatively fast, even in an automated way.

Lee and Billinghurst [83] performed an experiment involving speech and gesture for a multimodal

augmented reality system, where users had to alter the color, shape, and position of 3D objects. The

results of their WoZ experiment show that speech input usually consists of short commando-like

inputs. Referring to input timings, in 94% of all multimodal inputs, gesture was preceding speech
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input and the gesture was held several seconds longer after the speech input was finished. Although

Lee and Billinghurst did not explicitly analyze it, their reported data clearly suggests a dominant

simultaneous integration pattern for most of the users.

Dey et al. investigated speech and multi-touch input for the manipulation of digital photos [37].

[140]

The users had to perform a fixed sequence of manipulation tasks, where touch input was limited to

selection of photos and issuing a fixed increase or decrease of the size by performing a pinch gesture.

Speech input was also limited to a fixed set of commands, like “rotate clockwise”, or “zoom in”. In

contrast to the WoZ experiments mentioned before, a completely autonomous system was realized.

For the chosen tasks, multimodal input was less popular than unimodal input using a touch only

interface for comparison. Dey et al. did not calculate integration patterns as defined by Oviatt et al.,

but instead measured the temporal gap between the onsets of speech and touch input. Most users

performed the speech command after the touch command (72%) with a large overall variance of

about ± 1500 milliseconds. Further insights, e.g. on the inter-individual differences between users,

or the intra-individual consistency in input behavior of a single user, are not reported.

In [53] speech and single touch inputs are investigated for the task of placing different object types on

a specific location of a map from a military scenario. The main measures, that may be relevant, are

the input order (touch before speech, or speech before touch) and the time distances between the two

modalities. The analyzed 11 participants split up into two groups, namely those, that always started

with speech input (7), and those that always started with touch input (4). None of them changed

the input order during the experiment. Regarding the time distances between the two inputs, touch-

first participants exhibited significantly lower temporal gaps to the speech input, than speech-first

participants exhibited to the touch input. User’s individual consistency was not analyzed. In contrast

to the findings of Oviatt et al., where typically simultaneous integration patterns were much more

often observed, here, all of the inputs were sequential ones. Haas et al. [53] conclude that this may

be due to the fact, that their tasks involved much shorter (command-like) speech inputs than those of

Oviatt et al.

Summing up, these experiments indicate different – depending on the involved modalities and tasks

– but quite consistent user behavior. This not only applies to the order of multimodal inputs, but also

to the temporal alignment between them. As already assumed by Oviatt et al. in [119], it should

be possible to use such temporal information to create a multimodal input fusion system that uses

adaptive temporal thresholds to increase the overall robustness and performance of a system. Al-

though this idea is mentioned by other researchers as well [37, 53], still little is known about what

information is actually relevant for which tasks – be it input orders, onset distances, integration pat-
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terns or some other metrics – and how such an adaptation should be actually realized. Furthermore,

there seems no clear understanding of the types of errors that occur during multimodal interaction

and that should be avoided by such an adaptation.

5.2.2 User Study on Interaction Histories

In order to to get a deeper understanding of what type of temporal information is actually relevant,

e. g. for such a basic task as a selection, and what types of errors can occur during multimodal

interaction, a dedicated user study is necessary. The presented study is using a gamified selection

task to keep the participants motivated over a lot of similar inputs, and provides touch and speech

input modalities that had to be used in a complementary input expression. Before the results are

presented in the upcoming sections, this section describes the applied research method.

Task and System

The participants were sitting in front of a touch screen that presented a matrix of numbered geometric

shapes (circles, triangles, etc.) that could either be red, blue or green. The task was to find the one

object that exhibited a unique combination of shape and color, while the other objects shared shape

and color at least once. Participants were asked to indicate the location as well as the color of

this unique object as quickly as possible, enforced by a ticking clock sound and the decrease of

a time/money bar. A timer, indicating the remaining time left and money to be won, was shown

on the side of the screen corresponding to the participants dominant hand, while three buttons in

the three aforementioned colors were depicted on the other side (see Figure 5.10). Input could

be given by using exclusive touch (touching of the object plus the corresponding color button),

exclusive speech (naming the position number of the object and its color), or a combination of those

modalities (touching the object and naming its color or vice versa). Thus, the input resembled an

abstract version of a multimodal interaction that involves a selection and a command on the selected

object. The faster the participants completed the task the more money they earned. When they

indicated a false location or color, they did not get any money for this particular turn.

The system was realized as a fully functional system with components for automatic speech recog-

nition (ASR) and touch input that provided the input fusion component with single events for color

or location, containing temporal on-and offsets, together with a confidence value. After fusion, a

combined event was forwarded to the actual application that reacted accordingly with positive or

negative audiovisual feedback before proceeding to the next task. Further technical details of the

system are out of scope here, but can be found in [140].
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Figure 5.10: A user in front of the system indicating the individual item’s location using touch and

its color by using speech (taken from [140], c© 2014 ACM).

Participants

[140]42 volunteers, 33 male and 9 female, participated in the experiment and were paid according to their

success in the game (between 10.75 and 16.30 Euro). 88.1% of the participants were right handed.

The average age in the participant pool is 27.17 (standard deviation, SD = 9.18) with the youngest

participant being 16 and the oldest being 63. 95.2% had prior experience with multi-touch interfaces

like smartphones or tablets. One participant’s data was not usable, because of an extreme low speech

recognition rate.

Experimental Procedure

After giving his/her demographic information, each participant was introduced to the system and

the game mechanics through trial runs for all possible multimodal combinations before the actual

experiment started. The experiment was split into two separate blocks. The first block of the exper-

iment (“history” block) consisted of 90 trials, which in turn were segmented into three parts with

increasing task difficulty (3x3, 4x4, and 5x5 sized object matrix). All tasks within the first block had

to be solved with a specific modality combination in a between subject design, resulting in eleven

participants using location-touch + color-speech, and ten using either speech-only, touch-only, or

location-speech + color-touch, respectively. The second block of the experiment (“free interaction”

block) then presented 45 trials with randomized difficulty in which the participant had a free choice

of which modalities to use.
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Data Recording

[140] All system components (ASR, touch, fusion and application) contributed to a central XML-based

log file with all their relevant events. Video was recorded from a third person’s perspective (cf. Fig-

ure 5.10) and frontal from on top of the screen. Audio was recorded separately from the headset

microphone and the system’s audio output.

Acquired Variables and Labeling of Data

The following variables were extracted from each participant’s log file: Event times with on- and

offsets for each modality’s single input events; the modality combination of the fused combined

inputs (location-touch + color-speech, location-speech + color-touch, speech-only, touch-only). In

addition, the data was semi-automatically labeled for the following information: system behavior as

intended by user; error type; actual intended input (when available in the event-log).

5.2.3 Integration Patterns and Individual Behavior

The data from the “history” block is used as basis for analyzing the temporal behavior. It contains

90 tasks for each of the 41 users, that were instructed to use one of the four modality combinations

throughout the entire block. From these overall 3690 interactions, those 3317 where the intended

inputs were correctly recognized by the system represent the actual interaction history discussed in

this section.

As stated in the related work (cf. Section 5.2.1), Oviatt et al.’s multimodal integration patterns may

be a distinctive measure for any user’s multimodal interaction behavior. Table 5.1 shows the inte-

gration patterns for the eleven users that were instructed to give the location input via touch and the

color input via speech. While all eleven users can be categorized as being either simultaneous or

sequential integrators (i. e. more than 60% of inputs were uttered in the respective manner), the av-

erage consistency of 84.5% is considerably lower than those reported by Oviatt et al. (97% in [117],

93.5% in [116] and 95-96% in [119]). This means that for some users, the overall categorization can

be quite misleading. User 9 for example performed about a third of his/her inputs in the opposite

way as suggested by his/her overall categorization. Calculation of integration patterns for the other

modality combinations shows similar results with only moderate internal consistencies (location-

speech + color-touch: 86.6%, touch-only: 88.5%), except for speech-only inputs, as they naturally

can only be performed in a sequential manner and therefore have a consistency of 100% with only

sequential integrators.
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User
% simultaneous

constructions
% sequential
constructions

37 100.0 0.0
29 93.4 6.6
17 92.0 7.9
1 91.7 8.3
25 84.6 15.4
21 82.5 17.5
5 82.2 17.8
13 64.5 35.5
9 32.8 67.2
33 27.5 72.5
41 1.2 98.8

SIM integrators

SEQ integrators

Average Consistency: 84.5%

Table 5.1: Simultaneous and sequential integrators with modality combination location-touch +
color-speech (cf. [140]). The average consistency is considerably lower compared to those
reported in literature [116, 117, 119].

At least for the modalities and relatively short inputs of this experiment, it seems that integration

patterns are not distinctive enough to be used as a basis for an individual adaption. Even if a pre-

dominantly simultaneous integrator such as user 5 performs a sequential input, the system should

usually accept it, otherwise almost every fifth input (17.8%) would be falsely rejected. The same

holds true for the order of inputs that Haas et al. [53] found to be very stable, for example. For the

given experiment, the data shows no clear distinctiveness either. When dividing participants into

groups that predominantly (>60% of all inputs) started with the color input, and those that predomi-

nantly started with the location input, four users showed no dominant order, while 15 predominantly

started with color and 22 with location inputs. Similar to the results of calculating integration pat-

terns, a good portion of users (24.4% of the 41 participants) showed a consistency of less than 80%.

These results indicate that a simple classification of users into few classes can generally not be used

to represent typical user behavior and that a more detailed analysis is required. One idea is to use the

actual temporal distributions of metrics that can be built from the onsets and offsets of multimodal

inputs. One metric that is also used for integration patterns is the temporal gap between two inputs,

i. e. the time difference between the offset of the first input and the onset of the second input. Another

one could be the onset distance between two inputs. Figure 5.11 shows the actual distributions of

both metrics between the location and color inputs for the same users as in Table 5.1. As one can

see, these distributions highly differ between users.
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Figure 5.11: Histograms for users with modality combination color-speech + location-touch clearly
show the individuality of users (taken from [140], c© 2014 ACM).

There are a number of metrics that can be built from two inputs with their respective onsets and

offsets. Figure 5.12 shows five simple metrics based on the distance between two timestamps, and

an idea for a more complex metric called Integration Index. It is different from the other metrics, as

it is a relative measure for the position (center) of the shorter input related to the whole time interval

of the longer input. This way, it comprises more information in a single value than the other metrics.

Note that the three distance-based metrics can be calculated in two different ways, i. e. either using

their absolute values or with algebraic signs.

The basic idea of an individual adaption is then to use the distributions of such metrics to identify

unusual inputs as errors and then either ignore them or react accordingly. The next section provides

a classification of errors that can occur during multimodal interaction, before the actual approach for

detecting such errors and its evaluation are presented.
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Figure 5.12: Six different metrics created from the onset and offset information of two input inter-
vals (cf. [140]).

5.2.4 Error Types of Multimodal Input

For the analysis of error types, data from the “free interaction” block of the study consisting of

1845 trials is used to ensure unbiased results that are not influenced by prescribing the way of

multimodal inputs as in the “history” block. Video analysis and manual labeling show that there

are situations in which the system did not behave as intended by the users. This applies to 4.9%

(90 cases) of all inputs on average, ranging up to 17.8% for some individuals. This overall quite good

performance can be attributed to the efforts spent on making sensory inputs (esp. speech inputs) as

robust as possible. E.g. the users had to use a dedicated high quality headset microphone for voice

input, different speech recognition profiles were used for female and male participants and there was

effectively no ambient noise. In a more realistic setting, one could expect a considerably higher

error rate. Taking a deeper look on the video data, the following types of errors were identified, that

mostly stem from erroneous sensor inputs:

False negatives: This happens, when the system does not react at all or is too unconfident on an

intended input. The user has to repeat the input using the same or even other modalities.

False positives: This happens, when system reacts upon an event in the environment (e. g. noise)

or an action of the user that was not intended as input. This can even trigger a totally wrong

action.
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Conflicts: This is a special case of the false positive error, where a correctly recognized input

of the user is disturbed by a false positive from another sensor. Lacking any information to

resolve it, the current system implementation discards both contradicting inputs, so that the

user has to repeat the intended input.

Misunderstandings: The system reacts on an intended input in an unintended way. This happens,

when the system (e. g. a sensor) misinterprets an input. As with false positives, this can trigger

a totally wrong action.

Other: This category contains unclear error types, like a combination of two or more errors from

above, as well as user initiated errors. These can be for example self corrections, that are

missed by the system, or incomplete inputs by the user.

Figure 5.13 shows the frequency of each error type within the “free interaction” block of the exper-

iment. Although these frequencies certainly depend on the task and system used, as well as on the

environmental conditions, the given five error types are expected to cover all relevant errors that can

occur during any multimodal input interaction. It is already shown in [140], that an off-line approach

based on a perfect interaction history (taken from the “history” block of the experiment) can be used

to detect such error types and a potential reduction of the error rate from overall 4.9% to 1.2% is

reported on the data of the “free interaction” block. A refined complete approach suitable for on-line

processing at runtime is presented in the next section.
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Figure 5.13: Frequency per error type within the “free interaction” block. False negative is by far
the most occurring error (taken from [140], c© 2014 ACM).
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5.2.5 Adapting to Individual Histories

The basic idea of using a known individual temporal interaction history of different metrics (cf. Sec-

tion 5.2.3) is to only allow inputs that are in line with such a history. In contrast to using temporal

windows or predefined hard temporal constraints as in the state of the art of Chapter 2 – and comple-

menting the temporal fading of the fusion approach presented in Chapter 4 – the goal is to develop a

more intelligent and in particular an adaptive way of temporal constraints. The following describes

the developed approach and its realization with the input fusion of this work, before it is evaluated

in the upcoming section.

First of all, using an interaction history for individual adaption can be applied to any input fusion

system, as long as the following prerequisites are met:

• The current user must be identified.

• The input fusion must maintain time intervals of input’s onsets and offsets, and actual event

times (i. e. when the input event was finally raised) to provide the interaction history with the

necessary data.

• These timestamps must be respected within the fusion process, including the ability to deal

with delayed events (potentially requiring some form of rewind).

• Input sensors ideally provide those onsets and offsets, although single timestamps (e.g. offsets

only) are also applicable, albeit reducing the number of possible metrics.

• All components involved must be time synchronized, i. e. provide timestamps relatable to a

global time base.

• Input sensors should maintain a buffer of their raw input data covering a few seconds, to

be able to reprocess their data and search for missed events when requested (false negative

detection).

The input fusion approach of this work can be used as is (cf. Section 4.5.1), except for the required

identification of the current user. This is currently signaled by a manually created message within

the message broker system. Before describing the actual use of an interaction history, it should

be clarified what such a history looks like. Once the current user is known, an interaction history

is stored as an XML-file that contains multimodal input data in a record specific for the user, the

application, and the combination of inputs. It consists of identifyers for each single input event and

the respective sensory source, and the event time with relative onsets and offsets. Note that there is

no need to store actual distributions of specific temporal metrics, as these are calculated at runtime.
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<InteractionHistory xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:noNamespaceSchemaLocation="InteractionHistory.xsd">

<User ID="007">
<Application ID="PutThatThere">

<CombinedInput ID="ObjectReference">
<Inputs ID="Gesture=Pointing+Speech=Deixis">

<Input Time="704094">
<Event ID="Deixis" SourceID="Speech"

Time="704094" Onset="-1193" Offset="-663"/>
<Event ID="Pointing" SourceID="Gesture"

Time="703034" Onset="-773" Offset="-58"/>
</Input>
<Input Time="746534">

<Event ID="Deixis" SourceID="Speech"
Time="746534" Onset="-1063" Offset="-653"/>

<Event ID="Pointing" SourceID="Gesture"
Time="746373" Onset="-850" Offset="-50"/>

</Input>
</Inputs>

</CombinedInput>
</Application>

</User>
</InteractionHistory>

Listing 5.1: An exemplary interaction history for user “007” containing two multimodal inputs for
a “Put That There” application. Inputs are combined from verbal Deixis events (such
as “That", “This”, etc.) originating from a speech sensor and Pointing events from a
gesture sensor. Timestamps are given in milliseconds. For the corresponding XML
Schema, see Listing A.4 in the Appendix.

Also the data of the inputs or their combinations is not required in such a record. Listing 5.1 shows

an exemplary record containing two fused inputs for an application that makes use of complementary

multimodal expressions consisting of a verbal deictic reference combined with a pointing gesture.

Recalling the error types of multimodal input given the previous section, namely false negatives,

false positives, conflicts, and misunderstandings, the latter ones can not directly be detected, since

their temporal relations are usually totally valid and don’t differ from normal inputs. The other error

types can be detected before and after the fusion process as depicted in Figure 5.14 and described in

the following.

History Initialization and Maintenance (Figure 5.14 a©)

Starting with an empty history, every successfully fused multimodal input is being stored in the

history (see Listing 5.1), creating a new record for the user, the application, and the input combi-

nation when necessary, making the history’s implementation application independent and reusable.

The actual distributions for specific metrics are not stored directly in the history, but computed on-

the-fly, reducing storage needs and increasing flexibility, as used metrics can be changed anytime.

Whenever updated with a new record, the mean and standard deviation (SD) for each implemented

metric is computed. Currently, the six metrics from Figure 5.12 are implemented, using absolute
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Figure 5.14: The process of using an interaction history surrounding the input fusion to detect and
recover from multimodal input errors (cf. [139]).

values for the distance-based metrics. To keep these metric specific distributions up to date, prevent

them from becoming too broad, and exclude extreme outliers, they are then constrained by 1.5∗SD.

In consequence, inputs yielding a too high deviation from the mean are excluded from processing.

Before being actually used, the distributions must of course contain a high enough number of SD-

constrained inputs. Currently, a heuristic threshold of 20 entries per metric is used, before the history

is activated within the fusion process and applied in the following processing steps.

False Negative detection (Figure 5.14 b©)

Whenever a sensor input arrives that can be part of a combined input, the maximum event distance

stored in the history is calculated (independent of the implemented metrics). When no further input

for combination arrives up to that time, a false negative is assumed and the potential input sensors are

requested to reprocess their data in the time window given by the history data. Such a reprocessing

should happen with heightened sensitivity to increase the chance of detecting the previously missed

input.

Conflict resolution (Figure 5.14 c©)

When the input fusion component has completed its processing and detects a conflict between two

unimodal inputs that cannot be combined with each other but with another third input, the interaction

history can be used to automatically resolve such a conflict and decide on the correct coupling. First,

the system has to wait for the third input the two contradicting inputs can both be fused with. Then,

what is needed, is a measure to compare the possible fusion alternatives. For this purpose, the relative
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conformity with the interaction history for each alternative is computed as follows. Given the value

Im of a fused input for a specific metric m and the mean, min and max values Hmean
m , Hmin

m and

Hmax
m of the history for this metric, the conformity is defined as (from [140]):

con(Im) =


1− |H

mean
m − Im|

Hmean
m −Hmin

m

if Im ≤ Hmean
m

1− |Hmean
m − Im|

Hmax
m −Hmean

m

if Im > Hmean
m

(5.1)

So the conformity of a fused input is 1.0 if it exactly meets the mean of the history, becomes 0.0

at the min and max boundaries, and negative outside. The most probable event combination is then

selected by calculating (from [139]):

p = max(con(Im)) ∗ Csi, (5.2)

Where Csi is the confidence score of the doubtful single input event, provided by the respective

unimodal sensor component. max() simply selects the highest conformity of all considered metrics.

The input combination with the higher plausibility p is then considered the intended combined input,

while the other conflicting input is regarded as being a false positive and therefore discarded.

False Positive detection (Figure 5.14 d©)

In the “normal” case, where the input fusion provides a combined result, it is time to check for a

false positive. Using the metrics’ current means (m) and their standard deviations (SDm), the mean

relative deviation d for a fused input is computed as follows:

d =
1

|M |
∑
m

|m− Im|
SDm

∀m ∈M (5.3)

Where M denotes the set of all used metrics m, and Im the input combination’s value for metric m.

A fused input is then considered to contain a false positive, when d > 2. In other words: If the fused

input deviates more than 95% of the known values (i.e. 2 ∗ SD) on average, it is considered not to

be coming from the user and thus must contain a false positive. The threshold for d controls how

well an input in question must fit the history data to be accepted. When a false positive is presumed,

the least probable of both unimodal input events is then considered to be the false positive event and

discarded while the other one remains to be combined with any subsequent input.
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5.2.6 Evaluation

In order to verify the applicability and prove the benefits of the approach, another user-study has

been conducted, whose goals are threefold. First, the implementation of the approach presented in

the previous section is to be evaluated with a realistic application and an induced high enough error

rate as basis for quantitative analyses, including effects on the users’ perceived quality. Second,

the approach is to be compared to the common principle of using a fixed temporal window and to

Oviatt et al.’s idea of integration patterns, in order to quantify the potential benefit of building and

maintaining users’ individual interaction histories. Third, it is still unclear which of the possible

temporal metrics from Figure 5.12 are actually relevant in which variants. While currently only the

absolute values of the six metrics are implemented, the study data should provide further insights on

this question.

To overcome the drawback of the rather abstract scenario of the previous study (cf. Section 5.2.2),

a more realistic smartwatch scenario is chosen for several reasons. First, smartwatches offer very

limited interaction possibilities due to their small screen size, also limiting the usefulness of touch

interactions. That is why they could benefit considerably from multimodal interactions. Second, as

smartwatches are very personal devices, they are a good choice when it comes to user individual

adaption. Third, the typical tasks performed on a smartwatch are short and therefore transferability

of the previous findings in [140] seems reasonable.

Task and System

[139]The basic task chosen is that of quick information retrieval. The most natural way of retrieving this

information is to raise one’s arm and tell the smartwatch which information should be displayed.

Nine different types of information are offered: email inbox, weather status, traffic information,

news headlines, flight status, sports scores, current heart-rate, todays step counter and upcoming

tasks. The multimodal interaction consists of two unimodal interactions: the lifting of the arm and

a speech command specifying the kind of information requested. After several pretests showing

the necessity to keep users involved and avoid routine, the information retrieval was embedded into

a short term memory task, where users had to answer information specific questions as soon as

they lowered their arm (see Figure 5.15). The type of information to retrieve and the answer to the

memory task were realized on one of three displays in the user’s vicinity (see Figure 5.16). For each

task, the next display was chosen randomly, so users had to move from time to time.
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Both input sensors, namely the arm lifting sensor of the smartwatch and the ASR component were

time synchronized via SNTP and provided input onsets and offsets necessary for the interaction

history. Further details on the implementation are out of scope here, but can be found in [139].

flight status

When does the flight depart?

09:00 am
10:15 pm
02:30 pm

Figure 5.15: The basic task used for the user study is a quick information retrieval on a smartwatch
embedded into a short term memory task (taken from [139], c© 2016 ACM).

Figure 5.16: A user answering the question on a previously retrieved information on one of the 3
displays that are chosen randomly for each task (taken from [139], c© 2016 ACM).

Error Induction and User Feedback

[139] In order to induce a high enough error rate for quantitative analysis, pre-recorded speech samples

were played via speakers attached to the platform. The samples consisted of the exact same utter-

ances the user is supposed to perform and were recorded in three different rates of speaking from a

male and a female speaker. Samples were played on a random basis, with random pauses ranging

from 4 to 7.5 seconds between two played samples. Thus, especially the rate of speech false pos-

itives should be raised. False negatives (for speech and arm lifting inputs) and misunderstandings

were not artificially influenced. Note that the system could not produce errors of type conflict, as

those would require semantically equal inputs from different sensors, which was not given in the

applied setting.
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In the now likely event of the watch showing an information not intended by the user, a simple

yet effective way to inform the system was implemented: the user could simply swipe away the

information, as is common in Android Wear. Such feedback towards the system was used in two

ways. The user could directly repeat the speech input for the correct information, without having

to restart the complete interaction, thus avoiding unnecessary arm lowerings and liftings. For the

input fusion system, such feedback was used to prevent the last interaction to be inserted into the

interaction history. This way, the portion of actually correct user inputs in the history is greatly

increased and shortened the time needed for reaching the necessary 20 interactions per metric, before

the interaction history is applied.

Experimental Procedure

[139]Each participant was welcomed and asked to fill out an introductory questionnaire consisting of ba-

sic demographic information (e. g. sex, age, handedness, occupation) and previous experience with

smartwatches. Then, the participant was introduced to the system and the tasks of multimodal infor-

mation retrieval and working memory. Before the experiment was actually started, participants had

the opportunity to practice without the error induction. It is worth mentioning, that their multimodal

input behavior was not constrained in any way and they were told to perform arm liftings and speech

inputs as they please. Although the participants were told that the research is about input errors

that are obviously induced, further details were not given and they were asked to ignore the ambient

sound if possible.

In order to evaluate the performance of the history approach, the experiment was split into four

blocks. In the first block, the interaction history is built up as described in Section 5.2.5, including

the user feedback mechanism. When the history is ready to be applied (usually after about 30 tasks),

the second block with the history being used is started consisting of exactly 20 tasks. In order to

mitigate the risk of users implying a change in system behavior and avoid learning effects, two

counterbalanced blocks of activated/deactivated interaction history followed, again containing 20

tasks each. When the history was deactivated, only the fusion component’s relatively long fixed time

window of 5 seconds was used to constrain combination of multimodal inputs.

After each block, users had to fill out a short questionnaire containing five-point Likert items on the

user’s appraisal of the system’s error rate (“very low”, “low”, “neutral”, “high”, “very high”) and if

she/he is overall satisfied with the system (“disagree”, “somewhat disagree”, “neutral”, “somewhat

agree”, “agree”). The latter was taken from the PSSUQ usability questionnaire [85]. During all four
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blocks, the speech error induction was activated. After the experiment, participants were paid and

the intentions behind the study were explained.

Participants and Data Recording

[139] 20 volunteers that were gathered on the university campus, 17 male and 3 female, successfully com-

pleted the experiment and were paid e 10 and some candy. The average age was 26.3 (SD = 5.5)

with the youngest participant being 21 and the oldest being 44. 9 participants had prior experience

with smartwatch interaction, though none of the participants actually owned one.

All system components (ASR, movement-sensor, input fusion, interaction history, Android Wear

application, and the working memory task component) contributed to a central XML-based log

file with all their relevant events. Video was recorded from a third person’s perspective (cf. Fig-

ure 5.1(b)) using a standard webcam. Speech inputs’ raw audio signal was separately recorded from

the directional microphones. Android Wear raw sensor data (orientation and linear acceleration) was

recorded as well. The recorded log files for each participant were processed by a script for automatic

.csv file generation and for additional manual labelling. The acquired variables are as follows:

• input events with timing information: arm liftings, arm lowerings, speech inputs, and user

feedback

• outputs of fusion and history components: input fusion results, presumed false positives, false

negatives and reprocessing requests.

• outputs of the working memory task component: requested information, correctness of the

given answer

• outputs of the Android Wear application: information type being displayed

• user specific variables: percentage of straightaway successful information retrievals and non

successful attempts for every condition (history/no history) and experimental block

• questionnaire results on the five-point Likert items, with a value range of −2..2

Using this information and the video footage, the actual error types of inputs (false positive, false

negative, misunderstanding, and mixed type) and history decisions (correct acceptance, false rejec-

tion) were manually labeled. In addition, a ground truth for all multimodal inputs was created, where

each possible combination (independent of the decisions of the system) is categorized either as to

accept or to reject by a hypothetical “perfect” error detection mechanism. I. e. actual user inputs (in-

cluding misunderstandings) are marked as to be accepted, whereas false positives and other mixed
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types of errors are to be rejected. Where applicable, the described labelling was conducted for all of

the 4 blocks of the experiment.

Results

With 20 participants, data for a total of 2061 information retrieval tasks containing 2711 multimodal

inputs was available for analysis. The following paragraphs present the results of the study for each

of the three goals. Unless otherwise noted, exact Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-rank test with

correction for ties was used for tests on significant differences, where M = mean, Mdn = median,

p = significance, and r = effect size estimate.

System Performance and User Judgement: System performance can be measured by the

percentage of straightaway successful information retrievals. In order to avoid ordering and learning

effects, the data used here stems from the third and fourth block of the experiment consisting of 20

tasks for each condition (history not used / history used) per user. Figure 5.17 shows the results for

both conditions on a user individual basis.
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Figure 5.17: Boxplots of straightaway successful information retrievals when not using vs. using
the interaction history. The line plot in the background shows the individual results for
each of the 20 users (taken from [139], c© 2016 ACM).

The means of straightaway successful retrievals change from 50.5% when no history is used (Mdn =

50.0%) to 71.8% when the history is used (Mdn = 75.0%). This difference is highly significant with
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p < .001, r = −.99. As shown in the line-plot for each individual, the percentage increased for all

participants except one (red line in Figure 5.17).

An analysis of the mean portions of different error types in the two counterbalanced blocks reveals

the rationale behind the overall better performance. In addition to the known five types of multimodal

input errors (cf. Section 5.2.4), two additional subtypes are used for clarification: false rejections for

inputs that were wrongly presumed as false positives by the interaction history, and lucky false posi-

tives that denote actual false positives that luckily happened to be the same as the user intended. As

shown in Figure 5.18, the percentage of false positives significantly decreases when the history is

used from 35.3% (Mdn = 37.0%) to 12.5% (Mdn = 9.5%) with p < .001, r = −1.03. Of course,

the same holds true for lucky false positives with p < .001, r = −.81. Interestingly, the percentage

of misunderstandings significantly increases from 1.6% when no history is used (Mdn = 0.0%),

to 4.2% when the history component is used (Mdn = 1.8%) with p = .008, r = −.59. The rea-

son for this might be that the more induced speech samples are correctly rejected by the interaction

history component, the more of the actual user inputs are taken into account, some of which were

misunderstood by the ASR. The other error types show now significant changes in their frequency

of occurrence. This includes false negatives that, against expectations, could not be reduced signif-

icantly, even though reprocessing was implemented as described in Section 5.2.5. This may be due

to the used ASR component that provided no means to heighten its sensitivity.

While the above measures are objective, they not necessarily lead to an increased perceived quality.

Figure 5.19 shows the participants’ appraisals of the system’s error rate and overall satisfaction with

the system for both conditions.

[139] The perceived error rate was significantly lower when the history was used (M = −0.5, Mdn =

−1.0) than when it was not used (M = 0.25, Mdn = 0), p = .005, r = −.64. Similarly, the overall

satisfaction increases, albeit not significantly at the 5% level (M = 0.55,Mdn = 0.5 without history

vs. M = 1.0, Mdn = 1.0 with history, p = .057, r = −.43). This may stem from the high rate of

induced errors, that seems to remain at an unsatisfactory high level, even when significantly reduced

by applying the interaction history.

Comparison to a Fixed Temporal Window and Integration Patterns: The second goal

of the study was to compare the interaction history approach to the common principle of using

a fixed temporal window and to using integration patterns. For the temporal window, the onset

distance between two inputs was used as underlying metric, i. e. whenever two inputs start within

the temporal window, they are treated as being valid. The exact value for the temporal window was
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Figure 5.18: Connected bar-plots showing the change of overall error rates between both conditions.
Significant changes are marked according to their level of significance (∗∗ ≤ 0.01,
∗∗∗ ≤ 0.001) (taken from [139], c© 2016 ACM).
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Figure 5.19: Distributions of users’ appraisals of the system’s error rate and overall satisfaction for
both conditions on a five-point Likert scale (taken from [139], c© 2016 ACM).
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taken from the averaged history data of all users at the end of the first block, i. e. the exact same

moment the interaction history was applied the first time. A deviation of 2 ∗ SD was used as the

upper limit of the temporal window, the same threshold that is used to detect false positives in the

history approach (cf. Section 5.2.5). This resulted in a temporal window of 2272 milliseconds.

For the integration patterns, these were also calculated based on the data at the end of the first

block of the experiment. This resulted in twelve participants being predominantly simultaneous

integrators, five being sequential ones, and three having no dominant pattern, with an overall average

consistency of 78%. Whenever an input follows the user’s dominant pattern, it is accepted, and

rejected otherwise. For non-dominant integrators, all inputs are accepted.

The manually labelled ground truth starting from the second block of the experiment provided the

test data for the compared variants. Since the ground truth contains inputs that should either be

accepted or rejected by a perfect system, the analysis can be treated as a binary classification, where

an input could also be either accepted or rejected. This results in each input being either a true

positive (i. e. a correct acceptance), a false positive (i. e. a false acceptance), a true negative (i. e. a

correct rejection), or a false negative (i. e. a false rejection). For the actual comparison, the accuracy

for each variant was calculated, which relates the number of true positives and true negatives to

the total number of inputs. Figure 5.20 shows the results for the individual history approach, the

temporal window, the integration patterns, and additionally the variant where no history is used, i. e.

every input within 5 seconds of temporal fading is accepted.
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Figure 5.20: Boxplots of the accuracies resulting from the ground truth test data of the 20 partici-
pants for the no history, the temporal window, the integration patterns, and interaction
history variants. White diamonds show the means, the circles the individual partici-
pants’ results.
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The individual interaction history scored best with a mean accuracy of 84.7% (Mdn = 86.5%), fol-

lowed by the integration patterns (M = 76.0%,Mdn = 80.0%), the temporal window (M = 75.5%,

Mdn = 76.4%), and the no history variant (M = 61.3%, Mdn = 61.9%). A Friedman’s ANOVA

confirms that the accuracy significantly changes between the contestants, χ2(3) = 42.0, p < .001.

Post hoc tests were used with Bonferroni correction applied. All three variants of constraining inputs

are significantly better than using no history. In addition, there are significant changes between the

interaction history and the temporal window variant (mean rank difference (mrd) = 27.5), but not

compared to the integration patterns variant (mrd = 21.0). The integration patterns variant itself is

also not significantly better than the temporal windows variant (mrd = 6.5). In all cases, the critical

mrd was 21.5 (α = .05 corrected for the number of tests). From this, we can conclude that the

interaction history approach presented in this work is definitely the best choice, and there is a kind

of tie between integration patterns and a fixed temporal window. What is also worth noting is the

huge variance between users in the integration patterns variant, which supports the findings of the

previous study, that integration patterns – i. e. using the dominant form of integration as a classifier

– are often a poor representation of user behavior (cf. Section 5.2.3).

What in fact are the relevant metrics for an interaction history? The third goal of the

study was to shed some light on the relevancy of different metrics. While the above results al-

ready prove strong benefits for the approach using the six implemented metrics, there might be other

variants of the metrics and combinations that could provide even better results. The analyses are

performed like above, i. e. measuring the accuracies provided the ground truth data starting from the

second block of the experiment. Note that this time no tests on significant differences are reported, as

most differences are quite small anyway and with the sheer amount of tests any found significancy on

the 5% level would be suspect of being a type I error (detecting an effect that is not present). As a first

step, one can compare the six implemented metrics taken separately and in any possible combination,

which are 63 in this case. The results are shown in Figure 5.21, where the single metrics, their com-

bination as used in the experiment, and the best scoring combination are compared. From the single

metrics, temporal gap scored best (M = 85.0%, Mdn = 86.5%), even better than the combination

of all six metrics used in the experiment (M = 84.7%, Mdn = 86.5%). Surprisingly, the integration

index, that was intended to be a superior metric, scored worst (M = 78.6%, Mdn = 82.8%), but

still better than using a temporal window or integration patterns (cf. Figure 5.20). The best combina-

tion from all 63 possible combinations of the six metrics is that of temporal gap and center distance

with a mean accuracy of 85.7% (Mdn = 87.8%).
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Figure 5.21: Boxplots of the accuracies for the six implemented metrics taken separately, the im-
plemented combination of all six metrics, and the best scoring combination. White
diamonds show the means, the circles the individual participants’ results.

As already stated previously, the current implementation uses absolute values for the distance-based

metics (onset, offset, and center distance). Therefore, they are insensitive to the ordering of inputs,

although this may bear important information. Using their ordering sensitive variants with algebraic

signs, i. e. always calculate distances relative to a certain modality, may result in even better accura-

cies. Performing the analysis with these variants of metrics – and dropping the inferior integration

index – gives the results shown in Figure 5.22. While the values for total duration and temporal

gap are obviously the same as before, the ordering sensitive variants of the distance metrics perform

considerably better now, with an increase of well over 3% compared to their absolute valued coun-

terparts. Now the best scoring combination of all 31 possible combinations is a triple consisting of

temporal gap, onset distance, and center distance, with a mean accuracy of 88.3% (Mdn = 87.6%)1.

Compared to the metric combination used in the experiment this not only represents an increase of

3.6% in mean accuracy, but also results in a much smaller variance between the users. If the ex-

periment would be conducted with this metric combination, one could expect even better results in

system performance and user judgement than already reported above.

1The interested reader can find the top ten of all 31 possible metric combinations in Figure A.1 in the appendix.
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Figure 5.22: Boxplots of the accuracies with ordering sensitive variants of the five basic metrics, the
combination used in the experiment, and the best scoring combination. White diamonds
show the means, the circles the individual participants’ results.

5.2.7 Discussion

Related literature showed some evidence that user’s exhibited temporal relationships within multi-

modal interactions could be useful for system-sided adaptation to create more robust multimodal

systems. However, the experimental data on a gamified abstraction of selections (cf. Section 5.2.2)

shows, that integration patterns as defined by Oviatt et al. are oversimplified to be suited as a repre-

sentation of a temporal interaction history, at least for such kind of tasks. The overall consistencies

are much lower and show a more divergent characteristic per user than reported in [116, 119]. The

same holds for a user classification based on the order of inputs [37, 53, 83]. None of these simple

measures showed enough consistency, that one could expect a significant reduction of input errors

based on them. Instead, usage of actual temporal distributions (in various metrics based on mul-

timodal event timings) in the form of an interaction history is proposed, as they hold much more

information than the classification-based approaches known so far. In addition, the experimental

data allowed the definition of five basic types of errors that can occur during multimodal interac-

tions.

Based on these findings, an approach for creating and using a temporal interaction history at runtime

was presented, that integrates into the process of input fusion (cf. Section 5.2.5) and is automatically
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applied for any redundant or complementary multimodal input expression that involves two modali-

ties. The interaction history itself is stored as application independent XML-file and built on-the-fly

at runtime. Using a constraint mechanism based on the standard deviations of the used metrics, such

a history can be maintained, even when the user changes her/his temporal behavior over time. The

implemented approach was then evaluated in a realistic smartwatch scenario with complementary

multimodal input expressions, where sensor errors were artificially induced for the speech input by

pre-recorded speech samples. Although this might not be as realistic as in an in-the-wild study, it

still provides a controlled and defined mechanism for error induction in a laboratory environment.

The results not only show significant decreases in error rates, but also clear benefits in actual user

experience. Compared to the well known use of fixed temporal windows found in many approaches

of input fusion, as well as to the notion of integration patterns suggested by Oviatt et al., the pre-

sented approach shows a significant improvement in overall accuracy in differentiating errors from

actual user inputs. This proves the benefits of adapting to individual user behavior and enforces the

assumption that building and maintaining an interaction history is well worth the effort. While the

implemented version used for the evaluation study used a fixed set of six temporal metrics, further

analysis of the data showed that additional metrics, especially those that are sensitive to the order of

inputs, could provide even better results. The best mean accuracy was achieved by a combination

of three metrics (temporal gap, onset distance, and center distance), though this may be specific to

the given task. As a reference, other combinations that performed similarly well can be found in the

appendix (cf. Figure A.1).

However, the approach has some limitations. First, an individual history has to be created before it

can be used for error detection. To overcome this, one could start with a generic history gathered in

advance, before the user’s individual one is applied. Second, the approach presupposes that there are

more successful interactions than those with errors, since only then the temporal distributions are a

good representation of intended interactions. That is why the feedback mechanism was integrated

in the smartwatch scenario that allowed users to explicitly denote erroneous inputs. Third, in case a

user abruptly changes his/her temporal input behavior, the system is likely to falsely reject intended

inputs for quite a while, before distributions have picked up the change. That is why the implemented

system provided a fall-back mechanism, that accepted any same input that was observed twice in

succession (i. e. when the user repeats an input), assuming it could not be a false positive then.

Regarding future work, instead of using a fixed set of metrics for all users, one could imagine to use

an individual set of metrics for individual users, that best describes their temporal behavior. Though

it remains unclear, how such a set could be identified at runtime. Also it remains unclear, if such

an interaction history should be maintained forever (as currently implemented), or whether applying
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some form of sliding window would be preferable. Regarding the calculations on the history data,

there are many aspects that could be subject of further studies. For example, the relationship of the

threshold for constraining the history (1.5 ∗ SD) and the threshold for presuming a false positive

(d > 2, see Equation (5.3)) should be further investigated. Instead of the current approach that

heavily relies on standard deviations, one could also imagine other ways, e.g. using percentiles to

better reflect skewed distributions. Regarding the explicit feedback mechanism used in the evaluation

study, it certainly speeds up the creation and quality of the history data. When no explicit feedback

is available, the history data is certainly less accurate, so that other ways of feedback, such as an

implicit detection through emotion recognition may prove useful, as envisioned in [97]. Going one

step further, instead of using a procedural approach for the error detection as presented here, classical

machine learning approaches such as support vector machines could also prove useful. Future work

should not only explore more tasks and other modalities, but also ways of extending the interaction

history to more than bi-modal inputs and make it available to more complex interactions as well, i. e.

creating an interaction history for sequences of multiple (also unimodal) input expressions.

5.3 Summary

This chapter pursued the second goal of this work, namely progressing the state of knowledge on

users’ modality adoption and exploring ways of adapting to individual usage patterns (cf. Chapter 3)

that resulted in the requirement to account for user individuality (cf. Section 3.2.2). The first part

of the chapter took the user’s perspective and presented the state of knowledge on user sided prefer-

ences for modality use identifying several parameters already known to influence a user’s choice of

input modalities. These include the task at hand, the presentation, and the context, while the users

themselves have been investigated only superficially. This led to a own user study that investigated

the user’s role more throughly within the basic task of selections. The results show that gender plays

a substantial role while the presentation of the selection tasks showed only marginal influence. For

example, females tend to use touch input much more often than males (83% vs. 43%), who like to

adopt more novel ways of input like speech and gesture just as well, rather independent of the way

the system presented the selection objects. Furthermore, differences within genders could be traced

to certain aspects of personality and technology affinity. These findings lead to a much more differ-

entiated understanding of users’ modality adoption and lead to the conclusion, that the prediction of

a user’s modality choice may only be possible on a rough statistical basis. While this can be used in

the design of a system, it is not enough to justify modification of a single input’s plausibility at the

level of input fusion.
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The second part of the chapter then explored ways of system-sided adaptation to observed user be-

havior. While literature already came up with some ideas, e. g. Oviatt et al.’s integration patterns,

or the mere order of modalities during multimodal inputs, their actual use for improving a system’s

robustness remained unclear. A user study that investigated an abstract version of multimodal se-

lections in a gamified setup then revealed not only what kind of errors can occur during multimodal

interactions, but also the inability of the known measures to properly reflect a user’s multimodal be-

havior from a temporal perspective. Based on these findings, an approach for individual adaptation

to a user’s temporal interaction history (in the form of temporal distributions of redundant and com-

plementary multimodal inputs) and its use for detecting and preventing common input errors, like

false negatives and false positives, was developed. The implementation within the process of input

fusion, in an reusable and application independent manner, was then evaluated in another study. This

time, a more realistic scenario of using a personal smartwatch device was employed. Results show

substantial benefits of such an adaptation to user individuality, both in terms of reduced error rates –

increasing the success rate of inputs from 50.5% to 71.8% – as well as users’ perceived satisfaction.

Comparing the accuracy in differentiating errors from actual user inputs, the proposed approach

yields a significantly better result (84.7%) than the usually employed “one fits all” approach of a

fixed temporal window (75.5%) and outperforms integration patterns (76.0%) as well. It is therefore

safe to conclude, that maintaining an individual interaction history is well worth the extra effort.
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Restating the problem given in the introduction, today’s systems provide a lot of intelligence con-

cerning their core functionality, but lack this intelligence at the interface, especially when it comes

to user inputs. The idea of companion technology is to provide the user with an intelligent and

individually adaptive interface, in order to render interaction more intuitive, natural, and therefore

satisfying. Multimodal inputs are the natural method of choice here, as they allow greater expres-

siveness, enhanced flexibility, increased robustness, and are often preferred by users. There are many

approaches enabling multimodal inputs, so-called input fusion engines, however they still lack the

intelligence and robustness companion technology is striving for.

The objective of this work was to provide an approach for input fusion that performs its task of

combining and deciding on all available user inputs in a more sophisticated and robust way compared

to the state of the art, so that it is suited as companion technology. In the long term, this should be

considered a step towards actually deployable multimodal systems that end users truly benefit from.

6.1 Contributions and Limitations

At a glance, the contributions of the work to the state of knowledge on multimodal interaction can

be condensed as:

• Interaction modality as new definition of “modality” for multimodal interaction

• A reference source for multimodal input fusion engines of the past 30 years

• An input fusion approach based on evidential reasoning with GraphML as fusion specification

• An exploration of influencing factors for modality use during selections regarding gender,

personality traits, and technology affinity

• A classification of input errors during multimodal interactions

• A concept of temporal interaction histories for individual user adaptation
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The following paragraphs summarize the conducted work in chronological order, highlight its origi-

nal contributions, and state known limitations in greater detail.

Chapter 1 “Fundamentals” introduced all relevant notions and set the context this work is embedded

into, including the benefits of multimodal interaction known from literature. It provided a new defi-

nition of “modality” called interaction modality, which is based on the concept of input and output

expressions that transfer information via modalities with source and sink interpreters. Accompanied

by a graphical notation, it easily allows the representation of any form of interaction with unimodal,

complementary, and redundant forms of modality use.

The state of the art presented in Chapter 2 not only represents a comprehensive reference source

for multimodal input fusion engines of the past 30 years (cf. Table 2.1), but also identifies com-

mon weaknesses and potentially valuable ideas regarding input fusion for companion technology.

For instance, known approaches often redundantly perform some form of dialog management, un-

certainties that are supposed to be common with recognition-based input technologies are mostly

handled only superficially with simple n-best lists, and any form of individual user adaptation is

missing. In addition to the capabilities of known fusion engines, the chapter also assesses markup

languages necessary to configure such engines, and known architectural standards for multimodal

systems that should be referred back to.

With the findings from the state of the art, the general objective to provide a multimodal input fusion

for companion technology was then substantiated in Chapter 3 “Goals and Requirements”. Two

major subgoals were defined: (1) Create a complete fusion approach that puts focus on a sound

handling of uncertainty, and (2) progress the state of knowledge on users’ modality adoption and

explore ways of exploiting it individually. These subgoals were then operationalized in concrete and

verifiable functional and non-functional requirements for a corresponding approach as follows:

Functional Requirements

1. Combination

2. Disambiguation

3. Reinforcement

4. Conflict Detection

Non-functional Requirements

1. Sound handling of uncertainty

2. Account for user individuality

3. Support synchronization of inputs

4. Focus on logical interaction

5. Facilitate modularity
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Addressing the first subgoal of this work, Chapter 4 “Fusion of User Inputs Using the Transferable

Belief Model” then presents the input fusion approach based on evidential reasoning as the first ma-

jor contribution. Following a bottom-up methodology, it is first argued why Dempster-Shafer theory

of evidence (DS) is chosen as the way of describing and handling uncertainties, rather than n-best

lists and Bayesian inference. Based on ideas from Reddy & Basir [126, 127], the specific interpre-

tation of DS called Transferrable Belief Model is then introduced and adaptions for its use for input

fusion are presented, fulfilling the non-functional requirement of sound handling of uncertainty (1.).

A theoretical evaluation confirms the fulfillment of the four aforementioned functional requirements

on a formal level and shows its advantages over traditional DS and n-best lists, especially concerning

reinforcement and conflict detection. Now that the inner formalism for deriving a decision based on

beliefs and probabilities is set, it has to be provided with a specification of which inputs are to be

expected and how they should be combined on a semantic level. The proposed use of GraphML

with application-specific event data in XML and their combination specification via XSLT not only

fulfills the non-functional requirements of focusing on logical interaction (4.) and facilitating mod-

ularity (5.), but is also the first approach to provide a description language for fusion specification

with arbitrary data models. Section 4.5 then shows the realization of the aforementioned concepts

in a runtime component (cf. Figure 4.3). Communication with input devices and an adjacent dialog

management/application is exemplified with concrete examples, and runtime aspects like time syn-

chronization and temporal fading of inputs are discussed, fulfilling the non-functional requirement

of supporting synchronization (3.). Finally, the integration of the component into a prototypical

companion system and the cooperation with a multimodal fission component – regarding conflict

resolution and user-initiative demands for presentation – is elucidated with concrete examples taken

from an application scenario.

In comparison to the state of the art, the proposed approach is the first fully realized input fusion

based on the concept of belief theory. It provides a sound concept of handling uncertainties and

thus allows a more informed decision on uncertain inputs compared to n-best list. Admittedly, the

full effect of evidential reasoning is only achieved when there are (many) input sensors that provide

belief distributions for sets of events and not merely probabilities split among singular events, as

applies to most off-the-shelf sensors. Nevertheless, even in the latter case, the approach outperforms

n-best lists by quantifying the inherent amount of conflict between inputs. Another aspect that could

prove problematic under certain circumstances is the assumption of independence between input

sensors that is made in evidential reasoning. While this assumption is made in all other approaches

of the state of the art as well, it may not always be true. Nevertheless, this assumption is made,

not only because quantifying possible dependencies seems nearly impossible, but also since such
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independency seems reasonable in common HCI scenarios, where sensors usually process different

types of signals. Referring back to the architectural standards for multimodal systems of the W3C,

the integration of the approach in a companion system adheres well to MMIF when used with in-

puts specified in EMMA, only lacking DOM specifications of the involved components. Regarding

the MMI Arch, and following a suggestion of Schnelle-Walka et al. [136], the input fusion can be

regarded as a special kind of modality component. What is in fact missing is an implementation of

the life cycle events defined by the standard.

Chapter 5 “Individual User Adaptation” addresses the second subgoal of the work, which is not only

a general concern of companion technology, but at the same time an important and still open issue

of multimodal input fusion raised by other researchers [45, 78, 157]. It is approached from two per-

spectives, namely the user and the system. First, user-sided preferences of modality use and their

influencing factors are explored. The state of knowledge shows that only little is known about the

role of the users themselves and almost nothing is known for basic forms of multimodal interactions

that could be transferred between applications and domains. That is why a study has been conducted,

investigating user specific factors, like gender, personality traits, and technology affinity on the ba-

sic task of selections. Results show a yet unknown and remarkable influence of gender. Not only

do both genders differ in their general adoption of modalities, but they also show interesting intra-

gender effects regarding technology affinity and personality traits. The influence of presentation was

found to be less pronounced than indicated by previous research. Though it is argued that such influ-

encing factors are not directly applicable for adaptation, they nevertheless substantially extend and

deepen the state of knowledge. The second part of the chapter then focused on the perspective of the

system and the information the system already gathers while interacting with the user. The state of

knowledge already suggests that temporal relationships exhibited by users during multimodal inter-

actions could be a valuable source of information for system-sided adaptation, such as Oviatt et al.’s

notion of integration patterns [115]. Yet, no actual use of such information for improving a system’s

robustness is found in literature. Since the findings reported in literature provided no clear picture, a

dedicated study was conducted employing a gamified and abstract variant of multimodal selections.

Results show that integration patterns and simple classifications yield too low consistencies to ex-

pect significant benefits in the tested task. Therefore, instead of a categorization, the use of actual

distributions is proposed. Moreover, study data were analyzed with regard to errors that occurred

during multimodal interactions, resulting in an original classification of errors during multimodal

interaction (false positives, false negatives, conflicts, and misunderstandings). Based on these find-

ings, an approach for using individual temporal distributions (called temporal interaction history)

has been developed in order to fulfill the non-functional requirement of accounting for user individ-
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uality (2.). It completely integrates into the process of input fusion and represents the second major

contribution of this work. The implemented approach was then evaluated in a realistic smartwatch

scenario. Results not only prove a significant reduction in error rates, but also an increase of users’

perceived satisfaction. Furthermore, the approach outperforms integration patterns and the widely

used “one fits all” approach of a fixed temporal window. Thus, it is concluded that maintaining an

individual interaction history and adapting to it at runtime is well worth the extra effort.

While the approach for individual adaptation based on temporal interaction histories is a very promis-

ing step towards more robust multimodal systems, it also has limitations. An obvious drawback is

the fact that such a history can only be applied after some time, before errors can effectively be

reduced. To overcome this, one could start with a generic history gathered in advance, before the

user’s individual one is applied. Besides the absolute prerequisite that error-free inputs happen more

often than erroneous ones, another problem is posed when a user abruptly changes his/her temporal

input behavior. Then the system is likely to falsely reject intended inputs for quite a while, before

distributions have picked up the change. However, this was mitigated in the implemented system

by a fall-back mechanism, that accepted any input once the user repeated it. Another limitation lies

in the fact that the implementation is currently limited to bimodal interactions, though considering

the state of the art, it seems reasonable to assume these as the most relevant and frequent form of

multimodal inputs.

Taken as a complete concept of individually adaptive input fusion, the presented work can not only

be used within companion systems, but can be applied in any type of system as a technology for

realizing robust multimodal inputs, as long as the necessities described in Section 4.5.1 are met

by the adjacent components (sensors and application). Thus, it could be the basis for multimodal

interfaces reaching a maturity that actually advances HCI for end users.

6.2 Further Research

The conducted work and its contributions open up a variety of further research. The following para-

graphs not only give hints for further supplements of the input fusion and individual user adaptation

– in addition to those already mentioned in the respective discussions (cf. Sections 4.6 and 5.2.7) –

but also take a broader view on input fusion and multimodal interaction as a whole.

Research on input sensors: Regarding the input sensors, further research is needed towards input

sensors that provide actual belief distributions directly suited for evidential reasoning. The available
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sensors often make a decision on their own, instead of passing on well-defined uncertainties to higher

levels of abstraction. It remains to be seen which sensors are best suited for constructing beliefs.

Other concepts of uncertainty: In terms of modeling uncertainty and fusing uncertain inputs as is

done using Dempster-Shafer theory here, one could also explore other concepts like fuzzy logic, and

compare differences in meaning and applicability. This could provide an even more versatile way

of representing uncertainty that may be advantageous for certain input modalities, like rather vague

implicit inputs derived from mimics and gestures.

Basic multimodal interactions: Another aspect that should be subject to further studies is to ex-

plore other types of basic multimodal interactions, in addition to the selections and the commands

on denoted objects this work has investigated. Potential candidates are possibilities such as enter-

ing values or more complex operations like altering values, as well as “meta” interactions such as

scrolling and zooming, or user nominations intended for a fission module. In addition to GUI-based

applications, interactions with real world entities found in other contexts such as smart homes or

driving scenarios should be considered as well. The long-term goal could be to create a set of basic

multimodal interactions any application can be broken down into, in order to increase transferability

of research findings.

Interaction specific metric combinations: Though the evaluation results of the interaction history

approach indicate an optimal combination of metrics (namely temporal gap, center distance, and

onset distance), transferability remains unclear and should be subject to further studies. It is to be

expected that other interactions may have other metric combinations that suit best.

Context of use: A possible extension of the approach could take the context of use into account,

which is another central concern of companion technology. It seems plausible to assume a change in

temporal interaction behavior under certain circumstances, e. g. when the user is under stress. This

could help to avoid the risk that the interaction history becomes too vague, and ensure its individual

fit in all situations.

Complete feedback loop: In order to increase the robustness of multimodal inputs even further,

research should examine ways of introducing a complete feedback loop for inputs recognized as

erroneous that goes down to the level of sensory inputs instead of being only considered in the

input fusion. That way, adaptive input sensors (such as ASR) could benefit from the error recogni-

tion capabilities introduced at higher levels of abstraction and continually increase their individual

recognition rates.
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Language of multimodal interaction: Taking a more general perspective, future work could ex-

plore and define a “language” of multimodal interaction, such that inputs are given a general se-

mantic which reflects their purpose within communication. The fusion of user inputs would then be

more about actually understanding the users’ actions, similar to what natural language understand-

ing is about, instead of merely fusing predefined, application-specific inputs. This would definitively

require a more psychological and linguistic view on multimodal interaction.

Research on implicit information: Considering what information is available for a multimodal

system, more research is necessary on implicit information accessible via gaze, gestures, non-verbal

utterances, and facial expression, to name only some. Especially with regard to the capabilities

of input fusion as presented in this work, such additional information could prove valuable in the

combination and decision making process.

6.3 Concluding Remarks

Multimodality in general, and multimodal input fusion in particular, should not be taken as panacea

for poor HCI. If not applied adequately and reasonably, multimodal inputs could do more harm than

good when it comes to intuitiveness and robustness. Moreover, even a perfect input fusion system is

of no use, if the underlying sensors not already provide a high level of maturity. As such, multimodal

input fusion should be seen as one opportunity to provide additional intuitiveness and naturalness

of interactions, when unimodal inputs have largely been exploited. Further, it should never replace

well-known and well-working unimodal interactions, but rather complement them. Of course, an

extensive observation of the user exploiting implicit information such as facial expressions, gestures,

and even emotions, raises significant privacy and security issues that must be considered early on.

Acceptance can only be expected, if the users can be sure that the collected data is not misused.

Finally, multimodal input must not only be approached from the user’s side, on the system side there

is still a lot to be done as well. IDEs, SDKs, and UI libraries must provide support for adequate

abstractions necessary to easily integrate multimodal fusion engines. Today, most of this underlying

software still heavily relies on common unimodal inputs, such as mouse, keyboard, and touch. Until

multimodal systems become standard in software development and the general user will benefit from

multimodal interactions, they may first be introduced in expert systems, whose developers and users

are willing to accept a certain amount of extra work and practice in order to gain an extra benefit.

The presented approach for an adaptive multimodal input fusion is clearly an important contribution

to the research field of multimodal interaction, but presumably not the last word in wisdom.
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A.1 XML Schema Definitions

Listing A.1: XML Schema for the input fusion specification that extends the schema of GraphML to

allow adding application-specific markup to nodes and edges.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>

<xs:schema targetNamespace="http://graphml.graphdrawing.org/xmlns"

xmlns="http://graphml.graphdrawing.org/xmlns"

xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"

elementFormDefault="qualified"

attributeFormDefault="unqualified">

<!-- the original schema for GraphML -->

<xs:redefine schemaLocation="http://graphml.graphdrawing.org

/xmlns/1.0/graphml.xsd">

<!-- extending the data-extension.type -->

<xs:complexType name="data-extension.type" mixed="true">

<xs:complexContent>

<xs:extension base="data-extension.type">

<xs:sequence>

<!-- allow any contents and validate elements

against the schema of the respective namespace -->

<xs:any processContents="strict"/>

</xs:sequence>

</xs:extension>

</xs:complexContent>

</xs:complexType>

</xs:redefine>

</xs:schema>
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Listing A.2: XML Schema for a sensor’s interaction input as observations to be processed by the
input fusion.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<xs:schema xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema">

<!-- the user’s interaction input for the fusion as root element -->
<xs:element name="InteractionInput">

<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="unbounded">

<xs:element name="Observation" type="ObservationType"/>
</xs:sequence>
<xs:attribute name="DateTime" type="xs:dateTime" use="optional"/>
<xs:attribute name="SensorID" type="xs:string" use="required"/>
<!-- the FadingTime is given in milliseconds -->
<xs:attribute name="FadingTime" type="xs:double" use="optional"/>

</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>

<!-- a sensor’s Observation assigning a confidence to an Event -->
<xs:complexType name="ObservationType">

<xs:sequence minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="unbounded">
<xs:element name="Event" type="EventType"/>

</xs:sequence>
<xs:attribute name="confidence" type="xs:double" use="required"/>

</xs:complexType>

<!-- an Event that can contain any application-specific data -->
<xs:complexType name="EventType">

<xs:sequence>
<xs:any processContents="strict"></xs:any>

</xs:sequence>
<xs:attribute name="ID" type="xs:string" use="required"/>
<!-- the Time is given in ticks of the host computer,

when the initial event was created/detected -->
<xs:attribute name="Time" type="xs:long" use="optional"/>
<!-- the Onset is given in milliseconds relative to the Time attribute

and denotes when the event has started (e.g. speech onset) -->
<xs:attribute name="Onset" type="xs:long" use="optional"/>
<!-- the Onset is given in milliseconds relative to the Time attribute

and denotes when the event has ended (e.g. speech offset) -->
<xs:attribute name="Offset" type="xs:long" use="optional"/>

</xs:complexType>

</xs:schema>
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Listing A.3: XML Schema for a fusion output that contains the overall result mode and the most
probable fused event(s) of the fused interaction inputs.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<xs:schema xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema">

<!-- the fusion’s output as root element,
containing the result mode and at least one event -->

<xs:element name="FusionOutput">
<xs:complexType>

<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="ResultMode" type="ResultModeType"

minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>
<xs:element name="Event" type="EventType"

minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
</xs:sequence>

</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>

<!-- the result mode indicating one of four types of result -->
<xs:simpleType name="ResultModeType">

<xs:restriction base="xs:string">
<xs:enumeration value="normal"/>
<xs:enumeration value="ambiguous"/>
<xs:enumeration value="conflict"/>
<xs:enumeration value="redundant"/>

</xs:restriction>
</xs:simpleType>

<!-- a resulting event with its sources and semantic data -->
<xs:complexType name="EventType">

<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="Sources" type="SourcesType"/>
<xs:any processContents="strict"/>

</xs:sequence>
<xs:attribute name="ID" type="xs:string"/>
<!-- the Time is given in ticks of the host computer,

when the last of the fused events was created/detected -->
<xs:attribute name="Time" type="xs:long" use="optional"/>
<!-- the Onset is given in milliseconds relative to the Time attribute

and denotes when the fused event has started -->
<xs:attribute name="Onset" type="xs:long" use="optional"/>
<!-- the Onset is given in milliseconds relative to the Time attribute

and denotes when the fused event has ended -->
<xs:attribute name="Offset" type="xs:long" use="optional"/>

</xs:complexType>

<xs:complexType name="SourcesType">
<xs:sequence minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="unbounded">

<xs:element name="Source" type="SourceType"/>
</xs:sequence>

</xs:complexType>

<xs:complexType name="SourceType">
<xs:attribute name="ID" type="xs:string" use="required"/>

</xs:complexType>

</xs:schema>
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Listing A.4: XML Schema for the interaction history that stores all single input events that occurred
for any combined input in a user- and application-specific record.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<xs:schema xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema">

<!-- the interaction history as root element -->
<xs:element name="InteractionHistory">

<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded">

<xs:element name="User" type="UserType"/>
</xs:sequence>

</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>

<!-- a user -->
<xs:complexType name="UserType">

<xs:sequence minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded">
<xs:element name="Application" type="ApplicationType"/>

</xs:sequence>
<xs:attribute name="ID" type="xs:string" use="required"/>

</xs:complexType>

<!-- an application -->
<xs:complexType name="ApplicationType">

<xs:sequence minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded">
<xs:element name="CombinedInput" type="CombinedInputType"/>

</xs:sequence>
<xs:attribute name="ID" type="xs:string" use="required"/>

</xs:complexType>

<!-- a combined input that was defined as an edge in the FOD for the input fusion -->
<xs:complexType name="CombinedInputType">

<xs:sequence minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded">
<xs:element name="Inputs" type="InputsType"/>

</xs:sequence>
<xs:attribute name="ID" type="xs:string" use="required"/>

</xs:complexType>

<!-- the inputs element to contain the list of observed inputs.
The ID is generated from the respective modalities and events -->

<xs:complexType name="InputsType">
<xs:sequence minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded">

<xs:element name="Input" type="InputType"/>
</xs:sequence>
<xs:attribute name="ID" type="xs:string" use="required"/>

</xs:complexType>

<!-- an actual input that is stored in the history containing the 2 single events -->
<xs:complexType name="InputType">

<xs:sequence minOccurs="2" maxOccurs="2">
<xs:element name="Event" type="EventType"/>

</xs:sequence>
<xs:attribute name="Time" type="xs:long" use="required"/>

</xs:complexType>

<!-- a single event with modality and timing information -->
<xs:complexType name="EventType">

<xs:attribute name="ID" type="xs:string" use="required"/>
<xs:attribute name="SourceID" type="xs:string" use="required"/>
<xs:attribute name="Time" type="xs:long" use="required"/>
<xs:attribute name="Onset" type="xs:long" use="required"/>
<xs:attribute name="Offset" type="xs:long" use="required"/>

</xs:complexType>

</xs:schema>
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Figure A.1: Boxplots of the ten best scoring metric combinations regarding their mean accuracy. Of
the five metrics tested, “total duration” did not make it into the top ten. White diamonds
show the means, the circles the individual participants’ results. The underlying data
stems from the ground truth of the smartwatch experiment used to evaluate the approach
for adapting to individual interaction histories.
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Acronyms

API Application Programming Interface

ASR Automatic Speech Recognition

ATN Augmented Transition Network

BBA Basic Belief Assignment

BNF Backus–Naur Form

CAD Computer-Aided Design

CARE Complementarity, Assignment, Redundancy, Equivalence

CASE Concurrent, Alternate, Synergistic, Exclusive

CC/PP Composite Capability/Preference Profiles

CCXML Call Control XML

CG Conceptual Graph

CMR Common Meaning Representation

COLD COactive Language Definition

CTS Cognitive Technical System

CUBRICON Calspan-UB Research center Intelligent CONversationalist

DM Dialog Management

DOM Document Object Model

DS Dempster-Shafer Theory

DTAC Dialog move, Type, Arguments, Contents

ECMA European Computer Manufacturers Association

EMMA Extensible MultiModal Annotation markup language

FAME Framework for Adaptive Multimodal Environments
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Acronyms

FOD Frame of Discernment

FSM Finite State Machine

GUI Graphical User Interface

HAC Human Action Cycle

HCI Human-Computer Interaction

HDMI High-Definition Multimedia Interface

HMM Hidden Markov Model

HTML HyperText Markup Language

HTTP Hyper Text Transport Protocol

I/O Input/Output

ICARE Interaction-CARE

ICO Interactive Cooperative Objects

IDE Integrated Development Environment

IM Interaction Management

LCD Liquid Crystal Display

MDP Markov Decision Process

MIML Multimodal Interaction Markup Language

MIT Massachusetts Institute of Technology

MMI2 Man-Machine Interface for Multi-Modal Interaction with

knowledge based systems

MMIF Multimodal Interaction Framework

NFA Nondeterministic Finite Automaton

PATE Production rule system based on Activation and Typed fea-

ture structure Elements

POMDP Partially Observable Markov Decision Process

PUMPP Polynomial Unification-based Multimodal Parsing Proces-

sor
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Acronyms

RDF Resource Description Framework

SCXML State Chart XML

SDK Software Development Kit

SMIL Synchronized Multimedia Integration Language

SMUIML Synchronized Multimodal User Interaction Modeling Lan-

guage

SNTP Simple Network Time Protocol

tATN temporal Augmented Transition Network

TBM Transferable Belief Model

TFS Typed Feature Structure(s)

TTS Text-To-Speech

TYCOON TYpes and goals of COOperatioN

UI User Interface

UIDL User Interface Description Language

URI Uniform Resource Identifier

VoiceXML Voice eXtensible Markup Language

VR Virtual Reality

VRML VR Modeling Language

W3C World Wide Web Consortium

WM Working Memory

WOZ Wizard of Oz

WPF Windows Presentation Foundation

X+V XHTML + Voice

X3D eXtensible 3D

XAML eXtensible Application Markup Language

XISL eXtensible Interaction Scenario Language

XML eXtensible Markup Language
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Acronyms

XMMVR eXtensible language for MultiModal interaction with VR

worlds

XSL eXtensible Stylesheet Language

XSLT XSL Transformation

XTRA eXpert TRAnslator
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